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Summary
This report contains the contributions which were submitted to the
NEACRP/NEANDC Specialist Meeting on neutron capture in structural
materials for the energy range between about lkeV and IMeV. The first
chapter deals with experimental techniques and recent differential
measurements for neutron capture cross sections of Cr. Fe. and Ni.
One of the problems. which are not readily understood. is the proper
detection of scattered neutrons. which may lead to discrepancies in
experimental data of different groups by about 40 to 50 percent.
The second chapter is devoted to recent evaluations for Fe and Ni.
and it also discusses the differences of the recommended data in the
nuclear Data files ENDF/B. UKNDL and KEDAK.
The user aspects are given in chapter 3. The required accuracy for the
neutron capture cross section of stainless steel in the keV range is
given to be ±10 %. mainly based on the target accuracy for the breeding
gain of large LMFBR systems. The influence of neutron capture data
uncertainties on physics quantities in zero power reactors is discussed.
Data adjustment procedures seem to indicate that differential measurements
on Fe. Ni and Cr are not fully consistent with results from integral
experiments in critical facilities. Further work. especially on Fe-
neutron capture data and testing. is required.
Neutroneneinfang im keV-Bereich für Strukturmaterialien
Schneller Reaktoren
Zusammenfassung
In diesem Bericht sind die schriftlichen Beiträge zu einem Spezialisten
Treffen der NEACRP und NEANDC über Neutroneneinfangdaten in keV-Bereich
für Strukturmaterialien schneller Reaktoren zusammengestellt.
Das erste Kapitel behandelt experimentelle Methoden und neuere Ergebnisse
von Messungen der Einfangwirkungsquerschnitte für Cr, Fe und Ni.
Die existierenden Diskrepanzen zwischen verschiedenen Meßgruppen von
bis zu 50 % können zum Teil dadurch verursacht sein, daß man eine genaue
experimentelle Erfassung gestreuter Neutronen bisher nur unzureichend
beherrscht.
In Kapitel 2 werden neue Auswertungen von Neutroneneinfangdaten für Fe
und Ni vorgestellt. Außerdem sind die auf den Kerndatenbändern ENDF/B,
UKNDL und KEDAK empfohlenen Daten miteinander verglichen.
Kapitel 3 beschreibt die Gesichtspunkte des Benutzers bei der Berechnung
schneller Reaktoren. Für Edelstahl wird eine Genauigkeit der Einfang-
daten von ±10 % gefordert, welche hauptsächlich auf der erwarteten Ge-
nauigkeit für den Brutgewinn großer Reaktoren beruht. Weiterhin wird der
Einfluß von Unsicherheiten der Einfangdaten auf physikalische Kenngrößen
von Nulleistungsreaktoren diskutiert. Aus Anpassung der Daten an integrale
Experimente scheint zu folgen, daß die differentiellen Meßergebnisse für
Fe, Ni und Cr noch nicht genügend sicher sind. Weitere Untersuchungen,
besonders hinsichtlich der Fe-Einfangdaten, sind erforderlich.
Preface
These proceedings are issued very late. There are various serious
reasons for this delay. Because the matter itself has not lost its
actuality, I hope that in spite of the late issue this report will
be, also in the near future, a helpful document for experimenters,
evaluators, and users of neutron capture data in structural
materials.
The meeting was attended by about 20 people out of three areas:
differential measurements, evaluation, and reactor physics aspects.
This combination I feel was a very effective one because most of all
the relevant views thus could be given to the audience. After a "polite"
discussion period at the beginning of the meeting, the interest to
achieve at certain conclusions grew more and more, and in consequence
very vivid discussions resulted. It was expressed by various participants
that the meeting was fruitful because many impulses were given and at
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RESONANCE CAPTURE MEASUREMENTS ON STRUCTURAL
MATERIALS WITH LARGE LIQUID SCINTILLATORS*
F.H. Fröhner**
(NEA Centre de Compilation de Donn~es
Neutroniques, Saclay, France)
Abstract: The present status of neutron capture cross
section data for structural materials is reviewed as
far as they were measured with large liquid scintillator
detectors until about 1972, mainly at RPI and KFK. New
results from the analysis of KFK data on 56Fe, 58Ni, 60Ni
and 61Ni for neutron energies between 7 and 220 keV are
presented, in particular radiation widths and capture
areas and also results on the correlation between neutron
and radiation widths. Special attention ii paid to the
estimation of uncertainties.
*) Paper presented at the Specialists' Panel on
Capture Cross Sections of Structural Materials.
Karlsruhe, 8-9.5.73~ revised version.




Neutron capture cross sections for the structural
materials - er, Fe and Ni - are urgently needed in the
keV neutron energy region for fast breeder core design.
Nickel also plays a role as neutron reflector material
for fast critical assemblies. Moreover, these capture
cross sections are of considerable interest to astro-
physicists: especially the nickel and iron isotopes play
a key role in nucleosynthesis calculations based on the
concept of the s (slow) process of element formation in
stars whose temperatures correspond to about the same
neutron energies as those encountered in fast breeders.
A continuing effort is therefore under way in many
laboratories to measure these cross sections. The present
paper is restricted to a discussion of those measurements
which were made with large liquid scintillator detectörs.
Much of the discussion will be devoted to the work with
which the author is particularly familiar, namely that
done at Karlsruhe until about 1972. More recent KFK
results will be presented by R.R. Spencer et alt
Resonance capture measurements practically always
employ the time-of-flight method, with detection of the
prompt y radiation emitted after each neutron capture
event. For a given flight-time interval with flux $ the
observed count rate (corrected for dead-time and back-
ground) 1s given by
(1)
where y is the so-called capture yield, i.e. the probability
that an incoming neutron is captured. and e is the efficiency
of the y-ray detector (plus associated electronics). The
data reduction consists of stripping off ~ and e to get y
and then to extract from y the capture cross section Oy.
The reduction of resonance capture data to capture
cross sections is never easy. but the task is especially
difficult for the structural materials due to
the extreme smallness of the capture cross
section relative to the scattering cross
section: ratios of 1:100 or 1:1000 in the
resonances are typical;
the high neutron bin ding energies of the
compound nuclei which imply inconveniently
high capture y-ray energies;
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the low-level densities and correspondingly
low effective mUltiplicities of the capture
y-ray cascades.
The following sections deal with the resulting
difficulties in a more general way.
2. Flux determination
The problem of neutron flux determination is usually
by-passed by measuring the capture yield relative to a
reference sample. One exposes the sample under study
and the reference sample to the same flux and determines
the ratio
:: (2 )
which does not contain the flux ~ but only the known yield
Yr and the efficiency ratio eier. The KFK results presented
below were obtained with gold as reference material. Its
capture cross section is known to about 5% near 30 keV
(Refs. 1, 2, 3) and to about 8-10% near the lower and
upper limits of the energy range considered here, 5-220
ke V (Re f. 4).
It should be pointed out, however, that the recently
reported structure near 23 keV in the total and capture
cross section of gold (Ref. 5) casts some doubt on the
absolute capture cross section values derived under the
assumption of smooth average cross section behaviour from
shell transmissions measured at 22.8 keV (Refs. 2, 6).
Since the shell transmission method is only one of various
methods used to normalize the capture cross section of gold,
and not a very accurate method at that, no drastic change
in the overall status of the gold capture cross section is
to be ~xpected. Nevertheless, the question cannot be
considered as settled before the influence of the reported
structure on the calibration point at 30 keV is studiBd in
detail.
Another method to measure the flux is the ltblack
resonance lt technique: with a neutron detector of known
energy dependence, e.g. a lOB slab viewed by ·NaI crystals,
one determines the shape of the flux. The absolute value
is obtained by replacing the capture sample with a sample
having a suitable low-energy resonance, e.g. silver. This
calibration sample is taken so thick that it appears black
to neutrons with energies near the peak of the resonance.
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At this energy the count rate is then given by Eq. (1)
with fy/f<y<l, the lower limit corresponding to the
first-collision or prima~y yield, the upper limit to
the case of negligible leakage of scattered neutrons
out of the sampIe. If fn«f, then fy/r=l and y is
known to good accuracy. This method is suitable for
neutron sources with a spectrum going all the way down
to the low eV region, such as linac sources. The RPI
results discussed below were obtained with this method
- the flux shape was determined with a B slab detector t
the absolute calibration being based on the 5.19 eV
resonance of silver. The accuracy of this method is
probably as good as 2 percent near the calibration
point t becoming worse with growing energy. Above 100 keV
where the 10B(nta) cross section begins to deviate from
a I/v behaviour the flux uncertainty is probably more like
5-10% •
3. Detector efficiency
The principal problemin capture detector design is
the need for a detector which is insensitive to variations
of the capture y-ray spectrum with neutron energy. The
probabilities for the many possible y-ray cascade modes
leading from the compound state to the ground state
fluctuate violently from resonance to resonance. This
is a consequence not only of the changing spins and
parities but especially of the fact that the part~al
radiation widths for transitions to the various inter-
mediate states are distributed according to Porter-
Thomas distributions. Only the sum of all photon energies
is the same for all cascades at a given neutron energy :
:t j'
I E i :: I E j :: • • • :: U (3 )
i=i j=l
(Eyit ~yj:. photon energies, 1,]: cascade multiplicities,
U: exc~tat~on energy).
The conceptionally simplest way to achieve insensitivity
to the particular cascade modes is to build a detector
capable of responding with 100% efficiency to each single
photon in the capture spectrum. In order that this be
true even for the ground state transition it is obvious
that the detector must surround the sam~le in 4w geometry
and have a thickness such that the escape probability for
the ground state transition photon is negligible. This
is the principle of the large liquid scintillator detector.
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Another possibility is to build a detector with
an efficiency proportional to the photon energy.
€ = C·Eyi. and to make sure that only one photon per
capture event interacts with the detector. e.g. by
choosing the solid angle subtended by the detector as
seen from the sample and its thickness sufficiently
small. The probability for detection of either the
1st, or the 2nd •••• or the t-th photon of a cascade
with multiplicity 1 is then
This result is independent of the assumed cascade,
i.e. the detector has the desired property. This is the
principle of the Moxon-Rae detector. Proportionality is
achieved by proper design. The same principle underlies
the total-energy detector (sometimes called Maier-Leibnitz
detector), where proportionality is achieved by appropriate
weighting of the counts in the various pulse-height channels.
Measurements with these two types of detector will be treated
in other contributions to this meeting. The following
discussion will therefore be restricted to experiments
with large liquid scintillators.
3.1 Intrinsic efficiency
The ideal intrinsic efficiency (interaction probability)
of 100% for even the most energetic photons is never reached
in practice with large liquid scintillators. The size of
the detector is usually limited by economic considerations
and, even more important, by the background from cosmic
rays and from natural radiation originating in the structure
and the environment. This background is directly proportional
to the detector volume. One is thus forced to compromise.
Even the largest tanks in use today, the 4000 1 modular
device built by Haddad et ale at General Atomic (Ref. 7)
or the 3500 1 tank being tested by Fuketa at JAERI, still
leave about 20% escape probability for 8 MeV photons. This
is to be compared with the ground state transition energies
of about 7-11 MeV of the structural materials. For the
tanks ernployed in capture work on these nuclides, those
at RPI (1100 1) and at Karlsruhe (800 1), the escape
probability for 8 MeV photons is even higher - about 35%.
Fig. 1 shows the intrinsic efficiency of the Karlsruhe
detector as a function of total cascade energy, for ground
state transitions (single photons) and for cascades con-
sisting of two and three equal photons. The intrinsic
efficiency is seen to approach unity fairly rapidly with
increasing multiplicity.
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ror the reference material, gold, the level density
and thus the average mu1tip1icityis high (Ref. 8). More-
over, the instrumental resolution of the experiments
reviewed here was such that on1y averages over many gold
resonances are observed in each f1ight-time channe1 so
that fluctuations are smeared out. This conc1usion was
confirmed experimenta11y by Kompe, who did not find any
significant differences between the observed pulse height
spectra taken at 50and 150 keV neutron energy. Thus the
intrinsic efficiency can be estimated easi1y as
~~u = (99*1)%.
1
ror the structura1 materials, on the other hand, the
level density and thus the average mUltiplicity is low,
and ground state transitions account for a 1arge percentage
of the compound state decays. Jackson and Strait (Ref. 9)
derived from (y,n) data partial radiation widths for the
ground state transitions fo110wing neutron capture in
52Cr, 56re and 60Ni. Comparison with the total radiation
widths for the same compound states shows that for the
s-wave compound levels up to about 25% of the decays can
proceed direct1y to the ground state. ror p-wave levels
the ground state transitions are even stronger, accounting
for no 1ess than 50% of all decays for some levels (cf.
Tab1es 2 and 4). Strong variations of the y-ray spectrum
and hence of the total radiation width must therefore be
expected from level to level, and this is in fact what one finds.
At Kar1sruhe the detector signals are usua11y stored
in a two-dimensiona1 array with 4096 time channe1s and 8
pu1se-height channe1s. rig. 2 shows examp1es of pu1se-
height spectra obtained for a number of 56re resonances.
It is evident that the y-ray spectra vary strong1y, the
sharp1y peaked ones indicating strong transitions to the
ground (and other 10w-1ying) states, the f1at ones indi-
cating higher multiplicity with fewer high-energy transi-
tions.
These f1uctuations c1ear1y create a severe problem
with respect to the intrinsic efficiency. One can use
the curves of rig. 1 and some plausible assumptions as
to the cascade modes to ca1cu1ate the intrinsic efficiencies
for the various binding energies encountered. The resu1ting
crude estimates of ~i/~tuare shown in Tab1e I for three
assumed cases; (1) strong high-energy transitions, (2) a
presumab1y more typica1 spectrum with moderate1y strong
high-energy transitions, and (3) neg1igib1e high-energy
transitions. The dispersion of the intrinsic-efficiency
ratios is of the order of 10 percent.
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If information on the pulse-height distribution
for individual resonances is available the ratios of
Table Ican be, used to correct the data. For example,
the pulse-height distributions of Fig. 2 were divided
into three categories - peaked, flat and intermediate
- and the corresponding efficiency ratios from Table I
were then applied to the data. This admittedly crude
procedure is assumed to reduce the yield uncertainty
caused by fluctuations of the intrinsic efficiency to
about 5 %.
3.2 Spectrum fraction
In order to reduce the cosmic-ray background one
operates large liquid scintillator detectors with an
electronic threshold just above the pulse height equiva-
lent to the binding energy of the compound nucleus. A
lower threshold is usually set at a pulse height corres-
ponding to about 3 MeV so as to eliminate the 2.2 MeV y-
rays from neutron capture by the protons in the scintillator.
Suppression of signals produced by neutrons which are
scattered by the sample into the scintillator is extremely
important for the structural materials where the scattering
cross section is often 100 or 1000 times the capture cross
section. The measures taken (liners containing lOB or 6Li
between sample and scintillator, admixture of methyl borate
to the scintillator) aim at having scattered neutrons
absorbed by lOB, which emits only-low-energy y-rays. or
by 6Li. which emits n0ne at all. In this way one can
achieve a detection efficiency for capture of scattered
neutrons of only 10- 5 (Ref. 12). Nevertheless, a certain
number of hydrogen capture signals must be eliminated by
an appropriate lower threshold.
Fig. 2 shows the capture spectrum for gold as measured
with the Karlsruhe 800 1 detector. It is obvious that
rejecting all pulses with pulse heights equivalent to
less than 3 MeV one loses an appreciable fraction of all
signals. This means that a corresponding correction must
be applied to the observed part of the pulse-height spectrum.
the so-called spectrum fraction Eb' The overqll efficiency
of the recording system is thus the product of spectrum
fraction and intrinsic efficiency. Ei€b'
For big tanks with carefully matched photomultipliers
and good light collection properties the pulse-height distri-
bution shows a more or less pronounced sum peak near the
bin ding energy. and the resulting extrapolation to zero
pulse height is possible with quite good accuracy. For
the gold spectrum of Fig. 3 the result with the lower
threshold at 3 MeV was €~u = (64t3)%. For. the structural
materials the uncertaint~es in €b were somewhat larger -
of the order of 8%. This yields an uncertainty of about
8
10% for the ratio eb/etu, and of about 15% for the
overall efficiency ratlo (ebei)/(e~Uetu).
4. Scattered neutrons
In order to correct for the residual background
from scattered neutrons which was observed in spite of
the above-mentioned preventive measures, purely scatter-
ing sampIes (graphite) with about the same scattering
properties as the sample under study and the gold reference
sample were used at KFK to obtain the count rates c and
c~u. The capture yield was then calculated as s
y =
c - cs






It is true that although the average scattering
properties of capture sample and carbon scatterer were
matched, the scattering is smooth for carbon and has
resonance behaviour for the capture sample. However,
the time required for scattered neutrons to be captured
(e.g. 200 ns for 100 keV neutrons travelling 30 cm) is
so much longer than the corresponding time for a photon
(e.g. 2 ns for 60 cm) that practically all correlation
with the resonances is destroyed and the resonance
structure smeared out sufficiently. The fact that between
resonances the corrected capture yield actually goes to
zero confirms that the method works reasonably wellt The
uncertainty associated with the scattering corrections
is estimated to be of the order of 1-3% at the lower
energies where gaps between resonances allow a check on
the background subtraction, and up to maybe 20% at higher
energies where no such gaps are observed because of
resonance overlap and resolution broadening.
5. Data analysis
After correcting the data for scattered neutrons
and estimating spectrum fraction and intrinsic efficiency
ratios from the pulse height distributions one has to
calculate yAu. Because of the relatively large capture
cross section of gold it is easy to use gold samples
which are so thin in terms of neutron mean free paths
that self-shielding and multiple-scattering effects are
small, so that
Au Au
== n 0y (6 )
where n Au is the sample thickness (in nuclei/b) and OyAU
is the gold capture cross section averaged over resonances.
The sample thickness corrections for the 1 mm reference
sample used at KFK were very small (a few percent): the
associated uncertainty is estimated as 2%.
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After this last st~p all the quantities on the
right-hand side of Eq. (5) are known and y can be cal-
culated. The next problem is the extraction of the
capture cross section from the yield. For "thin"
samples this is no problem (cL Eq. (6». For the
sample thicknesses used at RPI and KFK, however,
serious self-shielding and multiple scattering effects
are encountered near and above the resonance energies,
especially for the broad s-wave resonances. Correction
for these effects depends on a fairly good knowledge of
the scattering cross section, preferably in parametrized
form. One difficulty is that for most of the resonances
seen in the capture data no resonance parameters are
known and that very often energy resolution and accuracy
of the energy scale for existing transmission data is not
quite good enough to correlate small resonances seen in
transmission with one of the many capture peaks in a
unique way. The strategy adopted at RPI and at KFK was
therefore to determine the total as well as the capture
cross section, if possible in the same experiment.
Resonance energies EO' total widths fand - for odd
isotopes - spin factors gare found from the transmission
data with the help of area analysis or, more recently, of
automatic shape-fitting codes. This works well for most
s-wave levels and for the broadest p-wave levels. These
parameters can then be used to find the radiation widths
f y from the capture data by an area analysis programme.
Narrow levels, however, are normally seen only in the
capture data. The quantities which can then be extracted
are the resonance energy EO and the combination gfnfy/r
(if sample thickness effects are small, which is usually
the case for narrow levels).
The assignment of parities is easy for broad levels
with clearly identifiable interference dips in the total
cross section for s-wave levels, and symmetric shapes for
p-wave levels. Doppler broadening is of no importance
for these broad peaks. For neutron widths smaller than
the Doppler width (about 3 eV at 10 keV, 10 eV at 100 keV)
or of the resolution width s- and p-wave resonance shapes
become indistinguishable, and parity assignments are
difficult in the absence of additional information such
as the asymmetry values derivable from photoneutron
experiments (Ref. 9).
Finally, after complete parametrization one can
reconstruct the capture cross section, describing the
levels with known EO,fn,fy,Jß by the same (R-matrix)
formulae as used in the analysis, and the levels with
known EO and grnf If as 2~2*02(gfnry/r)$(x,ß),where
2~AO is the neutr6n wave length corresponding to EO and
~(x,ß) is the usual Doppler line shape function for
x =. 2(E-EO)/f, ß = 2!:J./r :: (4/r)(E OkT/A)1/2.
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It is difficult to assess the errors due to the
resonance analysis method. The computer code for
capture area analysis used at Karlsruhe (Ref. 10)
describes all cross sections as sums of single-level
Breit-Wigner terms. This is an adequate representation
for the capture cross section where level-level inter-
ference effects for the many capture channels mutually
cancel in good approximation. For the scattering cross
section, which inf1uences the multiple-scattering
corrections, level-level interference is quite strong
for the nuclides considered here and the single-level SUffi
representation may lead to errors for the broad s-wave
resonances. Apparently aversion of the same code was
used at RPI (Ref. 11). An uncertainty of 15% is tenta-
tively assigned to the analysis procedure, but only a
systematic investigation with a multi-level code can
clarify this point.
If all sources of uncertainties are considered,
including the statistical errors, it is found that the
uncertainty of the capture yie1d is of th~ order 10-20%,
which gives an error of about 15-25% for the radiation
widths and gr r Ir values.n y
6. Resonance capture data from tank experiments
Resonance parameters including those determining
the capture cross section (r or gr r Ir) are listed in
Tables 2, 3, 4 and 5 for theYtargetnn~clei 56Fe, 58Ni,
60Ni and 61Ni. They were taken from the published work
of Hockenbury et all (Ref. 12) and Stieglitz et all
(Ref. 13) at the RPI linac and from work of Rohr et all
(Ref. 14), eho et alt (Ref. 15), Ernst et alt (Ref. 16)
and Frßhner and Ernst (Ref. 17) at the KFK 3 MV Van de
Graaff accelerator. For 56Fe and 60Ni the spin and parity
quantum numbers and ground state transition area parameters
gr r Ir published by Jackson and Strait (Ref. 9) are
inBl~ged in the tables to give a feeling for the importance
of the ground state transitions.
The data of Hockenbury et all cover essentially
the low keV energies up to about 30 keV. With the exception
of the radiation width for the first strong s-wave resonance
of 56Fe at 27.9 keV no radiation widths are given, but many
capture area parameters (grnr Ir) for weak (presumably
p-wave) levels. The paper by Stieglitz et all reflects
an improvement in instrumentation and data analysis.
Many s-wave radiation widths are reported in addition to
capture area parameters for weak levels up to about 160 keV.
The KFK capture yield data cover the energy region from
7 keV up to about 220 keV; resonance parameters are given
for essentially all resolved levels up to about the same
energies as covered by Stieglitz et all
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The qua1ity of the data is about the same for both
laboratories, although the error estimates of the KFK
group are somewhat more conservative. The overall agree-
ment is remarkably good in view of the differences in
experimental technique, data analysis and especially
absolute calibration. In the majority of the cases where
both groups report a value the discrepancy is smaller
than the combined error. Nevertheless, for 60Ni where
the RPI data are more complete than for the other isotopes
listed, one can see that at about 50 keV the RPI capture
area parameters begin to become systematically higher than
the KFK values. This may be due to errors in the flux
extrapolation by means of the 10B(n,a) cross section to
energies 10,000 times higher than the calibration energy
(5.19 eV)at RPI, and/or to errors in the determination of
the shape of the gold cross section at KFK.
Block et ale (Ref. 18) reported a significant positive
correlation between neutron and radiation widths calculated
toom a composite sample of 27 s-wave levels belonging to
Cr, 52 Cr , 53 Cr , 54 Cr , V and 60Ni. A similar calculation
was performed for all the fUlly-parametrized s-wave levels
of the isotopes included in the present paper, but without
lumping the isotopes together. The results are given in
Table 6. It will be seen that with the small sample sizes
used the uncertainties of the correlation coefficients are
1arge. The only significant value is that for 60Ni,
obtained for a sample of nine resonances. Correlations
between neutron widths and radiation widths do not seem
to be a universal phenomenon for the structura1 materials,
but the problem certainly needs further study when more
radiation widths become availab1e.
7. Conclusion
The good agreement between capture resonance para-
meters obtained by the groups at RPI and KFK using large
liquid scintillator detectors is remarkable, especially
inview of the different flux determination techniques
employed. It is probably safe to state that at the
present time the capture cross sections and capture
resonance integrals can be calculated from these para-
meters with an accuracy of about 15-25% below about
100-150 keV for 56 Fe , S8Ni and 60Ni, and to about 50 keV
for 61Ni. Above these energies the KFK yield data (avail-
able on request from the neutron data compilation centres)
are practical1y unaffected by multiple scattering and
self-shielding and represent the resolution-broadened
cross section directly with about the same accuracy.
Significant correlations between neutron and sadiation
widths were not found with the exception of 6 Ni+n,
where a correlation coefficient of 0.8%0.3 was calculated
from a sample of nine s-wave resonances.
-12-
The most troublesome error sources are (1) the
uncertainty of 5-10% of the gold reference cross section
used at KFK and the probably somewhat smaller extra-
pOlation uncertainty associated with the assumed l/v
shape of the 10B(n,ay) cross section used at RPI;
(2) the 10-15% uncertainty of intrinsic efficiencies
and spectrum fractions caused by fluctuations of
the y-ray spectra; (3) uncertainties due to the resonance
parameter determination rnethods; (4) background caused
by scattered neutrons in the high-energy region where
no gaps between res on an ces allow a check on the background
subtraction.
As to point (1) adoption of the value of 649 mb at
30 keV recommended by Vaughn and Grench (Ref. 3) instead
of 603 mb as used at KFK would raise the capture yields;
radiation widths and capture area parameters reported
by KFK by about 7.5%. In this context the influence of
the gold cross section anomaly at 23 keV (Ref. 5) on
shell transmission results used in the derivation of
the 30 keV reference value should be investigated. The
10B(n,ay) cross section shape plays an analogous role
for the RPI data.
Point (2) underlines the need for the acquisition
of adequate pulse height data together with the time-of-
flight data in tank experiments so that spectrum fluctu-
ations can be corrected fort Measurements with other
detector types that are insensitive to spectrum fluctua-
tions, such as Moxon-Rae and total-energy detectors,
will be extremely valuable in checking the fluctuation
correction procedures used for tank data.
As to point (3) it should be investigated whether
replacement of the single-level-sum description of the
scattering cross section by a more correct multi-level
description would increase the multiple-scattering
corrections for broad s-wave levels. If so this could
perhaps explain some of the observed correlations between
neutron and radiation widths.
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Binding Energies and Crude Esti-
mates of Intrinsic Efficiency







from high-energy transitions of
50% 10% 0%
56 Fe +n 7.646 0.81 0.91 0.98
58Ni +n 8.999 0.79 0.90 0.97
60 Ni +n 7.819 0.81 0.91 0.98
61 Ni +n 10.596 0.77 0.89 0.95
197Au+n 6.512 1 1 1
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TABLE 2
56Resonance Parameters for Fe + n
Note: Brackets () denote tentative or doubtfu1 va1ues, square
brackets [] denote va1ues and references from other labs.
EO gr r gr r Ir gr or Ir J TI Lab Ref.n y y n y n
(keV) (eV) (eV) (eV) (eV)
---
1.15 [0.6] .08 RPI 12
2.35 .0004 RPI 12
11. 2 .043 t .007 RPI 12
22.7 .191 t .020 RPI 12
22.79 t .07 .16 t .03 1/2 (-) KFK 17
27.7 1.44:1:.14 1/2 + RPI 12
27.68:1:.08 [1600 t 10] 1.4 :1:.2 1/2 + KFK 16,[19J
34.1 .59:1:.07 . RPI 12
34.25:1:.10 .62 t .08 [.18:1:.04] (-) KFK 17,[9]
36.6 .30:1:.03 RPI 12
36.69:1:.11 .28 t .04 (-) KFK 17
38.3 .46:1:.05 RPI 12
38.38:1:.12 .34:1:.05 (-) KFK 17
45.8 .32:1:.04 RPI 12
46.04:1:.14 .44:1:.06 (-) KFK 17
51.$ .41:1:.05 RPI 12
52.20:1:.16 _58:1: .09 (-) KFK 17
56(Table 2, Fe+n cont.)
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EO gr n r gr y r n/r gr or Ir J TI Lab Pef.y y n
(keV) (eV) (eV) (e V) (e V)
---
53.3 .54±.06 PPI 12
53.60t.16 .48:t.07 (-) KFK 17
55.0 .14:t.04 F.PI 12
(55.3:t.2) <.08:t .05) (-) KFK 17
59.0 .54 01 .06 FPI 12
59.25:t.18· .72:t.l0 [.22:t.04J[1/2J(-) KFK 17)[9J
63.1 FPI 12
63.45:t.19 .61:t.09 (- ) KFK 17
72.6 RPI 12
(72.5 ±.5) (-) KFK 17
74.6 RPI 12
73.9 ± • 5 539t42 [.08 t .02] 1/2 + KFK 14)[9J
76.7 PPI 12
76.9 ±.5 4.3 t .3 (- ) KFK 17
80.4 RPI 12
80.8 ±• 3 9±2 1.8 t .3 (- ) KFK 17
83.6 ±• 3 912 t 85 .9 t • 3 1/2 + KFK 14,16
90.0 RPI 12
90.2 ±• 3 70±15 1.2t.2 (1/2)(+) KFK 17
92.1 RPI 12
92.6 t • 3 3.tl 1.6*.3 (-) KFK 17
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( Tab1e 2 • 56 Fe +n cont.)
Eo gf f gfyfn/f grYOfn/f J TI Lab Ref.n y
(keV) (eV) (eV) (eV) (eV)
---
95.9 RPI 12
96.1 :t. 3 25:1:4 2.2:1:.4 (-) KFK 17
102 RPI 12
102.4:1:.3 35:t6 1.6:t.3 [.04:t.01J (-) KFK 17,[9J
105 RPI 12
105.8:to3 <2 1.4:1:.3 (-) KFK 17
112 RPI 12
112.6:t.3 1.1:to3 (- ) KFK 17
122.5:1:.4 65:1:10 2.7:1:.6 2.6:1:.6 [.12±o02J 1/2 + KFK 17,[9J
124 RPI 12
124.5:1:.4 13:1:5 (+) KFK 17
129 RPI 12
129.8:1:.4 380:1:50 [.11:1:.02J 1/2 + KFK 14.17.[9J
140.3:te5 2460:1:110 [.07te02J 1/2 + KFK 14,17.[9]
151 :1:1 (-) KFK 17
153 :I: 1 (-) KFK 17
163 :I: 1 (-) KFK 17
169 :I: 1 870:1:70 [.07:1:.02J 1/2 + KFK 14.[9J
179.4:1:1.2 (-) KFK 17
180.7:1:1.2 (-) KFK 17
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(Table 2 t 56 Fe +n cont.)
EO gr n r gr r Ir gr or Ir J rr Lab Ref.y y n y n
(keV) (e V) (e V) (eV) (eV)
---
188 t 1 3430'*270 [.42'*.08J 1/2 + KFK l it,[9J
195.1 t 1.0 50 t 12 (-) KFK 17
201.1 t 1.0 71 t 18 (-) KFK 17
210 t 1 20 t 5 (-) KFK 17
220 t 1 1470 t 85 [.68 t .13J 1/2 + KFK 14,[9J
225 t 1 200 t 50 [.13 t .03J 1/2 (-) KFK 17 t [9J
234 t 1 160 t 40 [.36 t .07J[312J[-J KFK 17 t [9J
245 t 1 630 t 40 [.38 t .07J 1/2 + KFK 14,[9J
253 t 2 [.05 t .01J (- ) KFK 17 t [9J
-19-
TABLE 3
Resonance Parameters for 58 Ni +n
t
Note: Brackets () denote tentative or doubtful values, square
brackets [] denote values and references from other labs.
(Tab1e 3, S8 Ni +n cont.)
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EO r ry gr r Ir J TI Lab Ref.n y n
(keV) (eV) (eV) (eV)
26.6 .70±.07 RPI 12
26.67±.07 .73±.14 (1/2) (+) KFK 17
32 ,4 1.44±.15 RPI 12
32.36±.08 1.26±.25 (1/2) (+ ) KFK 17
34.2 .65±.08 RPI 12
34.24±.08 .691:' .14 (-) KFK 17
36.1 .86±.10 RPI 12
36.12±.09 1.01±.20 1/2 + KFK .17
39.5 RPI 12
39.59±.10 .66±.13 (- ) KFK 17
47.9 1.58±.18 RPI 12
47.80±.15 .98± .20 (1/2) (+ ) KFK 17
52.1 RPI 12
52.00±.15 1.46±.30 (1/2) (+) KFK 17
54.8 .32±.10 RPI 12
54.70±.15 .28±.06 (-) KFK 17
58.60±.15 .52±.10 (-) KFK 17
60.1 RPI 12
60.10±.15 .44±.09 (-) KFK 17
61. 8 RPI 12
61.75±.15 .71±.14 (-) KFK 17
63.0 ±.2 [3600±180J 3.2±.8 1/2 KFK 17,[19J
66.4 RPI 12
66.40±.15 .36±.07 (-) KFK 17
(Table 3, 58Ni +n cont,)
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EO r r gr r /r J TI Lab Ref,n y y n
(keV) (e V) (eV) (eV)
68.75*.20 .24*.05 (-) KFK 17
69,80*.20 .46*.09 (-) KFK 17
78 RPI 12
77.95*,20 .12*.03 (-) KFK 17
81. 3 RPI 12
81.10*,20 ,73*.15 (-) KFK 17
83,0 RPI 12
83.10*,20 110*40 3.5*.7 1/2 + KFK 17
89.84 ,45*,09 (-) KFK 17
92.25*.20 .17*.04 (~) KFK 17
94.45*.25 ,9 :I: .2 (-) KFK 17
97.00*.25 .5 * .1 (-) KFK 17
101.10*.25 1.0 * .4 (-) KFK 17
105.3 * • 3 1.8 * .4 (.,.) KFK 17
107.7 *,5 1500*300 3.5*.8 1/2 t KFK 17
110,7 * .3 1.3 * .3 (-) KFK 17
117,5 * • 3 .8 * ,3 (-) KFK 17
120.3 * .3 3,3 * .6 (1/2) (t) KFK :].7
125.0 * • 5 750*250 3.2*.6 1/2 t KFK 17
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TABLE 4
R P t f 60.esonance arame ers or Nl+n
Note: Brackets () denote tentative or doubtful values, square
brackets [] denote values and references from other labs.
E .:,r n r gr r Ir gr or Ir J TI Lab Ref.0 y y n y n
(keV) (eV) (eV) (eV) (eV)
-- ----
1.292:1:.004 .0003:1:.0001 (- ) RPI 13
2.257:1:.009 .068:1:.011 (-) RPI 13
5.53:1:.02 .056:1:.009 (-) RPI 13
12.20:1:.04 .042:1:.007 (- ) RPI 13
12.23:1:.03 .09 :1:.03 (-) KFK 17
12.47:1:.06 2660:1:100 3.30:1:.30 1/2 + RPI 13
12.5 :I: .1 [2600:1:130] 3.4 :1:.4 [.37:1:.07] 1/2 + KFK 16,[194:9J
13.60:1:.05 .090:1:.013 (- ) RPI 13
13.62:1:.03 .14 :1:.03 [.04:1:.01] 1/2 (-) KFK 17 , [9 J
23.8 :1:.1 .92:1:.14 (-) RPI :1,3
23.88:1:.06 .60:1:.12 [.02:1:.01J[3/2J[-J KFK 17,[9J
28.47:1:.07 .08:1:.04 (-) KFK 17
28.64:1:.10 800:1:50 1. 1:1:.1 1/2 + RPI 13
28.60:1:.10 [~OOt200] 1.2:1:.3 1/2 + KFK 16,[19J
29.47:1:.08 .09:1:.03 (-) KFK 17
30.1 ±t 12 .32:1:.05 (-) RPI 13
30.24:1:.08 .31:1:.06 (- ) KFK 17
(Table 4, 60 Ni +n cont.)
EO r n r gryrn/r grYorn/r J
rr Lab Ref.y
(keV) (eV) (eV) (eV) (eV)
---
32.90±.13 .351±o055 (-) RPI 13
33.03 .oa .33 ±.07 [.02t.01][3/2][-] KFK 17.[9]
33.30±.13 .19±e03 (-) RPI 13
33.40 t .Oa .20t.05 (-) KFK 17
39.40 t .15 .57±.10 (-) RPI 13
39.54 t .l0 .41±.Oa (-) KFK 17
43.08 t .23 77 ±l5 1.73±.18 1/2 + PPI 13
42.93 t .ll 120 ±30 1.0 ±.2 [.02±.01] 1/2 + KFK 17.[9]
47.40±.22 .86.±.13 (- ) RPJ 13
47.60±.12 (10) 1.0 ±.4 .78±.16 [.17±.03] 1/2 (+ ) KFK 17.[9]
49.6 ± .25 .26±o04 (-) RPI 13
49.8 ± .12 .27±.05 i-) KFK 1..7
50.8 ±.26 (-) RPI 13
50.99±.15 .11±.02 (-) KFK 17
51.5 ± .26 .46±.08 (-) RPI 13
51. 64± .15 • 38± .08 [.03±.01][3/2][-J KFK 17,[9J
56.3 ± .28 .37±.06 (- ) RPI 13
56.00±.15 .15±.04 (- ) KFK 17
56.9 ±.29 .43±.07 (-) RPI 13
56.74±.15 .45± .10 (-) KFK 17
65.13±.40 390±30 2.43±.25 1/2 + RPI 13
65.42±.16 600±150 2.2 t • 3 1/2 + KFK 16,17
71.3 t.45 .40t.07 (- ) RPI 13
71.51 t .18 .33t.07 (-) KFK 17




f f gfyfn/f gfyOfn/f J rr Lab Ref.n y
(keV) (eV) (eV) (eV) (eV) ._--
71. 3 1.45 .40 1 .07 (- ) RPI 13
71.51 1.18 .33 1 .07 (- ) KFK 17
73.2 1 .50 .61 1 .10 (-) RPI 13
73.25 1 .18 .44 1 .09 (- ) KFK 17
78.2 1.55 .31 1 .05 (-) RPI 13
78.26 1 .20 .19 1 .04 (-) KFK 17
79.9 1.58 .45 1 .07 (- ) RPI 13
79.98 1 .20 .33 1 .07 (-) KFK 17
81.95 1 .20 .22 1 .05 (- ) KFK 17
84.7 1.59 (- ) RPI 13
84.94 1 .20 .41 1 .08 [.09 1 .02][3/2][-] KFK 17,[9]
86.8 1 .6 330 1 25 1/2 + RPI 13
86.33 1 .22 [300 145] 1.41 .3 1/2 + KFK 17,[9]
87.6 1.61 (-) RPI 13
87.89 1 .22 .64 1 .13 (- ) KFK 17
89.93 1 .25 .17 1 .04 (- ) KFK 17
91.60 1 .25 .25 1 .05 (-) KF}< 17
93.3 1.65 (-) RPI 13
93.94 1 .25 .481 .10 (-) KFK 17
98.1 1 • 7 870 1 70 1/2 + RPI 13
97.2 1 • 3 ]070 1 200 1.01 .2 [.10 1 .02] 1/2 + KFK 17,[9]




Resonance Parameters for 61 Ni +n
Note: Brackets () denote tentative or doubtfu1 va1ues, square
brackets [] denote va1ues arid references from other labs.
EO r r gr r Ir J Tl Lab Ref.n y y n
(keV) (eV) (eV) (eV)
1. 354 .24 1 .03 RPI 12
2.35 RPI 12
3.14 .084 1 .018 RPI 12
3.3 .481 .06 RPI 12
6.47 .35 1 .10 RPI 12
7.12 .78 1 .12 RPI 12
7.152 1 .020 74 1 8 2.5 1 .5 .911 .15 1 KFK 15,16,17
7.53 RPI 12
7.545 1 .020 177 116 2.3 1 .6 2 KFK 15,16,17
~.71 .65 1 .13 RPI 12
8.745 1 .020 6 1 2 2.6 1 .8 1.131 .45 2 KFK 15,16
9.90 RPI 12
9.93 1 .02 .09 1 .03 (+ ) KFK 17
10.2 FPI 12
10.18 1 .03 .19 1 .05 (+) KFK 17
12.6 RPI 12
12.64 1.03 75 1 4 1.71 .4 2 KFK 15,16,17
(Table 5, 61Ni +n cont.)
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EO r r gr r Ir J TI Lab Ref.n y y n
(keV) (e V) (e V) (eV)
13.43*.03 .31*.08 (+ ) KFK 17
13.63*.03 61*4 1.6*.4 2 KFK 15,16
14.0 RPI 12
14.02*.03 17*4 3.1*.5 1 KFK 15,16
14.3 RPI 12
14.45*.04 .30*.08 (+) KFK 17
15.3 RPI 12
15.38*.04 .17*.04 (+ ) KFK 17
16.7 RPI 12
16.70*.05 817*16 2.2*.4 1 KFK 15,16
16.80*.05 .14*.04 (+ ) KFK 17
17.8 FPI 12
17.86*.05 177*8 1.6*.5 1 KFK 15,16
19.0 RPI 12
18.87*.05 69*4 .9* • 3 2 KFK 15,16
20.4 RPI 12
20.25*.05 .09*.03 (+) KFK 17
20.55*.05 .11*.03 (+ ) KFK 17
21.40*.05 .88*.20 (+ ) KFK 17
24.12*.05 .36*.09 (+ ) KFK 17
24.8 4.0*1.3 RPI 12
24.62*.06 129*10 1.4*.3 .53*.10 1 KFK 15,16
(Table 5. 61Ni +n cont.)
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EO rn r gr r Ir J rr Lab Ref.y y n
(keV) (e V) (e V) (eV)
25.12 t .06 .25 t .06 (+ ) KFK 17
25.96 t .06 .24 t .06 (+) KFK 17
26.45 t .06 .18 t .05 (+) KFK 17
27.10 t .07 .20 t .05 (+) KFK 17
27.6 1.74 t .l0 RPI 12
27.65 t .07 .40 t .l0 (+) KFK 17
28'. 21 t .07 5 t 4 3.0 t l.0 2 KFK 15.16
29.0 RPI 12
29.11 t .07 409 t 22 2.4 t .4 1 KFK 15,16
30.8 RPI 12
30.64 t .08 15 t 8 2 KFK 15
31.13 t .08 788 t 28 1 KFK 15
31.7 RPI 12
31.83 t .08 10 t 6 2 KFK 15
32.70 t .08 220 t l0 2 KFK 15
33.8 RPI 12
33.68 t .08 58 t l0 2.8 t .5 1 KFK 15,16
34.65 t .l0 (+ ) KFK 17
36.02*.10 (+) KFK 17
37.3 RPI 12
37.13 t .09 133 t 12 3.0 t .5 2 KFK 15,16
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TAßLE 6
Corre1ations between Reduced Neutron
Widths and Radiation Widths for
s-wave Resonances:
0
Isotope J cov[r tr J Samp1en y
lVvar[rOJ.var[r J size
. n y
56 1/2 -O~32:tO.47 4Fe-+n
58Ni +n 1/2 -O.46:tl.04 5
6.0 Ni +n 1/2 O.80:tO.28 9
61 Ni +n 1 -O.18:tO.43 7
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Fig. 1 - Intrinsic efficiency, i. e. probability of at least
1 interaction for photon cascades with total energy
U and multiplicity n, calculated for the Karlsruhe
800 I scintillator tank.
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Fig. 2 - Pulse height distributions for levels of 56Fe+n (if not stated otherwise) obtained with the Karlsruhe
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Fig. 3 - Pulse height distribution for gold capture obtained with the Karlsruhe 800 I tank
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FAST NEUTRON CAPTURE CROSS SECTION
FACILITY AT CADARACHE
C. LE RIGOLEUR, A. ARNAUD
CONTRIBUTION TO THE MEETING
IN KARLSRUHE NUCLEAR RESEARCH CENTRE
May 8/9, 1973
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A B S T R A C T
The total energy weighting technique has been applied to
measure absolute fast neutron capture cross section at
CADARACHE.
We use a non hydrogeneous liquid scintillator to detect
the gamma trom the cascade. The neutron flux is measured with
10 6
a B INa(TI) detector or li glass scintillator of weIl
known efficiency. Time of flight technique is used with on
line digital computer data processing.
-35-
I - PRINCIPLE OF THE METI-IOD
We use at CADARACHE the total energy weighting technique
proposed by MAIER-LEIBNITZ (ref. 1), first used by HACKLIN
and GIBBONS (ref. 2 and J) and then by CZIRR (ref. 4).
The efficiency of the detector for capture ~ rays is
proportionnal to the total energy released that is neutron







This way the efficiency of the detector is independant of
wide variations in the capture gamma ray spectrum from nuclide
to nuclide and from resonance to resonance.This is done by
applying a weighting function W(I) to each pulse from the
detector which is a function of pulse size only.
We define the weighting function W(I) such as
N
2.. ~ ((;: ~).s(:c )~ 0) W (:r.) : E: '({ (11 )
1'.::t.1.
Where"P(~~) is the probability of detection of a gamma of
energy f o and$ ( I I Eo) the probability to have a pulse of
an~litude I if the gawna has been detected.
For the sake of convenience let us suppose that the cascade
has only two gamma :
(III)
The probability of detection of a capture is
-36-
Where the first term is the probability of detection of O~
only, the SeCOnd\ only and the third the probability of
detection in coincidence of~ and y~
The calculated response of our detector forN captures is
5T = J{ [ ( ,I- Pl~ r,)) .P ( Erlr J l!,fr,) IN (I)-t
(A- r (E r,4)) .rlE rt)~ S l1)Er,,)wl1) -t
rlEy,\\ r(Er,\ ~:r S~~;IJEy,,)t lJ}:r,,) Ifvlrt:J)] (V)
,) ,,) 7-11 1,.1
. t d' 1.~.-1n ro uC1ng :--r
G{E r)::: ~! S ( I) Eb') WlI)
l~ ~~
G' (Er.) Er.) = ~ g ,JY ( r ,f~A) g("J JE..,) W(1+"J) (VI)
i~Tt:eNe[~:::~i:.n+I;l;r:) ;l;;~(~~(;r:. ::~) ~ G("r.)- ~(~~»)) (VII )
if'N (1) is linear the last term of VII is equal to zero
and :
(VIII)
The calculated response is independant of individual energy
EYL'
USUalY~{~)iS not linear and a correction must be done to
take account of the last term of VII.
Strickly the method is applicable to sampIe of separated
isotopes or isolated resonances.
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II - DETERMINATION OF THE WEIGHTING FUNCTION W(I)
We have calculated ,vi th a MONTE CARLO code the pulse
height response l' (f~) ,8 ( J- I E ~ )
of our detector for different energies' E 'lJ'
vr (r.) is represented equal to :
W" (1: );: (t.A 'I .... a.!J., r.t. + a 8 I 3 .... a. 4 .r: 4 (IX)
Introducing w{~in expression 11 we got wi th different energies
E~an overdetermined system of linear equations that we solved
by aleast mean square method.
The validity of this theoritical weighting function ~(I)
has been checked through equation 11 with calibrated gamma
sourees. We were obliged to increase the theoritical
efficiency of our detector by 4 %except in energy range
to 2 MeV.
The calculated energies through equation 11 for different
calibrated gamma sources with this semi-theoritical weighting
function are represented in figure 11. The weighting function
is represented in figure I.
Due to uncertaincies onwr(lhmeasureme~t of energy of a mono-
energetic source of known activity through the equation II
A
would lead to uncertaincies of 1,2 70 for energy be low 1 r.le V,
1,6 % to energy between J and 5 MeV, 2,4 ~ between 5 to
7 MeV, 4 %above 7 MeV.
These errors were estimated frorn the errors on calibrated
gamnla sources and uncertaincies on gamma ray attenuation
coefficients.
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III - EXPERIMENTAL SET UP (see figure III)
The data are obtained with time of flight techniques.
Pulsed (J,5 MHZ or 1,75 MHZ), bunched protons ( 1,2 ns full
width at half maximum FWHM) accelerated by the'5,5 MeV Van de
Graaff at CADARACHE interacted with Li 7 toproduce 1,2 ns (FID~I)
neutron pulses with a brood energy spectrum.





plus paraffin, and lead.
Samples, 25 mm diameter or less, are exposed at the center of the
prompt gamma ray detector at 85 cm from the target. The neutron
beam cövered a transverse area of' 28 mm diameter.
The gamma detector is a non hydrogeneous liquid scintillator
(1,441 liter of C6F6
) for low neutron sensitivity contained in
a quartz cello
The scintillator is viewved by two photomultiplier 56 DVPA.
The experimental time resolution is better than 1,8 ns.
The neutron flux is measured with either a B10 , Ina (Tl) detector
or a Li6 glass scintillator. The experimental time resolution of
these detectors is better than 2,5 ns.
The efficiency of these detectors has been measured by comparaison
with a flat detector of weIl known efficiency (1,8 ?~) (ref. 5).
On figures 4, 5, 6 are represented the absolute efficiency of
each neutron flux detector.
Time and pulse height parameters are digitized for each neutron
event and transmitted to a CII 90 10 computer for on line
processing.
Events are sorted according the identification of the ~ detectoT
or neutron flux detector and stored. For the event coming from
the l(detector W(I) is store in the time spectrum of this
detector where I is the amplitude of the pulse from the detector.
-39-
IV - ANALYSIS
Time of flight spectra are transformed in energy spectra
with interval of energy f::,.E.
Non linearities in the time to digital conversion, photon flight
time are taken into account. We get raw neutron radiative capture









flux detector in the energy
is the capture sampie solid angle subtended
the thickness in nuclei/barn of the sample
efficiency of the neutron flux detector at
counting rate of the neutron
range (E /) En -+- A. E,,)
I
after correction of the few percent attenuation by the capture
sample (calculated from the total cross section)
calculated counting rate of the detector in the energy
n
range corrected for background measured with carbon sample.
Bn binding energy of the neutron in the nuclide
When natural elements are used which are no pure isotope the total
energy released for incident center of mass energyEn is :
'"




~ ~. ~ (e~)
l:'\
Where ctA v: .Bn · are the 9b abundance" relative captureIA.) " A ~n ..c.-t- 40section and~ .binding ene rgy of the nuclide <..n,
Since ~ is usualy unknown
are equal and the equation X
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Usualy no error is introduced to take account of this appro-
ximation.
v - CORRECTIONS
Correctionsare applied for different effects :
Analytical calculations adjusted by Monte Carlo
calculations at several energies are used (ref. 6).
2 - ~~~~_~!!~~~~!!~~_~~~_~~~_~!~~~~~!r_~~_!~~_~~~~~!~~~
function
The corrections are connected with the capture gamma
ray spectrum.
Following interaction inside the sampIe a capture garr~a ray
may disappear or interact with loss of energy.
A Monte Carlo code gives
f E:~(E y') E: r' ,,/ E '(' ; f lr" L..c ~ (XIII)
o
The capture gamma ray detector measu:e5 E't" instead of E ()
Our detector has a large efficiency (34 f2J for 1 MeV gamma).
20 70 Il 4,5 fI
The probability of detection in coincidence of two gamma of
the cascade is important. Consequently to the shape of ~(1)
(figure 2) more weight is given to the sum of two pulses
that to each pulse taken separatlv
(X IV)
We may calculate the excessof weight for two gamma of
energy b.
61
and [6'.2.: It is equal to the last term of expression (nT
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Usualy the capture gamma ray spectrum may have one, two or
several gamma. In order to determine the exces of weight we
use the capture gamma ray spectrum at thermal energy or
theoritical spectrum.
From these spectra we deduce cascade and the exceffiof weight
f6r each pair of gamma of the cascade,(Triple coincidence
are neglected).
Drastic changes in the shape and multiplicity of capture
gamma ray spectrum give the uncertaincy of that correction.
The excess of weight ranges from J I~ to 6 %and we estimate
that we have to introduce on additional error of 1,6 ~.
Correction for scattering of neutron in air, ~ rays
from inelastically scattered neutrons on capture sample.
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VI - CONCLUSION
On table I are 11sted the contributions to the final
error of the cross section at the present time and in the
,future.
- TABLE I -
SOURCE OF ERROR PRESENT ERI1.QR ERROR EXPECTED IN THE
FUTURE
Mass sampie, solid angle 0,2 % 0,2 ;->
Neutron flux measurement
including transmission 2,5 % 2 %
correction
Weighting function 1 ,2 d to 3 cl 1 1~ to 1 ,5 %7° 7°
according the according the
sampie sampie
Non linearity of the 1 ,6 0" ~1 %7°
weighting function
Multiple scattering 1 ,5 % (1 c,·;0
and self protection
- - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - -- - -- - -




The total error does not include statistical error and is
only valid for monoisotopic nuclide.
We have recorded in energy bins the amplitude response of
the gamma detector. From these responses we expect to get
a good idea of the capture gamma ray spectrum and this way
to calculate with a good accuracy the correction due to the
non linearity of weighting function.
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The total energy weighting technique first used by MACKLIN and
GIBBONS (ref. 2) offers good efficiency, good time resolution
and low background. Strickly the method is only valid for
single isotopes or isolated resonances but only low quantities
of material are needed (less than 7 g )
The method requires for time of flight work either a two
parameters experiment or on line digital computer data
processing.
At CADARACHE the smallest capture cross sections we could
measure should be 1 to 2 mb below 200 KeV and 0,5 mh above
Our measurements are absolute capture cross sections
measurements.
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ABSOLUTE CAPTURE CROSS SECTION
MEASUREMENTS OF Au, Cr, Fe, Ni
BETWEEN 70 KeV TO 550 KeV
C. LE RIGOLEUR, A. ARNAUD, J. TASTE
CONTRIBUTION TO THE MEETING
IN KARLSRUHE NUCLEAR RESEARCH CENTRE
May 8/9, 1973
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A B S T R A C T
Total energy weighting technique was used to measure
absolute radiative capture cross sections of elemental
Cr, Fe, Ni and Au for neutrons of energy 70 to 550 KeV
A comparaison with other data is done.
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We have presented in an other contribution to this meeting
the absolute capture measurement technique we use at
CADARACHE.
We present here the results or our measurements on Cr, Fe, Ni
and Au.
The sample characteristics are 'listed in table I.
TABLE I
Thickness in nuclei/barn
CHROMIUM -3 34.91 10-318.2 10 ,
IRON 8.244 10-3 16.642 10-3 24.89 10-3, ,
NICKEL 9.233 10-3 4 -3 27.793 10-3, 18. 99 10 ,
GOLD 2.911 10-3 , 5.836 10-3
As we usednatural samples the total energy released arter a





Where E'n is the incide:ht neutron center of' mass energy, 0.';) f.,.) D;
are rrational abundance, relative capture cross section and
neutron binding energy or the nuclideZ }tA' ~4. and 111 the
number or isotopes or elemental mixture.
Since the relative capture cross sections ( are generaly not
kno'nl we make the approximation that they are equal and
equation (I) reduces to :
EToT :: (II)
No error is introduced by this approximation. The contributions




SOURCE OF ERROR Cr Fe Ni Au
M~ss sampie,








the weighting 2,.5 % 2,4 % 2,8 % 1 ,4 %
f'unction
Multiple








Between 90 KeV and 160 KeV we get higher cross sections than
most of other experimental results. The agreement is better
between 200 to 600 KeV.
Recently R.G. STIEGLITZ and alii (Ref. 2) have measured capture
cross sections of chromium isotopes. ~he average cross sections
obtained by these measurements are compared with our results
in table III and the agreement is good.
TABLE III
ENERGY RANGE KEV R.G. STIEGLITZ
and alii (ref.2)
THIS WORK
90 - 100 +18.8 - 3.5 +20.8 - 1.
100 - 150 +8.8 - 2. +9.96 - 0,45
'--------------""'-----------------------
The results of STIEGLITZ and alii (ref. 2) are not shown in
figure r.
With their results we calculate the average energy released
with equation (I) without incident neutron center of mass
















7.99 HeV90 - 100
100 - 150 7.96 MeV I
'"- .-J:..- .~ _
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It appears that our average results should be decreased
by 1,8 %.
The approximation of equation II seems resonable.
IRON (fig. II)
The general trend of our results is also to find higher
values. It seems from the curves of ERNST and alii (ref.3)
that the agreement is good. Their results are not shown on
figure II.
NICKEL (fig. III)
The agreement is better than for iron and chromium.
GOLD (fig. IV)
The agreement with the results of POENITZ (ref. 12) is
quite good (1 %to 2 %).
CONCLUSION
For Cr, Fe, Ni we find higher value than most of the other
measurements. Our results seem to prove the high values of
capture cross sections measured these last years.
We got the values of references from C C D N (ref. 17).
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NEUTRON CAPTURE IN REACTOR STRUCTURAL MATERIALS
by
R.L. Macklin
A EACRP-EANDC meeting on the above topic, stressing Ni, Fe and Cr,
is scheduled for May 8-9, 1973, at Karlsruhe. Written comments and
contributions under various topics have been solicited.
I. At the Oak Ridge Electron Linear Accelerator (ORELA) there are indeed
capture and transmission measurements under way. Time-of-flight trans-
mission work at 18, 50, 80 and 200 meters is carried on by J. A. Harvey,
N. W. HilI, W. M. Good, C. H. Johnson, J. L. Fowler, F. G. Perey, T. A.
Love, W. E. Kinney, and visiting scientists from Idaho Falls, Savannah
River, Brookhav~n, Taiwan, and various US universities. The last group
also includes undergraduate students on summer assignments and in alter-
. k d T' . 160 23N 27Alnatlng wor -stu y programs. ransmlSSlon measurements on , a, ,
6Li , stable isotopes of calcium, silicon, sulfur, titanium, zirconium, and
242 248 . 54 56 57 56lead, Pu, Cm and partlcularly , , Fe near the Fe windows are
of current interest.
Capture cross section measurements on 238U and 235U have been made by
G. de Saussure, R. W. Ingle, E. G. Silver, and R. B. Perez at 40 meters with
a large liquid scintillation tank. An extensive program on enriched stable
isotope capture is also being conducted (R. L. Macklin and J. Halperin) using
small non-hydrogenous liquid scintillators and on-line pulse height weighting
to give a response like an ideal Moxon-Rae detector. l ) Resonance capture
in silicon (reported at the Asilomar Conference on Photonuclear Reactions),
93Nb 59C 1o3Rh. l39L 45S d . 56F b 100 k V, 0, , a,.c an p-wave capture ln e a ove e are
of current interest. Measurements on capture by 92Mo , lllCd, 19F, 27Al , 205Tl ,
and stable isotopes of Sr, Zr, Ca, Cr 2), Ti, Te, Ba, and Pb are in various
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stages of analysis. Most of the work on resonance capture analysis and pub-
lication must be done in collaboration with visiting scientists from other
laboratories and universities (B. J. Allen and co-workers at Lucas Heights,
AAEC, G. Vanpraet (Belgium), D. Earle (Chalk River, Canada), O. A. Wasson
(Brookhaven National Laboratory), and R. R. Winters (Denison University, Ohio).
11. Background, Resolution, Corrections, Normalization and Analysis
We enjoy a very clean pulsed beam at ORELA both in terms of sharp col-
limation and off-energy neutron contamination. Neutrons whose energy does
not correspond to flight time directly from the moderator are under 1% of
the direct beam up to at least 1 MeV. (3)
The sharp definition of the beam has permitted our capture detectors to
be placed close to the sampIe position with only an allowance of a few milli-
meters for penumbra, alignment and vacuum window. 4) While a uranium target
would provide a few times more neutron intensity than our present tantalum
target 3) it would also introduce a sampIe dependent background from delayed
fission neutrons.
Corrections of a few percent are made to the gamma energy yield data
(deadtime, room background, sampIe scattered neutron background and particularly
resonance self-protection). As the enriched sampIes are rare and expensive
we try to use just one sampIe thickness in the general case. This leads to
substantial (up to a factor of 2 or so) resonance self-protection corrections
at the lower end of our energy range (2.5 keV) and sparse statistics up near
1 MeV. As several other laboratories are weIl equipped to measure capture
up to several keV, we have generally avoided taking data below 2.5 keV.
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Our present choice of flux standardization is based on the saturated
resonance technique (4.9 eV Au, 0.005 cm thickness) and the thin 6Li glass
scintillation monitor. 5) The first seems clearly preferable to thermal
cross section normalization as one relies on the literature only for the
2% or so (backscatter) correction rather than the entire standard thermal
cross section. By use of a re-entrant or cup shaped sampIe the backscatter
correction could be reduced still further if desirable. (Of course, it is
nice to check the thermal value against the saturated resonance capture,
but the experimental setup may need to be substantially modified to deal
carefully with the thermal energy range.) The present accuracy of the
6Li (n,a) cross section at and above the 0.25 MeV resonance is not entirelY
satisfactory. Experiments currently underway, particularly time-of-flight
ratio measurements of 6Li glass and fast p1astic scintillators, shou1d
he1p.
As to analysis of data, I remember a wise dictum of Eric Lynn in
response to a question at Antwerp in 1965. He had spoken on the strong
interference effects of fission resonances but advised the experimenta1ist
to continue to use the traditional isolated resonance parameter description,
leaving the theoretician to reinterpret the results with more elaborate
formalisms. Beyond this one still has use for Occam's razor when describing
capture where resonances are unres01ved. Prescriptions like OJTI = 00(2J+l),
r = rindependent of J, TI, ~, serve to reduce the ambiguity of description.y y
I fee1 they should continue to be used except where shown to be inadequate.
111. Gamma Oetectors for Neutron Capture Cross Sections
As the history of this subject is quite familiar, I confine myself to
advantages and limitations of detectors in recent or current use for prompt
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gamma cascade measurement. These range from the large (2 meter diameter)
liquid scintillator tank, to small scintillators (such as NaI(Tl) 10.2 x
12.7 cm and C6F6 4 x 10.2 cm) and converter-scintillator combinations
developed from the original Moxon Rae detector. 6)
Typical capture gamma cascades give 4.8 to over 10 MeV of total gamma
ray energy per neutron captured. While cascades of 4 to 5 gamma rays with
average energies of 1-2 MeV are usual, cases where a single gamma ray (near
7 MeV) is prominent are known and such rarities often lead to added interest
in the data.
In the large tank detectors most of the volume is needed to raise the
efficiency for the rare high energy gamma rays7) but contributes heavilY
to the background.
To override background pileup, bias levels of 3 MeV are not uncommon
and the necessary extrapolation to zero pulse height is unsupported by
observation below 1 MeV. As the "spectrum fraction" so estimated is
typically 0.5-0.6, it is clear that undetected systematic errors might
approach several percent. Half tank coincidence methods to reduce back-
ground, in principle re-introduce a strong dependence on cascade multi-
plicity, though for the important case of ,238U(n,y) it does not appear
significant.
In the small detectors, independence of cascade details is achieved
through the method, first put forward by Rae, of making the average detector
response proportional to the energy of each gamma ray detected. In the
original work6) this was approximately achieved by counting with a thin
plastic scintillator the electrons emerging from a gamma converter plate.
Material and geometric modifications of this approach to achieve higher
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efficiency have originated in many laboratories. With such detectors
enhanced escape of high energy gamma rays is directly compensated by
increased efficiency. At the same time environmental backgrounds are
modest and pileup not a problem. The converter plate inevitably absorbs
low energy gamma rays so that the linearity of the efficiency vs E rela-
y
tion cannot be maintained below about 0.5 MeV. As the abundance of prompt
cascade gamma rays below this energy falls rapidly (with few if any below
0.1 MeV or so) their unobservability is of less potential significance than
for the large liquid scintillator.
The Moxon-Rae average response characteristic can also be achieved for
most detectors by assigning an importance (or "weight") to each event which
is a monotonic increasing function of the pulse height. 8) This allows con-
siderable freedom in optimizing other characteristics such as sensitivity
to sampie scattered neutrons, gamma ray stopping power and solid angle.
Swedish laboratories have used this approach with sodium iodide 9),
Livermore with a deuterated liquid scintillator lO) and ourselves with
fluorocarbon liquid scintillators. The sodium iodide provides greater gamma
ray stopping power, but somewhat poorer timing capability and a formidable
scattered neutron sensitivity through neutron capture in the iodine. This
last requires a neutron shield such as 6LiH when a "white" neutron source
is used and we have not been successful in trying to measure the angular
distribution of capture gamma rays with this detector at ORELA. The
fluorocarbon scintillator we use (NE-226) has good timing, fair gamma ray
stopping power (density 1.6 gm/cm3 ) and little sensitivity to sampie scat-
tered neutrons. Thus no neutron shield is required and pulse heights down
to 150 keV can be used. This provides a "spectrum fraction" typically over
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99% for the weighted response (see Fig. 4 of reference 4) and of course
no sensitivity to the decreased stopping power for high energy gamma rays.
The deuterated liquid scintillator has good timing, somewhat less gamma
ray stopping power (density 0.945 gm/cm3) and even less probability of
neutron capture than for fluorocarbons. Although neutron thermalization
and subsequent capture in the surroundings may need to be guarded against,
this is probably the detector of choice for neutron capture cross section
measurements. With hydrogenous scintillators of modest size, neutron
thermalization and capture is generally considered unacceptably large for
this application. (In large liquid scintillators the effect is generally
suppressed by a few centimeters of 6LiH as a liner and the addition of tri-
methyl boratelI) to compete ~ia 10B(n,a)'s 478 keV gamma ray) with the
2.2 MeV H(n,y) reaction.)
Another consideration in the shape of gamma ray detectors is their
sensitivity to non-isotropie angular distributions. This is particularly
significant for cr(n,n')y measurements 12 ) where a single gamma ray is pro-
duced for neutron energies between the first and second excited state thres-
holds. The angular distribution can be described in terms of Legendre
Polynomials and is proportional to (1 + aP 2(cos 8) + b P4 (cos 8)) for
quadrupole radiation. The coefficient b is zero for dipole radiation (and
-1 $ a ~ 2). The change in total efficiency for a number of detector
materials and geometries has recently been calculated using an 860 keV
gamma ray energy as a test case. In general it is possible to completely
cancel the sensitivity to P2 distortion for simple geometries without much
sacrifice of efficiency or increase of volume. The sensitivity to P4
distortion was typically small and negative for the geometries studies.
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Finally, let me suggest a next-generation capture detector incorporating
many of the good features of existing systems. As mentioned above, deuterated
liquid scintillator seems the best choice for freedom from scattered neutron
sensitivity. The first resonance is near 150 keV in l3C (a 1.1% isotope in
natural carbon) and no more are known below 1.75 MeV. There is the possi-
bility of neutron recoil rejection by pulse shape discrimination, as weIl
as good timing down to less than a nanosecond?) Much better timing would be
of little value in neutron time-of-flight work because of the neutron flight
time uncertainty introduced by typical finite target, moderator and sampIe
thicknesses.
A small cylindrical volume provides reasonable efficiency in utiliza-
tion of the scintillator with ease of fabrication. A central cylindrical
duct of 8 cm or so will accommodate typical sampIes, including enriched
isotopes, as weIl as a modest 6Li liner if needed. Calculations (see the
Figure) show total efficiencies of over 65% (for E = 860 ke~with cancel-
y
lation of P2 sensitivity, for volumes of 30 and 64 liters. The importance
function for pulse height weighting has not been worked out for these cases
but is expected to increase somewhat more steeply than linearly as for the
plastic scintillator case (Fig. 4, reference 8). While it might be possible
following Czirr and Bowman to linearize the weight function using filters,
it is probably best to follow the suggestion of R. C. Block to divide the
cylinder into a few separate sections to avoid significant coincidence
summing. Quadrants would probably be quite sufficient for this and allow
placement of a Photomultiplier13 ) at each end of each quadrant. Adding
the signals from the two phototubes at the end of a quadrant is a good way
to even out the light collection efficiency and make the pulse height more
. f f· f .. 14)unl orm as a unctl0n 0 source posltlon.
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FIGURE CAPTION
Total Efficiency and distortions for an 860 keV gamma source centered
in hollow cylinders of C6D6.
I. Efficiency for an isotropie source as a function of the length
of the detector for two outer detector diameters.
11.
111.
Fractional reduction in efficiency for equal P (cos 9) distortion
of the source angular distribution (i.e. 1+P2 tcos 9) distribution).
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50me Problem Araas in Capture Cross-section Measurements
M. C. Moxon,D. 8. Gayther and M. G. Sowerby
U.K.A.E.A., A.E.R.E., Harwell, Didcot, Berks., U.K.
1. Introductlon
Thls paper outlines some of the problems that have been encountered and
are envlsaged in the measurement and evaluation of capture cross-sectlons.
Particular emphasis is placed on the cross-sections of the structural materials
used in fast reactors. The topics considered are the influence of scattered
neutrons, the determination of background, sample thickness correctlons, and
the theoretical represantation cf resonance parameters.
2. The Detection of Scattered Neutrons in Captur~ Detectors
One of the most severe problems in determlning the capture cross-sections
of Fe, Ni and Cr lies in assessing the relative sensitivity of capture detectors
to scattered neutrons. For s-wave resonances et keV energies, the average
Henca if accurata measuremants ara to be made,
5a factor of IV 10
values of the neutron and capture widths in these elements differ by a factor
3 - -of N 10 (p ~ 1 kEiV, T'CS ~ 1 eV).n
detector efficiencies for scattered neutrons (~ ) must ben
emeller than their efficiencies for capture events (€'lS'). A number of facts
suggest that for many prectical detectors this condition may not apply:
(a) Valuas of 1'""'6 for p-wava resonances are generally found to be 2-3 times
smaller than for s-wave resonances, and this could be due merely to
the relative unimportance of scattered neutrons in the p-wave measure-
ments. For example, in Fe-56 for the p-wave resonance at 1.167 keV,
T'~ := 0.67 eV and j1. := 0.056 eV, while for the 27.9 keU s-wave resonance,n
~ := 1.44 eV and r == 1.67 keV.n
(b) Capture cross-sections measured with the lead slowing-down time
spectrometer, a device with very low sensitivity to scattered neutrons,
are generally found to be lower than other values. For example, the
Ni dete of Kapchigaskev anq Popov (Atomnaya Energiya ~, 120 (1963» at
20 keV are a factor of N 100 lower then other measurements in the
region of the 12 end 16 kaV s-wave resonances.
(c) Activation measurements frequently give relatively low capture cross-
sections. For example, the activation data of Grench (Phys. Rev. ~,
81277 (1965» on Ni-54 from 0.2 to 2 MeV are considerably lower than
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the values obtaimed for natural Ni and Ni-60 by Stieglitz et al
(Nuc. Phys. ~, 592 (1971» using a large liquid scintillator
on EI linae. Diven et~l (Phys. Rev. 11Q., 556 (1960» using EI
large liquid scintillator, however, obtained low cross-sections,
although this could beexplained by their use of monoenergetic
neutrons and time-of-flight measurements which in principle allows
-separation of scattered neutrons from the prompt gamma-reys.
In contradiction to these arguments, other evidence suggests that ~~
for s-waves could be considerably larger than 1 eV and the higher measured
cross-sections could therefore be correct. In order to explain the well-known
thermal capture cross-section of Fe, ~~ values as high as 2 eV are required
for the negative energy resonances which are assumed to be responsible. As
another exampla, Ni-62 has a wide level spacing (5 = 40 keV) end its higho
thermal captura croS8-siction of 14.2 b probebly arie!! mainly from ehe reeonanoB
at 4.6 keV. This resonance has a neutron width of 2.075 keV which would requira
a f~ of 2.31 eV to account for the thermal value.
It should also be mentioned that there are 80me theoretical grounds for
supporting 8mall p-wave radiation widths in this mass region. The main rasson
erises from the fect thet the first levels of opposite parity to the compound
nucleus ground state generally occur at excitation energies of N 2 MeV. As a
rasult, the initial E1 da-excitation gamma-rays of states formed by s-wave
capture can reach compound nucleus states below 2 MeV, while similar transitions
for p-wave captura must generally go to states above this energy. The E()' 3
dependence of E1 transition probabilities consequently implies thet T'~ for
p-wave capture should be a factor N 3 smaller than for s-wave capture. This
would.not be tha casa, howaver, if thare was same enhancement of the M1 transitions
for p-wave resonances. The radiation widths for d-wavas should be similar to
those for s-waves, but with a raduction due to the possible higher spins of the
resonances by a factor somewhat less than 3.
A number of experimentalists have attempted to determine the ratio ~n/~~
for their capture detectors. Allen and Macklin (Phys. Rev. fl, 1737 (1971»
-4usinq a small non-hydrogeneous liquid scintillator obtained a value of ~10
for this ratio while Hockenbury et a~ (Phys. Rev. ~, 1746 (1969» obtained a
value of rv10-5 for their large liquid scintillator*. Moxon (Thesis HL68/3739
(1968» estimates the value of €.n/E.~ for his Moxon-Rae detector to be 1'\11 .. 5 x 10-4 •
• Allen and Maoklin point out that the resonanoe parameters originally assumed
by Hookenbury et al have been revised and as a oonsequenoe the value of E..rle..~
was underestimated by a faotor of ~ 6.
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1he exper imental deter~inations of E. n/E-'lf orten rel y on compar ing the
measured thick sample capture area of a resonance for which r~ <..( T'n
(o.g. 8S keV in Mg) with the valua obta1nad wh~n th~ aample 18 backed with •
thick graphite scatterer. This method is generally inaccurate because ~~ I~n
is poorly known and corrections for neutrons scattered in the graphite and
interacting in the capture sample have not been applied. The multiple scattering
/
cerrectien clearly requires a Mente Carlo treatment.
The determination cf E. n/ €.'1. at· a particular energy does not necessarily
apply at other energies. A thick boron or lithium liner is frequently'used
between the sample and the capture detector and this must attenuate scattered
neutrons by an energy-dependent facter. Another energy-dependent error can
oeeur because the scattered neutrons are not all detected promptly by the
capture detector. The backgrounds in linac time-of-flight measurements are often
determined with "black" resonance filters, a technique which cannot Identify as
background prompt pulses from scattered neutrons. The time spread of the "black"
resonance dips in the observed spectrum depends on the neutron energy, and
consequently delayed pulses from scattered neutrons may be correctly identified
as background at high energies, but considered as prompt signal at low energles
where the time spread of the resonance dips Is large. rortunately, this and the
effect of the liner tend to compensate one another.
One must conclude from this discussion that the efficiency of capture
detectors for scattered neutrons i9 not adequately knowno There is a tendency for
some experimenteliste to tacitly ignore this problem, wh ich must be solved if
capture cross-sections for the structural materiala are to be measured and
evaluated to the requested acouracy of N +10%.
3. Background Measurements
The determination of background occupies an important role in thß
measurement of small cross-sections. However, in the resolved resonance region,
the data are analysed in terms of resonance parameters and the background is
frequently determined.simply from the counts between resonances. It would be
preferable if good background measurements were attempted in order to check that
no small smooth capture cross-section underlies the resonance structure. This
becomes of increasing importance at energies where the experimental resolution
only reveals the presence of large resonances. It is well-known in the case of
iron, for example, thet tha croas-section b~tween resonances calculated from the
known parameters is much lower than the directly measured value.
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Background measurement$ in capture cross-section measurements are often
difficult and we have .a number of comments on- the techniques. First, however,
it 1s worth noting that even where the capture cross-sections are relatively
large as in U-238 and Pu-239, for example, it has not been possible to make
measurements to better than ±5% to ±10%. Same of this uncertainty must be
due to background problems.
When linac or similar neutron sources and the time-of-flight technique are
employed, backgrounds are usually measured by using the "black" resonance filter
technique. If no permanent high energy filter is used, then it 1S im~erative
that measurements should be made for a number of filter thicknesses, and the
measured backgrounds corrected to give the values at zero filter thickness.
Same experimenters-use the counts from a lead sampie to determine the background
shape. This technique gives smooth background shapes which can be fitted to the
valu8s at th8 resonenoe dips, This methad cennat be exeat heoause the background
must depend on the cross-sectionsof the capture sampie.
Measurements made with Van de Graaff accelerators have a potential advantage
if "mono-energetic" neutron sources are used with the time-of-flight technique,
as it is possible to virtually eliminate the backgrounds due to directly scattered
and room return neutrons. However, in practice the existence of structure in
the cross-section can create severe problems when the measurements are made at
a limited number of neutron energies.
4. Multiple Scattering and Self-screening Corrections
Large corrections are normally required in capture measurements in structural
materials in order to allow for the effects of multiple scattering and self-
scresRing. The corrections are not small because count rate considerations
usually make it necessary to use relatively thick samples. Figure 1 shows the
results of same Mont6 Carlo calculations made by Moxon (Nuclear Data for
Reactors, 1, 815, IAEA Vienna (1970» on capture in vanadium. The aree under
the calculated capture yield curve is plot ted as a function of sampie thickness
and compared with the erea for the neutrons captured on their initial collision
in the sampie. In most measuremsnts the sampies normally have a thickness of
~0.01 atoms/barn end it can be seen that under these conditions the capture
area is - 50% greeter than that for zero sample thickness. It can also be seen
that measurlng the capture ares as a function of sample thickness and then
extrapolating to zero thickness dass not nscessarily give the correct value.
Calculation of the cerrections needs accurate representation cf the total
cross-aectlon, particularly inthe energy range belew 100 keV. This requires
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accurate high resolution to~al cross-section data which are not always available.,
Monte Carlo calculations are necessary when the corrections are large, as no
other technique appears to have sufficient accuracy and reliability.
5. Resonance Representation
It is necessary in the measurement and evaluation of the structural material
cross-sections to represent the data by resonance parameters. Though single
level parameters are quite satisfactory for representing the data and can be used
to calculate doppler coefficients and self-screened data, they are phy9ically
not significant and should not be used as a basis for evaluating average
parameters in the unresolved resonance region. R-matrix fits are to be preferred
particularly when all the partial cross-sections have not been determined (if,
ror example, only totQl cross-aeation data are available). In this situation
s-matri~ fito are not astimfsQtory SB thm formol 10m doss not snsurs that tha
partial cross-sections Bum to the total cross-section.
6. Conclusion
In this paper we have selected for discussion four problem areas in the
measurement and evaluation of the capture cross-sections of structural materials.
The experimental problems of scattered neutron detection and background
determination are not readily resolved and require more attention if the requested
accuracy of ±10% is to be achieved. The interpretation of the data in the form
of resonance parameters and the sample thickness corrections, in principle,
should not present serious difficulties with available techniques.
The problem of designing -a detector with an efficiency fot capture events
which-ls independent of the form of the gamma-ray cascade is weIl understood.
The solution of this problem, however, should not be considered in isolation
and in particular the sensitivity of the detector to scattered neutrons must
remain of paramount importance.
It would be of great assistance to the evaluators of capture cross-sections
ir experimenters always estimated for their systems, the ratio of the detection




































CAPTURE CROSS SECTION MEASUREMENTS
ON REACTOR STRUCTURAL MATERIALS WITH A
LARGE LIQUID SCINTILLATOR DETECTOR
R.R. Spencer, H. Beer
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe
!
Institut~ für Angewandte Kernphysik
ABSTRACT
A brief, general outline is given of the use of the large liquid
scintillator for measurement of the capture cross sections of medium
weight nuclei in the resolved resonance region. The method of
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A large portion of the applied physics effort of the Kernforschungszentrum
Karlsruhe, Van-de-Graaff-group over the past several years has been devoted
to the measurement of the capture cross sections of reactor structural
materials in the keV neutron energy region (i.e. 10 - 200 keV) •
For the materials chromium, iron and nickel 11 isotopes have been measured.
This covers all the stable isotopes of these three elements except
54 d 58 h' h b 1 d h d . . f hCr an Fe. Emp as~s as een p ace on t e eterm~nat~on 0 t e
resonance parameters for the individual isotopes, hence the restriction
to energies less than 200 keV where individual resonances can be resolved.
The purpose of this paper is to give abrief description of the measurements
and the resulting analysis with particular regard to factors which signi-
ficantly affect the precision of the results. Since the experimental
details and the data analysis leading to the derived resonance parameters
are necessarily complex, and since the experimenters present are
generally familiar with these details, the following outline is directed
toward those users and evaluators unfamiliar with the use of the large
scintillator tank for capture measurements.
2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENTS
Neutrons for the capture measurements were produced by means of the 7Li (p,n) 7Be
reaction. Proton pulses 1 ns in width and at a 500 kHz repetition rate are inci-
dent on a relatively thick (150 keV) lithium target. The resulting neutrons
then traverse a 2 meter flight path to the sample and prompt capture gamma-
rays are detected in the scintillator tank. The Karlsruhe tank(l) is shown
in the first slide. It is approximately 1.1 meter diameter, contains
approximately 800 liters of NE 224 liquid scintillator+)and has a 10 cm
diameter through hole for placement of the sample at the tank center. The
scintillator is viewed by 12 60 DVP photo-multiplier tubes, the outputs
of which are matched in both pulse height and time and then summed. This
+) Nuclear Enterprises Limited
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system results in relatively good pulse height resolution (~ 16 % for the
2.5 MeV 60co SUfi peak) and excellent time resolution (4-5 ns).
Three important properties of this detector result from its large size:
1.) The large volume insures a high detection efficiency. The
interaction probability for a single gamma ray of 8 MeV is over
60 % and for a cascade of multiplicity 3 or more the inter-
action probability has been estimated to be 0.97 ± 0.03 L-l-!.
2.) The 4 TI geometry eliminates any consideration of non-isotropic
gamma ray distributions.
3.) The large volume also insures a large background counting rate and
large amounts of shielding consequently.
The sampies, which for these measurements consisted of powdered oxides
or powdered metal, were contained in 8 cm diameter, bronze, thin walled
holders. The neutron beam was carefully collimated to fall within the
sampie area. The sampie, a carbon scatterer, and a 1 mm thick gold
"standard" were cycled into the detector, cycling intervals being
determined by a proton beam current integrator.This procedure averages
out fluctuations in neutron intensity.
The thickness of the carbon scatterer is chosen to give a scattering intensity
equivalent to tlle "hard sphere" scattering of the sampie. This matching
of the carbon to the sampie scattering can never be exact in practice and
the resulting mismatch leads to a possible systematic error that is important
primarily in the regions between resonances and which can be of the order of
.5 mb.
The data, which consist of all gamma ray events between about 3 MeV and an
energy weil above the neutron binding energy, are stored by an on-line computer
for each sampie position into an 8 x 512 channel, pulse height vs. time array.
The lower threshold of 3 MeV is set in order to avoid any effect due to the
2.2 MeV gamma ray resulting from capture of scattered neutrons in the hydrogen
of the scintillator. This type of background is reduced considerably by
addition of tri-methyl borate to the scintillator, but is still a problem
as scattering events in the sampie are of the order of 1000 times more probable
than capture events.
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3. REDUCTION OF DATA
Values of capture yield per sample thickness are computed from the
counts per channel data after summing the appropriate pulse height




where Cx' CA are counts per channel for the sample and gold standard,
respectively
Nx,NA are thicknesses for sample and gold
EX,EA are the spectrum fractions for sample and gold
Csx ' CSA are backgrounds
cryA is the gold capture cross section.
Energies corresponding to each time of flight channel are computed from the
measured flight path and the time of each channel relative to the position
of the "prompt" y-ray peak from the lithium target (corrected for the
photon time of flight and for non-linearity of the time analyzer). The
spectrum fractions used are in general an average for each sample and result
from the lack of data below our 3 MeV pulse height threshold. Since the
shape of this spectrum below threshold is unknown an assumption as to its
shape must be made and a liberal error, usually of the order of 10 %, is
assigned to these values.
The overall error of the capture yield which includes statistical error,
error in the gold cross section, and error in the spectrum fraction, is
computed for each channel.
The results to this point are shown for 50Cr and 54Fe in slides 2 through 5.
These slides also show the corresponding total cross sections of each
isotope computed from fits to transmission measurements. The complexity
of the capture curves are somewhat startling in comparison to the total
cross section plots and suggest that the capture cross sections of some of
the less abundant isotopes should be considered in computations of the
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capture for the natural material. It also is apparent that p-wave
and perhaps higher l-wave capture is an important effect.
The last phase of data reduction consists of area analysis oftheresolved
resonances. Integrated capture yields are determined for each resonance.
For ideal thin targets these areas are equal to
where N is target thickness
fi
o
is the neutron wave length at resonance
g is the statistical factor
fn,fy,f are the neutron, gamma and total widths,
respectively.
This result is essentially independent of resolution.Although the samples
in the present experiments were thin as far as capture is concerned, they
are not thin for scattering, particularly in the large s-wave resonances.
Therefore corrections must be made for multiple scattering and resonance
self-protection effects. These corrections are carried out by a Monte-Carlo-
calculation using the FORTRAN IV program TACASI(2). When values of g and f
n
are available from transmission measurements f
y
may be computed. Otherwise
the analysis results in values of gf fy/f . Tables I thru IV show our results
50 54 n 52 53
for Cr and Fe. The data are complete and available also for Cr, Cr,
57F 62N, d 64N,e, ~ an ~.
When considered along with the data of Ernst, et al. (3)and Stieglitz
(4 )
et al. capture measurements on enriched samples of all the stable isotopes
of chromium, iron, and nickel have been made with the exception of 58Fe ,
which has a very low abundance (0.33 %).
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The s-wave resonances of er
E (keV) r (keV) ry (eV) % Multiple
0 n
Scattering
28.43 ± 0.09 0.415 ± 0.010 0.47 ± 0.09 10
37 .32 ± 0.12 2.24 ± 0.03 1.97 ± 0.30 25
54.99 ± 0.18 0.281 ± 0.017 0.69 ± 0.13 2
64.8 ± 0.2 0.043 ± 0.020
94.75 ± 0.4 1.67 ± 0.05 0.65 ± 0.14 6
114.8 ± 0.5 0.12 ± 0.05
129.0 ± 0.6 0.54 ± 0.08 1.48 ± 0.30 2
156.6 ± 0.7 1.23 ± 0.11
162.45 ± 0.8 0.75 ± 0.10
185.2 ± 0.9 3.52 ± 0.14
218.3 ± 1.2 0.17 ± 0.13
231.6 ± 1.2 0.94 ± 0.15
245.6 ± 1.4 0.20 ± 0.15





The ~ > 0 resonances of er
E (keV) gf (keV) gf f If (eV) gfy (eV)
0 n n y
18.60 ± 0.07 0.57 ± 0.09
19.18 ± 0.07 0.46 ± 0.08
24.08 ± 0.10 0.08 ± 0.02
24.84 ± 0.11 0.31 ± 0.06
33.45 ± 0.18 0.85 ± :0.12
35.4 ± 0.2 1.51 ± 0.21
40.6 ± 0.2 0.86 ± 0.13
46.7 ± 0.3 0.69 ± 0.10
50.0 ± 0.3 0.56 ± 0.10
53.4 ± 0.3 0.68 ± 0.12









The s-wave resonances of Fe
r (keV)
n ry(ev) % Multiple
Scattering
7.67 ± 0.02 1.01 ± 0.01
52.78 ± 0.18 2.16 ± 0.02 1.8 ± 0.3 23
71.86 ± 0.25 1.77 ± 0.03 0.8 ± 0.2 12
98.5 ± 0.4 0.51 ± 0.05 3.2 ± 0.5 11
129.6 ± 0.5 3.00 ± 0.09 3.0 ± 0.6 9
147.1 ± 0.7 2.75 ± 0.11 3.0 ± 0.6 5
159.0 ± 0.8 0.18 ± 0.09 3.9 ± 0.8 1
173.9 ± 0.8 2.8 ± 0.1 2.4 ::\: 0.5 2
191.2 ± 1.0 42.4 ± 0.5
222.8 ± 1.2 1.57 ± 0.14
230.2 ± 1.2 0.26 ± 0.14











11. 19 ± 0.03 r::!.0.007 0.80 ± 0.16 r::!.0.9
14.44 ± 0.08 0.92 ± 0.16
22.97 ± 0.16 0.57 ± 0.11
28.24 ± 0.10 0.16 ± 0.06
30.70 ± 0.10 r::!.0.010 1.07 ± 0.16 r::!.1.2
35.31 ± 0.15 0.33 ± 0.07
38.5 ± 0.2 1.00 ± 0.15
39.18 ± 0.12 r::!.0.015 1. 31 ± 0.19 r::!.1.4
51.7 ± 0.3 0.40 ± 0.08
53.7 ± 0.4 0.76 ± 0.11
55.46 ± 0.19 0.03 ± 0.02 0.90 ± 0.13 0.9 ± 0.7
59.3 ± 0.3 0.46 ± 0.08
68.8 ± 0.4 0.5 ± 0.1
75.9 ± 0.5 1.0 ± 0.2
77.4 ± 0.5 1.5 ± 0.3
83.4 ± 0.5 r::!.1.7
87.4 ± 0.6 0.8 ± 0.2
104.3 ± 1.0 1.1 ± 0.2
113.0 ± 0.8 1.5 ± 0.3
115.7 ± 0.8 1.3 ± 0.2
120.3 ± 0.8 2.6 ± 0.4
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SUMMARY ON TOPIC I EXPERIMENTAL DATA
F. H. *Frßhner
(NEA Centre de Compilation de Donnees
Neutroniques, Saclay, France)
1. New Capture Data
New experimental results were reported by the groups
at Karlsruhe and at Cadarache.
The Karlsruhe group measured c~pture yields with a
large liquid scintillator detector and transmissions and
derived resonance parameter sets for 56Fe, 58Nis 60Ni J
61Ni
(Ref. 1) a~d for 5 0Cr, 52Cr, 53Cr, 54Fe, ~7Fe, 2Ni, b4Ni
(Ref. 2). Where previously published parameters exist the
agreement is reasonably good - especially with the results
of the RPI group (Refs. 3, 4). These parameter sets re-
produce the capture cross sections with an estimated accuracy
of 15-25% up to about 100 keV for the even, to about 30 keV
for the odd isotopes - at least within the limits of the
experimental resolution. Unresolved doublets or other
unresolved structures do not influence calculated group
cross sections or resonance integrals very much. They can,
however, influence level-statistical conclusions. Parity
assignments should always be regarded as tentative except
for the broad s-wave levels.
Above the rather completely pararnetrized energy region
of resolved resonances sample thickness effects, i. e.
self-prötection and multiple scattering, are practically
negligible in the Karlsruhe data.The capture yield divided
by the sample thickness (in nuclei/b) can therefore be
directly equated to the capture cross section. In this
region, on the other hand, no gaps exist normally between
resonance peaks where background subtraction can be checked
directly. This causes uncertainties of perhaps 15-30% for
the capture yields and cross sections.
The Cadarache group reports capture cross sections
obtained with a total-energy detector at somewhat higher
energies: 70-550 keV (Refs. 5, 6). The error estimates
of the authors imply accuracies of roughly 5% for gold
and somewhat higher errors for the natural elements
chromium, iron and nickel. Even if one would assign
more liberal errors to e. g. the flux determination,
capture detector efficiency calibration and sample
,oe)
On leave from Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Germany
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thickness corrections the accuracy of the method is
impressive: 5-10% overall error in the capture cross
section. One drawback is the difficulty to measure
capture cross sections of isotopic mixtures with widely
differing bin ding energies of the components - a difficulty
which also exists for the Moxon-Rae detector.
It is interesting to note that the Cadarache data
appear to confirm the higher capture cross sections for
chromium, iron and nickel obtained during the past years,
whereas for the monotope gold the values of P5nitz (Ref. 7)
are confirmed rather than the higher evaluated values of
Vaughn and Grench (Ref. B).
2. Error Sources
A recurring topic during the session were error sources,
treated for example in a contribution from Harwell (Ref. 9,).
The following conclusions were reached:
2.1. Scattered and then promptly captured neutrons:
It was agreed that one of the most serious problems
is the sensitivity of capture detectors to scattered
neutrons. A constant background is relatively easy to
subtract, but the time-dependent background produced by
scattered and subsequently captured neutrons is a source
of serious difficulties in time-of-flight measurements.
The usual method of measuring this time-dependent back-
ground by replacing the sample with a carbon or lead
scatterer may work adequately when scattered neutrons
cannot be captured very close to the sample and the
scattering properties of sample and scatterer are matched
well. This means that sample containers must be as light
as possible if they cannot be avoided completely, so that
neutrons scattered in a resonance cannot be captured
close to the sample but reach the the detector or other
capturing material only long after the capture photons
from the sample have been registered. It means also that
the energy range of the neutron s?ectrum should be limited
(e. g. not contain the thermal region), so that the
average scattering cross sect~ons of sample and scatterer
can be matched over the whole range. Because of the shorter
time scale and the mode of neutron production both con-
ditions are easier to fulfill at pulsed Van de Graaff
accelerators than with linac sources.
Where resonances are well resolved the gaps between
widely separated peaks can be used to che~k on the back-
ground subtraction, so the resulting uncertainty of e. g.
resonance areas can be quite small (a few percent). At
higher energies such gaps do not normally exist and
uncertainties will be higher (10-20%, say).
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It was recommended(in Ref. 9) to check the effect
of scattered and promptly captured neutrons by using a
carbon sample with a black-resonance filter in front of
it as described in Ref. 3.
Another check on the relative efficiency of the
capture detector for neutrons and photons is possible
with monoenergetic neutrons by means of purely scattering
samples and samples with known ratio of capture to scattering
cross section.
Le Rigoleur proposed a third method which is feasible
at the Cadarache installation, namely to place the neutron-
producing 7Li target in the middle of the capture detector.
2.2. Sample thickness corrections:
Corrections for self-protection and multiple scattering
are quite important for the structural materials, especially
for the heavily scattering broad s-wave resonances. Monte
Carlo codes exist for area analysis of resonances which
can be described by (sums of) single-level cross section
formulae. Most of the published radiation widths of the
structural materials were extracted by means of such codes.
The fact that a positive correlation was found between
the neutron and radiation widths for many chromium iso-
topes and for 60Ni caused some suspicion that the analysis
methods could be at fault, in particular the description
of the scattering cross sections of these nuclides by
essentially single-level expressions. Moxon reported that
he tried both single-level and multi-level cross section
representations for the first broad s-wave resonance of
S8Ni and obtained essentially the same result. Another
hint that the single-level representation used in area
analysis codes is not the cause of the observed correla-
tions is the fact that the Karlsruhe group found correla-
tions for some isotopes but not for others where exactly
the same analysis methods were employed.
The errors due to the analysis methods, in particular
the self-protection and multiple-scattering corrections,
were estimated as relatively small (a few percent)
2.3. Efficiency calibration:
The efficiency of the capture gamma ray detectoris
another source of uncertainty. The total-energy detector
at Cadarache was calibrated with gamma ray sources of
known intensity. The combined error for the weighting
function and its linearity is estimated as of order 2-4%.
The efficiency of the liquid-scintillator tank at
Karlsruhe is determined by a measurement of the gold
cross section, which is known to about 5% near 30 keV
and to 10% at the lowest and highest energies used
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(7 and 250 keV). The RPI group~ on the other hand t used
the 10B(n,a er ss section to determine the neutron spectrum
shape and the black-resonance technique for absolute cali-
bration, which yields probably an accuracy of 3% near the
calibration point in the eV region and 5-10% at keV energies.
2.4. Capture spectrum fluctuations:
The fact that the strength of the ground-state and
other high-energy transitions varies from resonance to
resonance and its implications for tank measurements on
structural materials was discussed in Ref. 1. It was
stated that the capture cr0SS section uncertainty caused
by this effect is about 5-15% and can be reduced somewhat
with the help of pulse height data for individual reso-
nances. Moxon-Rae detector measurements, on the other
hand, are not affected. Total-energy detector measure-
ments are slightly afflicted; the estimated error for
the Cadarache detector is less than 2%.
3. Re COI,,;.i2f,dations
The following recommendations were made:
(1) Supplementary measurements should be undertaken
to determine the detector sensitivity to scattered
and promptly captured neutrons - at Karlsruhe
with scatterer plus resonance filter, at Cadarache
with the neutron source at the sample position in
the centre of the capture detector - with utili-
sation of monoenergetic neutrons in both laboratories,
as explained in Sect. 2.1.
(2) Barre recommended that the capture cross section
of stainless steel be measured directly. This
would best be done at Karlsruhe, since the large
liquid scintillator detector is not afflicted by
the difficulties which beset the Moxon-Rae detector
and the total-energy detector with regard to isotopic
mixtures.
(3) Natural samples ~f chromium and nickel should be
measured below 70 keV so that consistency with the
already measured capture cross sections of the
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A COMPARISON BETWEEN SINGLE LEVEL AND MULTILEVEL CALCULATIONS
OF NEUTRON CROSS SECTIONS IN THE RESONANCE REGION (*)
T. Martinelli, E. Menapace, M. Motta and G.C. Panini
Centr0 di Calcolo del CNEN, Bologna, Italy
SUMMARY
The a~m of the present paper is a comparison of cross sections and
deduced group averaged values resulting from the application of single
level and multilevel formulas to the same multilevel resonance parame-
ters. The parameters were partly taken from Karlsruhe Centre's publi-
cations and communications and partly from ENDF/B-III. They refer to
isotopes or elements of great importance, owing to their utilizations as
structural material in the reactor construction.
Paper presented at the meeting on
IIThe keV Capture of the 8tructural Materials Ni, Fe, Cr ll
held in Karlsruhe 8-9 May 1973.
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INTRODUCTION
The aim of the present paper is the comparison of neutron cross
sections and their group averaged values in resonance region, calculated
by means of single level and multilevel formalisms, respectively.
Following a suggestion of Karlsruhe Nuclear Centre's people who
have also kindly furnished the set of multilevel resonance parameters,
the nuclides of structural materials, such as Cr 50 , Cr 52 , Ni 62 and Ni 64
have been considered [lJ. For more completeness, the same calculations
have been performed on the nuclides of the ENDF/B-III list, for which
the multi level parameters are given.
The codes for reactor physics calculation generally utilize cross
section libraries which are compiled through the application in the res-
onance region of single level Breit-Wigner formula, even if the experi-
mentalists give a multilevel set of resonance parameters. In such a case
the usual single level calculations might generate non negligible differ-
ences in the cross sections and, consequently, in their group averaged
values.
In order to examine the amount of such possible differences, some
calculations here presented were performed through the multilevel for-
malism described in Feshbach, Porter and Weisskopf's weIl known paper on
the "Model for Nuclear Reactions with Neutrons" [2J.
No fissile materials have been considered, so that the multi level
formalism has to be applied only to the elastic scattering cross section
for which the assumption of a single reaction exit channel may be an ac-
ceptable approximation. For the capture reaction, the large number of
open channels makes the interferential effects to vanish, due to the ran-
dom distribution of signs for the reduced amplitude widths; then the cap-
ture reaction can be treated by the single level formalism, and the dif-
ferences between multi level and single level calculations can here be at-
tributed to the elastic cross section.
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THE FORMALISM
The multi level formula in the Feshbaeh approximation is a
hermitean form whieh will be here written more eonveniently using a ma-
trix formalism, by generalization of the proeedure illustrated in ref. [3J
for non elastie reaetions.
The main advantage of the matrix representation lies first in
the separation of energy dependent quantitiesfrom the eonstant quanti-
ties whieh eharaeterize the set of resonanees, the last being all inelud-
ed in a eentral matrix. In second place, if elastie reaetion is eonsid-
ered, a better evidenee is given to the terms whieh are responsible for
the interferenees of either the resonanee seattering or the resonanee to
potential seattering interaetion.
Then, the expression for the multilevel, one exit ehannel eross
seetion for reaetion of type x, ean be written as
where Einstein's eonvention for summation is adopted and t~e bar indieates
eomplex eonjugate element. Calling M the square symmetrie matrix with
elements Mjk and z the eolumn veetor with elements zk the above
expression in matrix form beeomes
+x z M z
being +z the adjoint veetor of z •
If the number of levels is "N" and the maximum value of the 9-
quantum number is "L" the veetor z and matrix M are so defined:
a) The matrix M is square, symmetrie of order (L+N) and ean be parti-
tioned in submatrix A, B, C, as follows
L N
,.---/'---I~






For non elastie reaetions, the matriees A and B are zero. For
the elastie reaetion the submatrix A refers to the potential seat-
tering, C to the resonanee reaetion and B to the interferenee be-
tween potential and resonanee seattering (B is the B transposed
matrix) •
The matrix A is diagonal with real elements (numbered from index
zero, for the sake of simplieity)
(.Q, = 0,1, ... ,L)
.Q, being the quantum number and row index simultaneously.
b) The matrix C is real symmetrie, expressed by
(j,k = L+l, ••. ,L+N)
being
where g is the statistieal faetor, P.Q,(E j ) the penetration faetor,
r the neutron width of the entranee ehannel and r the width ofn x
the exit ehannel for the examined deeay proeess. It will be
r = r /Pn(E.) in the ease of the elastie reaetion. The j-label
x n)(, J
means that all the quantities are those of the eorresponding level at
the energy E. •
J
Every diagonal j-element of C gives rise to the single level Breit-
Wigner formula for eaeh j-level, while the non diagonal terms jk
refer to the interferenee between the levels of index j and k of
the same spin and parity. In any other ease the non diagonal elements
must be put equal to zero.
e) The elements of reetangular real matrix B (dimension L x N) will
not be zero only in the plaees where the row index is equal to the
quantum number .Q, of the j-resonanee. In sueh a ease they are
!g: u.
J J
(.Q, = 0,1, ... ,L)
(j L+l, .•• ,L+N)
The energy dependent veetor z ean be partitioned in two subveetors
with L real (i.e. imaginary part always equal to zero) ahd N eom-
plex elements respeetively, given by:
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2 sin</>9-(E) (9-=0,1, .•. ,L)
(j=L+1, ••• ,L+N)
with the exponent a=2 for the e1astic reactions and a=l for any
other reaction. i is the imaginary unit.
</>9- is the phase shift at energy E for 9- wave resonances, f j
the total width of the j-1eve1 and P9-(E) is the neutron 9--wave
penetrabi1ity at energy E , being the j-1eve1 re1ated to 9--wave neutrons.
The first L elements of the z vector can be put zero in the case
of non e1astic reactions; they correspond, in the product for a(E),
to the elements of the submatrices A and B •
From the above matrix formalism, it can be easily understood that ac-
cidenta1 negative va1ues of e1astic cross section may resu1t from
the single level ca1cu1ation. In fact, in such a treatment all the
non diagonal elements of the matrix C are put equa1 to zero, whi1e
the non zero elements of matrix Bare conserved and contribute to
the final va1ue. By this way, on1y apart of interferences coming
from the mixed terms of the positive definite matrix M is suppressed
with the consequence that negative va1ues 'for the e1astic cross sec-
tion may appear in some energy points.
Looking at the elements c jk of the C matrix it must also be ob-
served that no uncertainty of sign can arise from the square root op-
eration on f ,when e1astic cross section is considered; in fact,
n
f x=fn /P9-(E j ) and the plus sign is on1y possib1e for the ujuk prod-
ucts. Consequent1y, a unique curve exists for the multilevel e1astic
cross section with interference.
CALCULATIONS AND COMMENTS
The performed ca1cu1ations inc1ude:
1) Tabulated list of capture, e1astic and total cross sections, obtained
from the set of multilevel parameters and with both the single level
and multilevel formalisms for e1astic and total cross sections.
2) The vector of the differences between the multilevel and single level
va1ues in every energy point of the grid.
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3) The group averaged cross sections in the ABBN scheme (Russian library),
with a l/E weighting flux (infinite dilution), calculated from the
multilevel and single level tabulated list. For same isotopes the
calculations were repeated with constant weighting flux.
4) The ratios, the differences and the percent differences of the group
averaged elastic cross sections.
The following codes of the CNEN Nuclear Data Laboratory in Bologna
have been used:
1) CRESO, which generates cross sections in the resolved and unresolved
energy region from the Breit-Wigner, Reich-Moore and Adler-Adler for-
malisms. Doppler broadening and plotting options are included [4].
2) FOUR ACES, which calculates group averaged cross sections taking the
data directly from UKNDL, ENDF/B and KEDAK tapes. Up to 256 energy
groups and arbitrary we~ghting function can be given in input. All
the above mentioned resonance formalisms are included [SJ.
3) PIUME, which calculates single level and multilevel cross sections
with the Feshbach approximation. All the possible signs, plus or
minus, can be assigned to the Uj~ products and the correspond-
ing cross sections are calculated [6J. A linked routine perfarms
the group integration.
The examined isotopes and elements are:
Cu63 Cu65 natural Cu Co59 and natural Fe, with multilevel parame-, , . ,
ters from ENDF/B-III.
Cr 50 , Cr 52 , Ni 62 and Ni64 with the multilevel parameters in the energy
region 10-300 keV from ref. [lJ. For each isotope the set of parame-
ters was completed as follows:
i) same J attributions were deduced from refo. [7J;
ii) everywhere uncertainty remained between two possible J values
the statistical factor gJ was adoptecl, which gives equal prob-
ability to both values;




widths for Cr 50 and Cr 52 were deduced from
ref. [8J by averaging procedure and those for Ni62 and Ni64 from
ENDF/B-III.
The complete set of parameters is given in tables 1 to 4 where ENDF/B
symbols and units are used.
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For the same isotopes, the group averaged elastic cross sections,
obtained through the single level and multilevel formulas, are compared
in table 5. The constant and l/E weighting fluxes were considered.
It can be observed that:
- for each isotope both negative and positive differences may appear in
the groups;
- the percent differences may overcome values as large as50%;
- if negative values of the microscopic single level cross section are
set to zero in the integration, the highest percent differences are
greatly reduced.
The values given in table 5 were obtained from the microscopic
elastic cross sections plotted in the last pages of this paper together
with the absolute differences in barns.
As concerns the materials of ENDF/B-III analogous comparison is
shown in tables 6 to 10. The cross sections have been averaged follow-
ing the ABBN scheme. The highest differences in these tables can be
observed for Co 59 and natural Fe, even though the relative differences
never reach 50%. For more completeness, the total, elastic and capture
cross sections of the natural iron from the ENDF/B-III parameters in the
resolved region, are plotted at the end of this paper. Both the multi-
level and single level curves appear in the figures.
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J\ßN= 1.000 tfW= 0 ~lER= 1
EH::: 300000.0 LRU= 1 LRF= 2 SP!= 0.0 Ap-=: 0.445000 Nl $= 2
AM-= 0.0 L= 0 NRS= 15
ER AJ GT GN GG Gf
1 2.84300E+04 5.00000E-Ol 4.15850E+02 4.15COOE+02 8.50000E-Ol 0.0
2 3.73200f+04 5.00000E-Ol 2.24085E+03 2.24COOE+03 8.50000E-Ol 0.0
3 5.49900E+04 5.00000E-Ol 2.31850E+02 2.8100CE+02 8.50COOE-Ol 0.0
4 6.48000E+04 5.00000E-Ol 4.38500E+Ol 4.30000E+01 8.50000E-Ol 0.0
5 9.41500E+04 5.00000E-Ol 1.61C85E+03 1.67000E+03 8.50000E-Ol 0.0
6 1.14800E+05 5.00000E-Ol 1.20850E+02 1.20000E+02 8.50000E-Ol 0.0 I
1 1.29000E+05 5.00000E-Ol 5.40850E+02 5.40000E+02 8.50000E-Ol 0.0 0
g 1.56600E+05 5.00000E-Ol 1.23085E+03 1.23000E+03 8.50000E-Ol 0.0
~
I
9 1.62450E+05 5.00000E-Ol 7.50850E+02 7.50000E+02 8.50000E-01 0.0
10 1.85200E+05 5.00000f:-01 3.52085E+03 3.52000E+03 8.50GOOE-OI 0.0
11 2.18300E+05 5.00000E-Ol 1.70850E+02 1.10000E+02 8.50000E-Ol 0.0
12 2.31600E+05 5.00000E-01 Q.40850E+02 Q.40000E+02 8.50000E-Ol 0.0
13 2.45600E+05 5.00000E-Ol 2.00850E+02 2.00000E+02 8.50000E-Ol 0.0
14 2.76600E+05 5.00000E-Ol 1.90085E+03 1.90000E+03 R.50000E-Ol 0.0
15 2.SQ800E+05 5.00000E-Ol 3.70085E+03 3.70000E+03 8.50000E-Ol 0.0
MULTI-lEVEL BREIT-WIGNER FORMUlA REQUIREO
Table la
*CRESO RUN FOR ~AT 2450 CHROMIlJM-50
NIS 1
ISOTOPE 1 lAI= 24050. ABN= 1.000 tFW= 0 NER= 1
RANGE 1 EL= 10000.0000 EH= 300000.0 LRU= 1 lRF= 2 SPI= 0.0 AP= 0.445000 Nl$= 2
t-STATE 2 AWRI= 49.5165 AM= 0.0 l= 1 NR$= 1
ER AJ GT GN GG GF
1 1.11800E+05 1.OOOOOE+OG 6.08500E+Ol 6.00000E+OI 8.50000E-Ol 0.0





*CRESO RUN FOR MAT 2452 CHROMIW./J-52
NtS 1
ISOTDPE 1 lAI= 24052. ABN= 1.000 LFW= 0 NER= 1
RANGE 1 El= 10000.0000 EH= 300000.0 lRU= 1 LRF= 2 SPI= 0.0 AP= 0.445000 NlS= 2
l-STATE 1 AWRI= 51.4938 AM= 0.0 l= 0 NRS= 8
ER AJ GT GN GG Gf
1 3.162DOE+04 5.00000E-01 1.65794E+Ol 1.50000E+Ol 1.57940E+OO 0.0
2 5.01900E+04 5.00000E-Ol 1.11158E+03 1.11000E+03 1.57940E+OO 0.0
3 9.62000E+04 5.00000E-Ol 6.40158E+03 6.40000E+03 1.57940E+OO 0.0
4 1.18100E+05 5.0000DE-OI 3.15794E+Ol 3.00000E+Ol 1.57940E+OO 0.0
5 1.21400E+05 5.00000E-Ol 6.11519E+02 6.10000E+02 1.57940E+OO 0.0
6 1.39700E+05 5.00000E-Ol 5.40158E+03 5.40COOE+03 1.51940E+OO 0.0
7 1.41300E+05 5.00000E-Ol 7.01519E+02 7.00000E+02 1.57940E+OO 0.0 I
8 2.49300E+05 5.00000E-OI 5.51519E+02 5.50COOE+02 1.57940E+OO 0.0
...
0
MULTI-lEVEL BREIT-WIGNER FORMUlA REQUIRED ~I
Table 2a
*CRESO RUN FOR MAT 2452 CHROMIUM-52
NIS 1
ISOTOPE 1 lAI= 24052. ASN= 1 .. 000 LfW= 0 NER= 1
RANGE 1 EL= 10000 .. 0000 EH= 300000.0 lRU= 1 LRF= 2 SPI= 0 .. 0 AP= 0 .. 445000 NlS= 2
L-STATE 2 AWRl= 51 .. 4938 A~= 0 .. 0 l= 1 NRS= 11
ER AJ GT GN GG Gf
1 2 .. 29200E+04 5.00000E-Ol 5 .. 54100E+00 5 .. 00000E+00 5 .. 41000E-01 0.0
2 5.16000E+04 5 .. 00000E-Ol 7.95470E+01 7 .. 90000E+01 5.47000E-01 0.0
3 1.06000E+05 1.50000E+00 3.05410E+Ol 3 .. 00000E+01 5.47000E-01 0 .. 0
4 1.11600E+05 1.50000E+00 3 .. 05410E+01 3.00000E+Ol 5 .. 47000E-Ol 0 .. 0
5 1.30100E+05 1.50000E+00 1.10541E+02 1 .. 10000E+02 5.47000E-01 0.0
6 2 .. 34000E+05 1.00000E+00 2.00547E+02 2.00000E+02 5.41000E-Ol 0.0
7 2.35800E+05 5.00000E-01 1.10055E+03 1.10000E+03 5.47000E-01 0.0 I-8 2.42600E+05 5.00000E-01 2.20541E+02 2 .. 20000E+02 5.47000E-01 0 .. 0 -0
q 2.46300E+05 1 .. 00000E+00 6.13880E+02 6.13330E+02 5.41000E-01 0 .. 0 I
10 2.56100E+05 1.00000E+00 2.07214E+02 2.06660E+02 5.41000E-01 0.0
11 2.81900E+05 1.50000E+00 2.75547E+02 2.75000E+02 5.41000E-Ol 0.0
MULTI-LEVEL 8REIT-WIGNER fORMULA REQUIRED
Table 2b
*CRESO RUN FOR MAI 2862 NICKEl-62
NlS 1
ISOTOPE 1 lAI= 28062. ASN= 1.000 lfW= 0 NER= 1
RANGE 1 Ei.= 10000.0000 EH= 300000.0 lRU= 1 lRF= Z SPI= 0.0 Ap: 0.600000 Nl$: Z
l-STATE 1 AWRI= 61.3958 AP-1: 0.0 l= 0 NR$= 11
ER AJ GT GN GG Gf
1 4.28100E+04 s.OOaOGE-OI 3.4Z140E+OZ 3.40000E+OZ 2.14000E+OO 0.0
Z 7.7Z000E+04 S.OOOOOE-Ol 7.Z1400E+Ol 7.00000E+Ol 2.14000E+OO 0.0
3 9.47000E+04 S.OOOOOE-Ol Z.S0214E+03 2.50000E+03 2.14000E+OO 0.0
4 1.05600E+OS S.OOOOOE-Ol 4.60Z14E+03 4.60COOE+03 2.14000E+OO 0.0
5 1.49300E+05 5.0GOOOE-Ol 1.42140E+02 1.40000E+02 2.14000E+OO 0.0
6 1.88200E+05 S.OOOOOE-Ol 9.21400E+Ol 9.00000E+Ol 2.14000E+OO 0.0
1 2.14100E+05 5.00000E-Ol 1.92140E+02 1.90000E+02 2.14000E+00 0.0 I...
8 2.29500E+05 5.00000E-Ol 6.18214E+03 6.18000E+03 2.14000E+OO 0.0 ......
q 2.43200E+OS 5.00000E-Ol 7.82140E+02 1.80000E+OZ 2.14000E+OO 0.0 I
10 2.81100E+05 S.OOOOOE-Ol 4.80214E+03 4.80000E+03 2.14000E+OO 0.0
11 2.88000E+05 S.GOOOOE-Ol 1.OOZ14E+03 1.OOOOOE+03 2.14000E+OO 0.0
MULTI-lEVEL 8REIT-WIGNER FDRMUlA REQUIREO
Table 3a
*CRESO RUN FOR MAl 2862 NICKEL-62
NIS 1
ISOTOPE 1 lAI= 28062. ASN= 1.000 LFW= 0 NER= 1
RANGE 1 El= 10000.0000 EH= 300000.0 lRU= 1 LRF= 2 SP!= 0.0 AP= 0.600000 NLS= 2
l-STAlE 2 AWRY= 61.3958 AM= 0.0 l= 1 NRS= 2
ER AJ GT GN
1 5.69100E+04 1.50000E+OO 3.947GOE+Ol 3.73300E+Ol
2 1.84000E+04 l.50000E+OO 3.54700E+Ol 3.33300E+Ol








*CRESO RUN fOR MAI 2864 NICKEl-64
NIS 1
ISOTOPE 1 ZAI= 28064. ABN= 1.000 lFW= 0 NER= 1
RANGE 1 El= 10000.0000 EH= 300000 .. 0 lRU= 1 lRF= 2 SPI= 0.0 AP= 0 .. 600000 NlS=2
l-STATE 1 AWRI= 63.3182 AM= 0.0 l= 0 NR$= 13
ER AJ GT GN GG GF
1 1.43000E+04 5.00000E-Ol 2.90214E+03 2.90aOOE+03 2.14000E+OO 0.0
2 3.38200E+04 5.00aOOE-01 8.90214E+03 8.90COOE+03 2.14000E+OO 0.0
3 1.29300E+05 5.00000E-OI 1.34214E+03 1.34000E+03 2.14000E+QO 0.0
4 1.48800E+05 5.00000E-Ol 8.21400E+Ol 8.00000E+Ol 2.14000E+OO 0.0
5 1.55000E+05 5.00000E-OI 3.90214E+03 3.90000E+03 2.14000E+OO 0.0
6 1.63200E+05 5.00000E-Ol 1.42140E+02 I.40000E+02 2.14000E+OO 0.0 I
7 1.77700E+05 5.00000E-OI 4 .. 72140E+02 4.70000E+02 2 .. 14000E+OO 0.0 ......
8 2 .. 05300E+05 5.00000E-Ol 6 .. 21400E+Ol 6.00000E+Ol 2.14000E+OO 0.0 VJI
9 2.19800E+05 5.00000E-Ol 3.21400E+Ol 3 .. 00000E+Ol 2.14000E+00 0 .. 0
10 2.26900E+05 5.00000E-Ol 1.22140E+02 1.20000E+02 2.14000E+00 0.0
11 2.31900E+05 5.00000E-Ol 3.77214E+03 3.17GOOE+03 2.14000E+OO 0.0
12 2.69700E+05 5.00000E-Ol 2.20214E+03 2 .. 20000E+03 2.14000E+OO 0.0
13 2.83500E+05 5.00000E-OI 3.52140E+02 3.50000E+02 2.14000E+OO 0.0
MULTI-lEVEL 8REIT-WIGNER FORMUlA REQUIREO
Table 4a
*CRESO RUN fOR MAI 2864 NICKEl-64
NIS 1
ISOTOPE 1 lAI= 28064. ABN= 1.000 lFW= 0 NER= 1
RANGE 1 El= 10000.0000 EH= 300000.0 lRU= 1 lRF= 2 SPI= 0.0 AP= 0.600000 Nl$= 2
l-STAIE 2 MiRI= 63.3782 AM= 0.0 L= 1 NR$= 6
ER AJ GT GN
1 1.06500E+05 1.00000E+OO 1.39300E+Ol 1.33300E+Ol
2 1.42000E+05 1.00000E+00 1.13930E+02 1.13330E+02
3 1.91500E~05 1.OOOOOE+OO 1.01260E+02 1.06660E+02
4 2.14100E+05 1.OOOOOE+OO 5.39300E+Ol 5.33300E+Ol
5 2.31900E+05 1.OOOOOE+OO 2.13930E~02 2.13330E+02
6 2.55100E+05 1.OOOOOE~OO 1.13930E+02 1.13330E+D2














Comparison of group averaged elastic cross sections (SL =single level formulas, ML =multilevel formulas)
A B C A B C
Group (J 1 SL (J 1 MI. A-C A-C B-C (J 1 SL (J 1 MI. A-C A-C B-C
Isotope Index
e • e • e • e •
(b) (0) (b) (b) C -C- (b) (0) (b) (b) C C
(ABBN) q,=I/E q,=l/E x102 x102 q,=const q,=const x102 x102
Cr50 7 3.313 3.345 - 0.032 - 0.96 3.326 3.371 - 0.045 - 1.33
8 3.526 3.423 0.103 3.01 3.641 3.540 0.101 2.85
9 4.225 4.044 0.181 4.48 4.225 4.068 0.157 3.86
10 10.920 (11.415) 11.030 - 0.110 - 1.00 3.49 12.435 (12.822) 12.372 0.063 0.51 4.12
11 0.179 (0.241) 0.605 - 0.426 - 70.4 - 60.2 0.114 (0.198) 0.566 - 0.452 - 79.9 - 65.0
Cr52 7 3.380 3.423 - 0.043 - 1.26 3.284 3.323 - 0.039 - 1.17
8 6.608 6.893 - 0.285 - 4.13 6.353 6.751 - 0.398 - 5.90
9 6.299 (6.365) 6.187 0.112 1.81 2.88 6.065 (6.120) 5.975 0.090 1.51 2.43
10 0.291 (0.474) 0.753 - 0.462 - 61.4 - 37.1 0.148 (0.395) 0.668 - 0.52 - 77.8 - 40.9
11 0.937 1.121 - 0.184 - 16.4 0.918 1.107 - 0.189 - 17.1
Ni62 7 4.989 5.039 - 0.050 - 1.00 5.082 5.153 - 0.071 - 1.38
8 7.027 6.936 0.091 1.31 6.408 6.333 0.075 1.18
9 2.861 (3.059) 3.160 - 0.299 - 9.46 - 3.20 2.946 (3.203) 3.274 - 0.328 - 10.0 - 2.17
10 3.366 (3.401) 3.546 - 0.180 - 5.08 - 4.09 3.636 (3.680) 3.815 - 0.179 - 4.69 - 3.54
11 3.018 3.117 - 0.159 - 5.00 3.003 3.104 - 0.101 - 3.25
Ni64 7 6.012 6.113 - 0.101 - 1.65 5.891 6.098 - 0.207 - 3.39
8 7.034 6.883 0.151 2.19 7.148 7.040 0.108 1.53
9 12.742 13.195 - 0.453 - 3.43 11.768 12.098 - 0.330 - 2.73
10 38.. 100 34.161 3.939 11.53 40.554 38.139 2.415 6.33










GRflUp ENERGY BOUNDS {MEV) ENERGY lETHARGY FISS'!ON WEIGHTING
tOWER UPPER WIOTH WIDTH SPECTRUM FUNCTION
I 6.5000E+OO - 1.0500E+Ol 4.0000E+OO 0.47957 0.01598 3.471IE-02
2 4.0000E+OO - 6.500QE+00 2.5000E+00 0.48551 0.08819 1.9157E-Ol
3 2.5000E+00 - 4.0000E+OO 1.5000E+00 0.47000 0.18325 3.9805E-Ol
4 1.4000E+OO - 2.5000E+00 1.1000E+00 0.57982 0.26986 5.7982E-Ol
5 ,8.0000E-Ol - 1.4000E+00 6 .. 0000E-01 0.55962 0.20228 5.5962E-Ol
6 4.0000E-Ol - 8.0000E-OI 4.0000E-Ol 0.69315 0.14056 6.9315E-01
1 2.0000E-Ol - 4.0000E-Ol 2.0000E-Ol 0.69315 0.06102 6.9315E-Ol
8 1.0000E-Ol - 7-.0000'::-01 I.OOOOE-Ol 0.69315 0.02388 6.9315E-Ol
9 4.6416E-02 - 1.0000E-Ol 5.3584E-02 0.76153 0.00940 7.6153E-Ol
10 2. 1544E-02 - 4.6416E-02 2.4872E-02 0.76753 0.00305 7.6753E-01
11 1.0000E-02 - 2.1544E-02 1.1544E-02 0.76153 0.00098 7.6753E-01
12 4.6416E-03 - 1.00OOE-02 5.3584E-03 0.76753 0.00031 7.6753E-Ol
13 2.1544E-03 - 4.6416E-03 2.4812E-03 0 .. 76753 0.00010 7.6753E-Ol
14 1.0000E-03 - 2.1544E-03 1.1544E-03 0.76753 0.00003 7.6753E-Ol
15 4.6416E-04 - 1.0000E-03 5.3584E-04 0 .. 76753 0.00001 7.6753E-Ol
16 2.1544E-04 - 4 .. 6416E-04 2.4872E-04 0.16753 0.00000 1.6753E-Ol
11 1.000OE-04 - 2. 1 544E-04 1.1544E-04 0.16153 0 .. 00000 1.6753E-Ol
18 4.6416E-05 - 1 .. OOOOE-04 5 .. 3584E-05 0.;76153 0.00000 1.6753E-Ol
19 2.1544E-05 - 4 .. 6416E-05 2.4812E-05 0.76753 0.00000 1.6753E-Ol
20 1.00OOE-05 - 2 .. 1544E-05 1.1544E-05 0.16753 0.00000 7.6753E-Ol
21 4.6416E-06 - 1.0000E-05 5.3584E-06 0.76753 0.00000 7.6753E-Ol
22 2.1544E-06 - 4.6416E-06 2.4872E-06 0.16753 0.00000 1.6753E-Ol
23 I.OOOOE-06 - 2.1544E-06 1.1544E-06 0.76753 0.00000 7.6753E-Ol
24 4.6416E-07 - 1.0000E-06 5.3584E-07 0.76753 0.00000 7.6753E-Ol
25 2.1544E-01 - 4.6416E-07 2.4872E-07 0.76753 0.00000 7.6753E-Ol
WEIGHT!NG FUNCTION
ENERGY RANGECMEV)
1) 2 .. 1544E-07 TO 2.5000E+OO






GROUP A=SJNGLE lEVEL t\=MULTI LEVEL AlB A-B fA-Bl/ß
1 2 .. 15781:+00 2.1578E+Ofl 1.0000E+00 0.0 0.0
2 2.1333E+OO 2.1333E+OO 1..0000E+00 0.0 0.0
3 1.8867E+OO 1.8867E+OO 1.0000E+00 0.0 0.0
4 2.?482E+OO 2.2482E+OO 1.OOOOE+OO 0.0 0.0
5 3.1881E+OO 3.1881E+OO 1.000OE+00 0.0 0.0
6 4.1559E+00 4.15S9E+OO 1.OOOOE+00 0.0 0.0
7 4 .. 79~OE+OO 4. 79g0E+00 1.00OOE+OO 0.0 0.0
8 4.6171E+OO 4.6177E+OO 1.OOOOE+OO 0.0 0.0
q 6.8600E+00 6.8600E+OO 1.OOOOE+00 0.0 0.0 I
10 1.1557E+Ol 1.1550E+Ol 1.OOO6E+OO 1.0000E-03 0.1 --11 1.4048E+Ol 1. t-j- 126E+Ol 9.9448E-Ol -7.8000E-02 -0.6 .....,
12 1.1131E+Ol 1.7235E+Ol 9.9397E-01 -1.0400E-01 -0.6
13 9.0512E+OO 9.0025E+00 1.OO61E+00 5.4101E-02 0.6
14 1.9728E+Ol 2.0403E+Ol 9.6692E-Ol -6.7500E-OI -3.3
15 9.2314E+00 9.4373E+OO 9.7818E-Ol -2.0590E-OI -2.2
16 4.2821E+OO 4.4055E+00 9.7199E-Ol -1.2340E-Ol -2.8
11 4.15841:+00 4.80Q7E+OO 9.8933E-Ol -5.1300E-02 -1.1
18 5.D940E+OO 5.0930E+OO 1.0002E+00 9.9945E-04 0.0
19 5.4532E+OO 5.3Q30E+OO 1.Ol12E+OO 6.0201E-02 1.1
20 5.8378F+OO 5.7107E+OO 1.0223E+OO 1.2710E-OI 2.2
21 5.t;206F.+OO 5.5206E+OO 1.OOOOF+00 0.0 0.0
22 S.5457E+OO 5.5457E+OO 1.0000E+00 0.0 0.0
23 S.5619E+OO t;.5619E+OO 1.OOOOE+<OQ 0.0 0.0
24 5.5703E+OO 5.57C3E+OO 1.OOOOE+00 0.0 0.0
25 5.5745E+OO 5.5745E+OO 1.OOOOE+OO 0.0 0.0
Table 6
MAT I086~COPPER-65 EU\STIC
GROUP t\=SINGLE lEVFl ß=~WLT I LEVEL AlB A-ß (A-ßl/B
1 2.1578E+00 2.1578E+OO 1.0000E+00 0.0 0.0
2 2.1.333E+00 2.13331:+00 1.OOOOE+00 0.0 0.0
3 1.8867E+OO 1.8867E~OO 1.0000E+00 0.0 0.0
4 2.2482E+OO 2.2482E+OO 1.0000E+00 0.0 0.0
5 ~.188lE+OO 3.18fJIE+OO 1.0000F+00 0.0 0.0
6 4.l559E+00 4.1559E+OO 1.0000E+00 0.0 0.0
7 4.7980E+00 4.7980E+OO 1.0000E+00 0.0 0.0
8 4.6177E+00 4.6177E+OO 1.OOOOE+OO 0.0 0.0
9 6.9010E+OO 6.9010E+00 1.OOOOE+00 0.0 0.0
I
10 1.0254E+01 1.0265E+Ol 9.9893E-01 -I.lOOlE-02 -0.1 ...
2.0100f-Ol 1.7 -II 1.2315E+01 1. 2114E+01 1.0166'=+00 er
12 1.3788E+Ol 1.3539E+01 1.0184E+00 2.4900E-:-01 1.8
13 2.0391E+Ol 2.0125E+Ol 1.0132E+00 2.6601f-01 1.3
14 7.6819E+00 7:0885E+OO 1.OB37E+00 5.9340E-01 8.4
15 1.0627E+01 9.8344E+00 1.08061::+00 7.9260E-01 8.1
16 1.3276E+01 1.2280E+01 1.08l.1E+00 9.9600E-Ol 8.1
17 1.4902E+01 1.'3709E+Ol 1.0810E+OO 1.1930E+OO 8.1
18 1.5111E+Ol 1.4415E+Ol 1.OB54E+00 1.2360E+00 8.5
19 1.6227E+Ol 1.4954E+Ol l..0851E+OO 1.2130E+OO 8.5
20 1.6'761E+Ol 1.5449E+Ol 1.0849E+OO 1.3120E+OO 13.5
21 1.5300E+Ol 1.5300E+Ol 1.00001:+00 0.0 0.0
22 1.5352E+Ol 1. 5352E+Ol 1.OOOOE+OO 0.0 0.0
23 1.S385E+Ol 1.5385E+Ol 1.OOOOE+OO 0.0 0.0
24 1.5403E+Ol 1.5403E+Ol l .. OOOOE+OO 0.0 0.0
25 1. 5408E+O 1 1.5408E+01 1.0000E+OO 0.0 0.0
"fable 7
MAT l087~NATURAL COP~ER ElASTIC
~ .~ . '
GROUP A=$INGlE LEVEL B=MUlTI LEVEL AlB A-ß tA-Bl/S
1 2.1518E+OO '?1578E+00 1.00001:+00 0.0 0.0
2 2.1333E+OO :~. 1~33E+OO 1.OOOOE+OO 0.0 0.0
3 1.8867E+OO 1.8867E+OO 1.OOOOE+OO 0.0 0.0
4 2.2482E+OO 2.2482E+OO 1.OOOOE+OO 0.0 0.0
5 3.1881E+OO 3.1881E+OO 1.OOOOE+OO 0.0 0.0
6 4.1559E+OO 4.1559E+OO 1.0000E+OO 0.0 0.0
7 4.1980E+OO 4.7980E+OO 1.OOOOE+OO 0.0 0.0
8 4.6177E+00 4.6177E+OO 1.OOOOE+00 0.0 0.0
9 6.8948E+OO 6.8948E+00 1.0000E+OO 0.0 0.0 l
10 1.1150E+Ol L 1141E+Ol 1.OO08E+00 8.9998E-03 0.1 --11 1.3537E+01 1.3481E+Ol 1.OO42E+OO 5.6000E-02 0.4 '\DI
12 1.6105E+01 1.60?-9E+01 1.0047E+OO 7.5989E-02 0.5
13 1.25Q3E+01 1.2411E+Ol 1.OO98E+OO 1.2200E-Ol 1.0
14 1.;;924E+01 1.6194E+Ol 9.8333E-Ol -2.7000E-Ol -1.7
15 9.6815E+00 9.5722E+OO 1.0114E+OO 1.0930E-01 1.1
16 7.0872E+OO 6.8611E+00 1.0330E+OO 2.2610E-Ol 3.3
17 B.1131E+OO 7. 1399E+OO 1.0482E+OO 3.7320E-Ol 4.8
18 8.5938E+00 8.1699E+00 1.0519E+00 4.2390E-Ol 5.2
19 8.9187E+00 8 .. 4566E+OO 1.0546E+OO 4.6210E-Ol 5.5
20 9.2558E+00 8.7534E+OO 1.0574E+00 5.0240E-Ol 5.7
21 7.7000E+00 7.7000E+OO 1.00001:+00 0.0 0.0
22 7.70001:+00 7.7000E+OO 1.00OOE+00 0.0 0.0
23 7.7000E+00 7.7000E+OO 1.0000E+OO 0.0 0.0
24 7.7000E+OO 7.7000E+00 1.00OOE+OO 0.0 0.0
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An evaluation ofthe neutron oross-sections of natural nioke1 and its stab1e
isotopes be10w 600 keV
M. C. Moxon
U.K.A.E.A., A.E~R.E., Harwe11, Didoot, Berks., U.K.
1• Introduction
This is asummary of a forthcoming Harwe11 Report. It inc1udes much of
the experimental data co11ected by S. A. Cox(1). Additional data and resu1ts
given in progress reports up to January 1972 have been inc1uded. The list of
referenoes 1s comp1ete.
2. General data
The recommended atomio abundänces and masses for the nickel isotopes are
given in Tab1e 1. The exaot masses are taken trom the compilation ot Ma~les
et a1(6). Tab1e 2 gives the Q va1ues for neutron reaction producing oharged
particles. The .positive Q values show that some n,p and n,~ reaotione are
energetica1ly possible with zero energy neutrons. However, the oou1omb ba~ier
is sufficiently high that the cross-seotions for charged partic1e emission are
neg1igip1e for most purposes be10w 600 keV.
Tab1e 3 1ists the level schemes for the stab1e nickel isotopes up to 3 MeV
as given in reference 7. On1y Ni-61 has excited states be10w 600 keV and as this
isotope occurs at 1.19.% abundance, inelastic scattering oan be neg1eoted in the
present evaluation.
The weighted mean va1ue of the pub1ished values of the thermal capture
oross-section of natural nickel is 4.390±0.049 b, with a chi-squared va1ue of
30.8 for 8 degrees of freedom. Therefore a va1ue of 4.40±0.1 b is recommended.
Few measurements have been made on separated isotopes and the recommended
va1ue s are given in. Tab1e 4.
There is muoh disagreement in the measurement of the resonance integral
for natural nickel, va1ues varying from 2.0 to 0.06 b. The recommended va.lues
given in Tab1e 4 are those calculated from the resonanoe parameters in this
report. Note that they do not include the absorption due to charged partic1e
emission.
The potential soattering orostl"seotion O"pot oan he expresseQ. as
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where R' is the effeotive nuolear radius in the energ1 region being oonsidered.
Assuming that all resonanoes near to the energy region neing considered have been
taken into account,R' oan be written in terms of the nuolear radius
a' =1.35 A1/3 fm and a oonstant component RO) to take into aocount far away
levels
R' =1.35 A1/ 3 (1 - Reo )
Bilpuoh et al(43) derive values for R' 01' 7.S±O.5 fm (Rco =O.317±O.067) and
6.s±O.S fm (Roo =-O.186±0.077) for the isotopes 58 and 60 respeotively from their
total oross-seotion mea.surements in the energy range N 20 to 600 keV. Since the
slow neutron soattering by the even isotopes ia wholely coherent, their 'free
atom' scattering orosa-seotion may be derived from measurements of their bound
ooherent soattering lengths and oonversely, in Table S the reoommended parameters
are given,
3. Resonanoe parameters
Table 6 lists the published data that give some information about the
resonance parameters 01' the niokel isotopes. The first seotion 01' the table gives
the reports that speoifioally give the parameters wnile the latter seotion lißts
the reports that give either average oross-seotions or have too poor an energy
resolution to separate individual resonances but from whioh average resonance data
oan be deduoed.
Tables 7-11 list recommended values 01' the resonanoe parameters for eaoh
isotope. Where several sets 01' data exist there is general agreement. The
energies pub1ished by Bi1puoh et a1(43) and Farrel1 et a1(44) have been inoreased
by 1.24 keV to bring them into line with the energies obtained by the time 01'
f1ight measurements 01' Garg et a1(45). ~he parameters 01' negative energy
resonanoes have been adjusted 80 that the oa1oulated oross-seotions at 10w
energies are in agreement with the reoommended va1ues given in this report.
Figures 1 and'2 show respeotive1y the measured total cross-section data and
the ca1culated cross-seotion using the recommended parameters up to a neutron
energy 01' 100 keV. The agreement is good in the energy region be10w N 20 keV
and in the region 01' the large s-wave resonances when the resolution effects are
taken into ~coount, but in the region between these resonances the calcu1ated
oross-section tends to be higher than the measured Qne. This suggests that either
some of the resonance parameters need adjustment or that thereis an energy
dependent term in the potential cross-seotions. To change either' 01' these set
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parameters is not a trivial matter and at present the quality of the data does not
warrant the effort required.to get a better fit to the measurements.
Farrell et al(44) used shape techniques to distinguish between the s-wave and
higher orbital angular momentum resonances above neutron energies of 100 keV. In
the energy region below 100 keV, capture measurements (refs. 46, 47, 48, 49) are
more sensitive than the transmission measurements in detecting the small resonancef
due to p-wave and higher orbital angular momentum neutrons. Capture measurements
on natural nickel carried out at RPI(48) were analysed with the area technique and
for the narrow resonances this ~ives g r'n T'~/\'. Some measurements carried out 01
Ni-58 and Ni-60 at Karlsruhe(46 give similar resultat The level apaclng determinE
trom the Kärlsruhe(46) data indicatee that it the level spaoing follows the (2J+1)
rule, and 1s independent of .par1ty, then about 30'~ of the resonances between 20 keV
and 60 keV must be attributed to d-wave neutrons, as expected if the d-wave strengt
funotioh is nearly the same as the s-wave one.
4. Radiation widths
The measured values of the radiation widths are given where possible. For thE
isotopes 60 and 61 several widths have been measured(46,50). In the oase of the
isotope 58 there are no published values of ~~ and for Ni-62 and Ni-64 there i8
only one unoertain value of ~~ for eaoh isotope. A oomparison of measurements
of the ~apture cross-seotion and that oaloulated from the parameters given in the
report are shown in figures 3 and 4.
Values of g T'n I ~ Ir' are published(44,46 ,48 ,50) for the narrow resonances
seen in oapture measurements. As the neutron widths of these resonanoes are
smaIl, the values of the oapture oross-seotion obtained from the publishad data
tand to be independent of the radiation width used in the oaloulation, but to
oa,loulate Doppler eft'eots a value of the total width (i. e. 1'" + T'~ ) of the
n
resonanoes is requ1red. As there are no published values, estimates of the
radiation width have to be obtained from the average capture oross-seotions in the
energy region 20 to 200 keV. Assuming the d-wave strength funotion is the same as
·the s-wave one, i.e. N 2.5 x 10.4 , and the p-wave strength funotion is
N 0.075·x 10-4 and a level spaoing the same as for the s-wave resonances, then in
the oase of Ni-60 and Ni-64 the p- and d-wave radiation widths obtained from the
average data from reff (50) and (54) are estimated to be NO.7 eV and 'V 0.3 eV
respeotively. These values are smaller than the s-wave values of 2.28 eV (4
resonanoes in Ni-60) and 1.73 eV (1 resonanoa in Ni-64).
In the case of Ni-GO there appears to be some evidenoe of a oorrelation
between the neutron ahd radiation width for the s-wave resonanoe from the data
obtained with the !arge liquia Bointillators(46,48) and Moxon-Rae deteotors(47,49).
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parameters is not a trivial matter and at present the.quality of the data does not
warrant the effort required,to get a better fit to the measurements.
Farrell et al(44) used shape teohniques to distinguish between the a-wave and
higher orbital angular momentum resonancea above neutron energies of 100 keV. In
the energy region below 100 keV, capture measurements (refs. 46, 47, 48, 49) are
more sensitive than the transmission measurements in detecting the small resonancef
due to p-wave and higher orbital angular momentum neutrons. Capture measurements
on natural niokel oarried out at RPI(48) were analysed with the area technique and
for the narrow resonances this gives g f' T'~I\'. Some measurements oarried out 01
Ni-58 and Ni-60at Karlsruhe(46) give si~ilar resultat The level spaoing determinE
from the Karlsruhe(4ö) data indicates that if the level spacing follows the (2J+1)
rul&, and is independent of parity, then about 3~~ of the resonanoes between 20 ke\
and 60 keV must be attributed to d-wave neutrons, as expeoted if the d-wave strengi
funotion is nearly the same as the s-wave one.
4. Radiation widths
The measured values of the radiation widths are given where possible. For thE
isotopes 60 and 61 several widths have been measured(46,50). In the oase of the
isotope 58 there are no published values of \')l and for Ni-62 and Ni-64 there is
only one uncertain value of ~~ for eaoh isotope. A oomparison of measurements
of the capture cros$-section and that caloulated from the parameters given in the
report are sho~m in figures 3 and 4.
Values of g T'n \'~ Ir' are PUbl:i:Shed(44,46 ,48 ,50) for the narrow resonanc es
seen in capture measurements. As the neutron widths of these resonances are
small, the val\J.es of the oapture cross-section obtained from the published data
tend to be independent of the radiation width used in the calculation, but to
calculate Doppler eff'ects a value of the total width (Le. T' + T'~ ) of the
n
resonances is required. As there are no published values, estimates of the
radiation vddth have to be obtained from the average capture cross-sections in the
energy region 20 to 200 keV. Assuming the d-wave strength function is the same as
the s-wave one, i.e. N 2.5 x 10-4 , and the p-wave strength funotion is
N 0.075 x 10-4 and a level spacing the same as for the 8-wave resonanoes, then in
the case of Ni-60 and Ni-64 the p- and d-wave radiation widths obtained from the
average data from ref. (50) and (54) are estimated to be IV 0.7 eV and I'V 0.3 eV
respectively. These values are smaller than the s-wave values of 2.28 eV (4
resonanoes in Ni-60) and 1.73 eV (1 resonance in Ni-64).
In the case of Ni-60 there appears to be some evidence of a oorrelation
between the neutron and radiation width for the s-wave resonanoe from the data
obtained with the !arge liquid 8cintillators(46,48) and Moxon-Rae detectors(47,49)
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The lower data points from the lead slowing down speot.rometer(55) and the smaller
average value of ~~ required to fit the average o~oss-seotion region for p- and
d-wave neutrons suggest that it may be an experimental effeot.
There are some theoretioal grounds for supposing that the radiation widths
for odd parity resonanoes should be less than for the even parity ones, the main
argument being that the first levels of opposite parity to the ground state in the
oompound nuoleus ooour at an exoitation energy of between 2 and 3 MeV (see nuclear
data sheets, referenoe (7)). As a large fraotion of the s-wave oapture goes to
states in the oompound nuoleus below 2 MeV via E1 transitions, the E~3 dependenoe
of E1 transition probability would indicate a reduction in"~ for p~wave capture
by a factor of ~ 3, unless there was some enhancement of the M1 transitions for
the p-wave resonances. In the case of d-wave resonances one would expect similar
radiation widths aa for s-wave, with some reduotion due to the possible higher
spins of the resonances, but not as much as a factor of N 3.
One of' the main experimental problems a.ssoo1ated w1th ehe measuc'ement cf'
capture oross-section of the light nuclei is the relative efficiency of detecting
scattered neutrons to that of detecting the neutrons captured in the sample.
Several experimenters(47,48) have tried to measure this quantity and estimates for
various detectors are in the region of 10-4 • The capture to scatter1ng ratios for
the nickel s-wave resonances are< 10-3 , so even a small underestimate of the
N
neutron detecting efficiency could produce too large a value of the radiation
width and an apparent oorrelation between the neutron and radiation widths. It
should be noted that in the case of the lead slowing down spectrometer, the
scattered neutrons will have little effect on the detector since it is in the
neutron flux, but may cause an additional effect due to perturbation of the neutro
flux in the Spectrometer. Diven et al(59) in their measurements above 100 keV
I
used a large liquid scintillator and fast time of flight equipment to reduce the
background and may have greatly reduced the effect of the scattered neutrons on
their data.
Another problem arises in correcting the measured yields for multiple
scattering and self screening. To obtain the true capture cross-seetion even for
thin sampIes, corrections often exceeding factors of 2 have to be made to the
observed data in the regions of the large s-wave resonances. These corrections
are much easier to calculate for the time of flight data where a parallel neutron
beam at normalincidence is used, than in the case of the lead slowing down
spectrometers where the sampIes are in an isotropic neutron flux and have a much
poorer energy resolution.
In measuring the small capture cross-seetion of such elements as nickel, the
measurement of the baokground is very important and erroneous assumptions about tht
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effect of filters etc. on the background can lead to large systematic errors. The
most easily measured backgrpund is that due to cosmic rays, local long lived
activities, and that due to the neutron source and sampIe holder, all of which
oan be measured simply by removin~ the Gample. In tim~ of f11ght Qxpgrim~nt~ th~
'background, caused by the scattered neutrons from bhe sampIe which are subsequentl
captured in the surrounding materials at times greater than the resolving time of
the spectrometer, is very difficult to measure. The form of this background will
not only depend onthe sampIe, its nuclear mass and its scattering cross-section,
but also on the surrounding materials. The use of resonance filters gives only
the background at a limited number of spot points and if the backgrouqd does not
vary smoothly with time of flight, these effects may be missed or underestimated.
SampIes of lead or carbon do not reproduce the scattering structure of the sampIes
and have to be physically much thicker than the sampIes themselves to obtain the
same n~ as occur in the peaks of s-wave resonances in' the keV region and these
s
data have to be normalised and adjusted to reproduce the scattering effeots of the
sampIe.
For the lead slowing down spectrometers the background is measured by carryin
out a run without the sampIe. The presenoe of a sampIe containing a large
scattering resonance in the block of lead and near to the gamma ray detector will
perturb the neutron flux, and this could have two effeots: (a) the background
which is caused by capture of neutrons in the detector and nearby lead will not be
the same with and without the sampIe, and (b) the energy dependence of the neutron
flux incident on the sampIe will be altered by the sampIe. Bergman et al(56) in
their original paper mention corrections at low energies for the depression of the
flux due to absorption of the neutrons in low energy resonances but no remarks are
made about the effeots of large scattering resonances for light nuclei. Boch
these effects could result in the lowering of the observed capture cross-section
in th~ region of the large s-wave scattering resonances, but should have little
effect where the scattering and the capture cross-sections are smoothly varying
funotions of neutron energy.
For these reasons I think that there is justification for ignoring the captur
data from the lead slowing down spectrometer measurements(55) above a few keV for
the light and inter.mediate nuclei, and should oonsider the s-wave radiation widths
so far produced by the time-of-flight measurements as upper limits only.
Thus a value of 2±1 eV for the radiation width is recommended for s-wave
resonanoes in nickel where no measurements exist and is based on only published
capture data and systematios in this mase region. This large uncertainty on the
value of"~ will result in an uncertainty of +5Q% in the s-wave contribution to
the oapture cro8s-seotion. A radiation width of 1.0±O.5 eV is the recommended
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value for p-waveand higher 1 value resonances observed in the isotopes of nickel.
The large uncertainty will not result in a corresponding uncertainty in the capture
cross-section for energies below 100 keV for the main isotopes 58 and 60 where most
of the resonanoe areas are 'proportional only to g f'n as I'n «T~ In the oase
of the isotopes 61, 62 and 64 where there are few observed narrow resonances, there
may be a corresponding uncertainty of N±50% to their contribution to the average
oapture cross-section of nickel due to uncertainties in the strength function.
It is not known what effect this large uncertainty on the radiation width will have
on the Doppler calcula tion.
5. Average resonanoe parameters. stat.istios and cross-seotions
(i) Resonance parameters
The observed values of the s-wave strength function and mean spacings
are given in Taele 12. The data for the even isotopes are mainly based on the
results of Farrell et al(44), which covers a much wider energy range than the
other data.
Farrell et al(44) in the energy region above 100 keV assumed that resonances
in which resonance-potential and resonance-resonance interference effects were not
present had angular momentum >0. This technique is difficult to use on resonances
that have widths smaller than the energy resolution of the experiment. Hence as
the energy resolution used in these experiments was >1 keV we must cast some
"'I
doubt on the allocation of the resonances with widths less than 1 keV and so cannot
obtain any meaningful values of average parameters for p 01" higher orbital angular
momentum neutrons fromthese data.
As already stated, the capture measurements(46,47,48) clearly indicate the
presence of many small resonances in the energy region below 100 keV. The authors
have assumed these resonances to be p-wave but some of the resonances are probably
d-wave, espeeially in the energy region above 40 keV.
In the ease of Ni-60, if it is assumed that all the narrow resonances are
p-wave, a value of 0.075 x 10-4 is obtained for the p-wave strength function and
a value of 3.8 keV for the level spaeing, i.e. D = 22.8 keV. This value is lowero
than the s-wave one of 32.4 keV, whereas one would expeet a higher value as small
resonances ean easily be missed, henee inereasing the observed level spacing. The
eonelusion that ean be drawn from this is that either the level spacing depends on
the 1 value 01" that if the level spaeing follows the (2J + 1) rule and is
independent of parity then about 30% pf the resonance between 20 and 60 keV must
be attributed to "d"-wave neutrons. There appears to be no means at present of
ehecking which of these assumptions is correot. If the level spacing of the p-wave
resonances is consistent with D = 22.8 keV, then the mean radiation width obtainedo
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from the average capture data ia reduced to NO.5 eV, and ia then further removed
from the a-wave va1ue of N 2 ~V. Va1ues for the p- and d-wave strength functions
of <0.05 x 10-4 and >3 x 10-4 fit the observed data. The reoommended
'" ....
valuas of tha average parameters are given in ~able 12 and a8 thora are
few observed values, the recornmended ones are determined main1y by the syatematics
in this nuclear mass region.
(ii) Average cross-sections
Here we are main1y concerned with the capture cross-section data since
the total cross-section in the energy range of interest, i.e. up to N 600 keV is
reasonably represented by the resonance parameters given in Tables 7 to 10.
The capture data from the three time of flight experiments(47,48,49) are in
reaaonab1e agreement both in shape and magnitude when resolution effects are taken
into account. These data are also in agreement overthe common energy range with
those of Diven et a1(59) and 8tavisskii and Shapar(60). Difficulties of comparing
the capture measurements made at spot energy points(58,62) arising from lack of
know1edge of the exact energy and energy resolution, may exp1ain the differences
between these measurements and the time of f1ight data.
There is one capture measurement on Ni-60 carried out at RPI(50) giving
average capture cross-sections up to 200 keV. These data were uaed to fit the
p- and d-wave radiation widths and are shown in figure 5.
The activation measurement by Gr ench(54) on Ni-64 in the energy region 0.2
to 2 MeV indicates a much lower average capture cross-section for this isotope
than indicated for Ni-60 by the RPI data or from the meaallrementa on natural
nickel. In fact fita to these data give a value of 0.34 eV for the average
radiation width of the 1/2+ resonancea in Ni-64 + n.
6. Recommendations and further experimental work required
(i) Capture cross-section
(a) 0 to 40 keV
The resonance parameters given in Tab1es 7-11 are used in
ca1cu1ating the cross-sections from 0 to 40 keV. The uncertainties in the capture
cross-section vary from N 5/0 in the 1/v part to N 50}& in the contribution due to
the s-wave resonances. In this energy range all the large s-wave resonances have
been observed and it can be assumed that be10w 40 keV for Ni-58 and Ni-60 all the
major p- and d-wave resonances have beeu seen, but none for Ni-62 and Ni-64 and
only those be10w 7 keV for Ni-61. To take intoaccount these missed levels it is
suggested that 1.0z0.4 mb be added to the capture cross-section in the region 7.5
to 40 keV. The total crosa-section requires no correction for these resonances
as they will have very little effect on the average cross-section.
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(b) 40 keV to 200 keV
In this energy 'region it is suggested that the oross-seotion due
to the s-wave resonanoes is used and the high 1 values are taken into aooount by
their average oross-seotions given in Table 1~(a).
(0) Energy greater than 200 keV
Here average cross-sections will have to be used for the capture
croBs-section and the recommended values are given in Table 13(b).
(ii) Total cross-section
The reco~nended resonance parameters given in Tables 7-11 and the
values of "a" and "R" given in 'rable 5 give a reasonable representation of the
total oross-seotion in the energy region up to 400 keV when using the R-matrix
formulation. The unoertainties vary from ~~0.5 b in the region below 10 keV to
N~1 b in the region between the large s-wave resonanoes above this energy. The
resonance contribution 18 an added unoertainty oausad by the errors in the tobal
width. Vfuere the data are based on the measurement of Farrell et al, the resonance
energies have been increased by 1.24 keV to bring them more into line with the
time of flight results.
(iii) Further experimental work
As oan be gathered from this report, the neutron cross-section data on
nickel are scant and often of poor quality. The recommendations for further work
are:-
(1) Accurate measurements of the total oross-seotion for all the isotopes,
especially Ni-58 and Ni-GO trom 1 eV to several hundred keV and its
analysis in terms of the resonanoe parameters.
(2)_ The measurement of th~ capture oross-seotion for separated isotopes
in the range 1 to hundreds of keV and analysis of the data in terms
of resonanoe parameters and average radiation widths for p- and d-wave
neutrons.
(3) Attempts should be made to measure the total width of some of the
narrow resonanoes observed in the oapture measurements to try to
confirm the radiation width required to fit the average capture
cross-section above 50 keV. ~his may involve the use of oooled sampIes
to reduoe the Doppler effects.
The identification of the spin anq parities of these narrow resonances may be
helped by measurement of the oapture gamma-ray speotra or the angular distribution
of the soattered neutrons, and, in the oase of Ni-GO measurement, of the angular
distribution of the neutrons from the (~ ,n) reaotion on Ni-61 at gamma-ray energies
just above the neutron threshold.
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The abundances and exact atomic masses or the stable nickel isotopes.
Q values ror some neutron reacbions.
Level schemes ror stable nickel isotopes up to 3 MeV.
Thermal capture cross-section and resonance integrals.
Slow neutron scattering data ror nickel and its stable isotopes.
Comments on experimental measurements.
Recommended resonance parameters ror Ni-58.
Recommended resonance parameters ror Ni-60.
Recommended resonance parameters ror Ni-61.
Recommended resonance parameters ror Ni-62.
Recommended resonance parameters ror Ni-64.
Assumed average parameter ror nickel isotopes.
The average capture cross-section to be added to that oaloulated from
the resonanoe parameters ae explained in the text.
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TABlJE 1
The abundances and exact atomic masses of the stable
nickel isotopes
j
58 I 60 61 62 64I !
I
I
I 67.86 3.66Abundance i 26.21 1.19 1.08% .±0.22 ! +0.51 .±0.07 .±0.01 .i 0.2I ,-
Masses
j
A.M.U. 57.9353389 60.9310531 63.9279546
Atomio weight of natural nickel 58.7049 A.M.U. i
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rAßLE 2
Q values ror some neutron reaotions
(Q in MeV)
Isotope (n, 'll' ) (n,2n) (n,p) (n,d) (n, t) (n,He3) (n,He4)
58 9.0013 -12.1997 +0.3963 -5.954 -11.076 -6.483 +2.8928
.±000024 .±000093 .±0.0055 .±0.00J+7
60 7.8174 -11 03874 -2.0395 -70303 -11.511 -9.184 +1.3519
.±0.0029 .±0.0046 .±,o.0043 .±0.0053
61 10.5997 -7.8173 -0.5213 -7.633 -8.866 -10.420 +3.5747
.±0.0031 .±0.0046 .±.0. O183 .±.0.0059
62 6.8357 ..10.5997 -4.4373 -8.883 ..11.975 ..12.097 -0.4408
.±.O.0028 .±0.0045 .±O.O300 .±.0.0045
64 6.0990 -9.7570 ..6.9010 -10.250 -12.457 -10.3 -2.4370
.±0.0050 .±O.0071 - .±0.0450
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TABLE 3
Level schemes ror stable niokel isotopes up to 3 MeV
Energy Spin Energy SpinIsotope MeV and Isotope MeV andParity Parity
58 0 0+ 61 0 3/2:.
1.4540 2+ 0.06740 5/2_
2.4591 4+ 0.2829 1/2_
2.7753 2+ 0.6560 3/2
2.9017 (1+) 0.9086 5/2 _
2.9424 (0+) 1.019 1/2-,7/..2
1.1001 3/2
60 0 0+ 1.1325 5/2:




2.286 0+ 1.611 (2/2) _




62 0 1.997 1/2, 5/2
1.1717 2+ 2.020
2.0471 0+ 2.114 9/2+
2.293 2+ 2.1224 (1/2-)
2.336 4+ 2.412




1.348 2+ 2.645 1/2-,3/2-
2.272 0+ 2.708 3/2:,5/2:
2.605 4+ 2.778 1/2 ,3/2
2.863 2+ 2.803 5/2:,7/2:





Thermal capture and resonanoe integrals
I 58 I 60
I
· I
Thermal 4.56 ! 2.76
or085- . +0.37 I +0.22

















Slow neutron scattering data for nickel and its stable isotopes
Ren .(J" (J"bound <J". (J"b incoh bcohIsotope free b coh(fm) (barns) (barns) (barns) (barns) (fm)
Ni (nat) - 17.43.±0.05 - 13.13.:!:.0.21 4.90 +10.22.±0.08
Ni-58 -0.417 24.61.±0.096 - 25.47.±0.1 Nil +14. 24.±0.028
Ni-6o -0.553 1.01.±0.12 - 1.04.±0.12 Nil + 2.88.±0.16
Ni-61 J=1,-0.23 9.6 .±2.0 - - - + 7.6 .±0.06
J=2,+0.12
Ni-62 -0.505 9.2 +0.39 - - Nil - 8.7+ 0.18- -
Ni-64 +0.029 1.45.±0.4 - 1.50+0.41 Nil -0.353.±.0.04- .
Comments on experimental measurements TABLE 6( 1) -173-
Year and Authors and Cross-section Energy Range Neutron Source Detectors and Remarks
Reference Laboratory and isotopes (keV) analysis
1961 4-3 Bilpuch et lTT 58 2 - 200 Collimated BF, dounters. The neutron energy depends on the k:i.nan9.ti.cs
a1., Duke 60 neutron beam Ar a analysis of the reaction and the resolution may be
University f'rom p,n overestimated. There mayaIso be some
reaction using errors due to the faot that the neutron
a 4- MeV D.C. source, sampIe and detector are very
Van de GraaU elose together. Resonance energies
increased by 1.24- keV to give agreement
with the time of flight data cf Garg et
a1.
1966 ~ Farre11 et lTT 58 90 - 650 Collimated BF3 counters. Experiment.al technique is similar to .
a1., Duke 60 50 - 650 neutron beam Area and shape that for ref. 4-3. Only one samp1e
University 62 "'20 - 650 f'rom the Duke analysis to of each isotope was used'and the
64- 50 650 3 MeV Van de determine the statistical accuracy is poor at the
Graaff which had 1 va1ue lower energies. The resonance energies
better energy are increased by 1.24- keV to give
stability than agreement with the time of flight data
the 4- MeV one of Garg et a1.
1971 4-5 Garg et a1. lTT Natural 2 - "'200 Time of flight 10B_NaI detector. Only natural nickel sampIes were used.
Columbia using the neutron Area and shape The isotopic assignment given by
University target on the anaJ3'sis Farrell et a1. was used in the analysis.
Nevis synchro- This work was carried out several years
oyc10tron ago and on1y published recent1y. The
resonance energies are on average 1.24-
keV higher than the Van de Graaff data
and in the regions below 200 keV were
used as standards for the ,major
isotopes.
1970 4-6 Ernst et al•• lT
l' 58
12 - 220 Fast time of Large liquid The gold is possibly not a good standard.
Karlsruhe 60 7 - 220 flight using a scintillator. as i t is not well known and there appear~
61 7 - 220 pulsed Van de Measurements to be some structure in the region 1;>elow '
GraaU relative to Au 100 keV. They have tried to reduce the
cross-section. eUect of variation of the l'-ray caseade
Area analysis fo110wing neutron capture by taking
used to get the pulse height spectra distribution, but
resonance this effect on the efficiency for
parameters detecting neutron capture events may not
be entirely eliminated. As the capture
to scattering ratio is very smal1 the
effect of scattered neutrons may not
have been eliminated and would tend to
give a high value cf the eapture cross-
section especially in the region of the
resonances with 1arge neutron widths.
No values of the radiation widths ror
Ni-58 have been pub1ished to date.
TABLE .§.ill -)74-
Year and Authorsand Cross-seetion Ener~ Range Neutron Souree Dete'etors and Remarks
Ref'erenee Laboratory and isotopes keV) analysis
1972 47 Hoxon,~ ery Natural .005 - 100 Moxon-Rae The capture yields may be inereased due
HarWell 58 •005 - 100 eapture Y-ray to the ef'f'eets of' seattered neutrons•
deteetor.
Time of f'light Capture
using the booster measurements
target of' the relative to
Harwell eleetron 10B(n,a.Y)
Natural -1eV - ~O keV
linae
Li-glass Total measurements were earried outerT 58 -1eV - 50 keV seintillator. with a time resolution of' -20 ns/m.
Shape analysib 'Only the parameter for the resonanee
at 4.6 keV in Ni-62 haB been determined.
1969 48 Hookenbu+y et ery Natural 10 eV - 200keV Time of flight Large liquid Scattered neutrons may be deteeted and
al., R.P.I. using an eleetron seintillator. enhanee the eapture yield. Several
linae as a neutron Area analysis natural samples were used and sampIes
sOuree of' enriehed isotopes were used f'or
resonanee assignment only. Many narrow
resonanees are seen inthsse data and
are attributed to p-wave neutrons.
1971 50 Steglitz et ery 60 1 - 340 keV Time of fiight The oapture The Bhape f'its to the transmission
al., R.P.I. erT
using an eleetron measurements used data are good but the nuelear radius
linae a 250 lUquid may be in error as a total eross-
scintillator and seetion of' 4.2 b for oxygen was used
transmission used whereas now a value of 3.71 b is
10B- NaI as a reeommended. Here again the eapture
neutron deteetor may be affeeted by the seattered
neutrons and give too high values~
1970 51 Cho et al., erT 61 7 - 250 keV n-see time of' 10B_NaI at the The statisties are very poar below
Karlsruhe flight using the lower energies and 15 keV. In soma energy regions the
p,n reaetion on at high energies fitted eurve is either systematieally
a pulsed Van de a proton reeoil above or below the experimental data
Graaff seintillator was suggesting some diserepaneies in the
used. Shape published parameters.
fitting analysis
over the range
7 - 70 keV.
1966 52 Good et al., erT
61 4 - 50keV fast time of' Area analysis No errors are quoted and the data does
O.R.N.L. flight on a developed by not look as good as that from ref. 51,

















Spencer et ~T 62
al., Karlsruhe 61+

















Shape fits were carried out on two
metallic sampIes of each isotope to
give the best values of the
rQgo~no~ ~~r~ato~g And n~ol~Ar
reactions. This appears to be a
better fit to the experimental data
than that shown in ref. 51. These
data give better values of the
resonance parameters below 100 keV
than any of the previous published
data for these isotopes.
The energy resolution i5. poor but
this was one of the first sets of
published data to indicate that the
capture oross-section in the region
10 - 20 keV was much higher than
values published previously or used
in the evaluations up to that time.
No correct1ons to the published date



































~aI crystal used to
[etect decay Y-rays.
~easurements are
relative to Au(n, Y)






time of flight was
only used to reduce
the.background.
In the report there is no mention
of corrections far multiple
scattering, self screening or the
effects of the plastic container.
The latter would moderate the
neutrons and as most capture cross-
sections increase with decreasing
energy, cause an increase in the
observed cross-sectien.
The data above a few keV can be
ignored due to the difficulties of
making corrections for self screenini
and multiple scattering caused by
the poor energy resolution.
These data only give an indication
of the capture cross-section as
neither the energy nor resolution
are weIl defined and due to the wide
resonance spacing could be either
on or off a resonance at a given
nominal energy.
TilLE 6(4) -176-
Year and Authors and Cross-section Energy Range Neutron Source Detectors and Remarks
Ref'erence Laboratory and isotope s (keV) analysis
1960 59 Diven et a1., ery 'Natural 175 - 1000 Spot energy ·Large liquid The f'ast time of' flight reduce both the
Los Alamos points using fast scintillator used effects of the background and
time of flight to dataot tha tharmaliaed neutrons. 'rho se data arG
on a pulsed Van capture Y-rays about the b.est in this energy region
de Graaff and time of flight but may suffer from the effects of
used to reduce self screening, multiple scattering




1960 61 Schmitt and ery Natural 24- Shell trans- The uncertainty of "'+3 keV on the energy
Cook, ORNL mission usirlg of th~ Sb-Be neutrons makes comparison of
Sb-Be neutron these data with other data difficult
source due 'to the presence of several narrow
capture p-wave resonances in the
energy region of the source.
1961 60 Staviskii and ery Natural 35 - 950 Spot energies CaF2 y-ray These data are normalised to the
Shapar, USSR using a Van de deteotors results cf Diven et ale (ref. 59) and




1965 4-0 Rayburn and erT Natural 1.44 eV Cadmium covered
Preliminary results were reported in
Wollan, ORNL indium foils were 1952. These are some of the most
used as neutron accurate total cross-sections to be
detectors on a published. The measurement on NatNiis
collimated neutron in good agreementwith the .data from
beam from the ref. 4-7.
ORNL graphite
reactor
1958 63 Belanova, USSR ery Natural 25, 220, 878 Shell transmission The uncertainties in the neutron
measurements using energies and the spread make eomparison
Sb-Be, Na-D2O,
with other data diff'ioult especially




Reoommended resonanoe parameters for Ni-58
Reoommended Reoommended
e= 0 t> 0
~
T' l"''lf E l' ~ E \' I
1"'($n r n r n
keV keV eV (keV)1 (eV) (eV) (keV) (eV) I (sV)i
-2805 7.87 2.0 6.89 1 0.022 1.0 509.24 ( 75) 1.0
- 5.5 1.081 1.87 12.6 (0.03) 1.0 513.74 (100) 1.0
15.42 1.15 2.0 13.3
I
0.47 1.0 531.24 422 1.0,
63.2 3.58 2.0 13.6 I 1.08 1.0 545.24 640 1.0108.0 1.28 2.0 16.5 I (0.02~ I 1.0 555.74 1600 1.0123.8 0.63 2.0 17.2 I ( 0.02 1.0 560.74 1260 1.0I I
137.5 1.76 2.0 19.0 0.067 I 1.0
140.5 3.46 2.0 20.0 0.25 i 1.0 II
159.0 ~).04 2.0 21.1 1.27 1.0
I
I i
169.0 0.64 2.0 26.6 I 2.33 1.0 II I
192.0 3.62 2.0 32.4 I 2.56,g=2 1.0
207.0 6.82 2.0 34.2 1.85 1.0
232.24 6.0 2.0 36.1 I 6.12 1.0
244.24 0.25 2.0 39.5 I (1.3) 1.0 I271.24 6.0 2.0 47.9 3.75,g=2 1.0
I279.24 ' 2.0 2.0 148.74 160 1.0304.24- 0.75 2.0 184-.74 227 1.0
326.24- 2.0 2.0 216.24 245 1.0 I350.24 1.5 2.0 248.74 i 343 1.0




395.24 0.75 2.0 287.74, 200 1.0 I418.74 5.0 2.0 307.74 : (50) 1.0
1427.24 8.0 2.0 335. 74 1 592 1.0 II
454.74 I 3.0 2.0 344.74 560 1.0 II 462. 74 1 0.75 2.0 358.74-1 426 1.0 I
496.74 2.0 2.0 379.74, L~26 1.0
508.~9- I 2.0 2.0 389.74\ 480 1.0
523.74 0.75 2.0 397. 74 1 (50~ 1.0
572.24 10.0 2.0 414.24 po 1.0
588.74 2.5 2.0 417.24 20) 1.0
601.24 6.0 2.0 427.24 1800 1.0
436.74 (20j 1.0446.24 ~20 I 1.0





Recommended resonanoe parameters for Ni-60
Recommended Recommended
t = 0 e > 0
ER T'n r1{ Er I ~ (g=1) T'~IkeV keV eV keV eV eV
-5.50 0.0525 5.5 1.292 0.0003 1.0
12.47 2.11 303 2.257 0.073 1.0
28.642 0.752 1.1 5.53 0.059 1.0
43.08 0.077 1.73 12.20 0.044 1.0
65 .• 13 0.440 2033 13.60 : 0.099 1.0
23.8 0.85 g=2 1.0
I 1.0I86.80 0.32 I 2.0 30.1 .. 0.475 1.0
98.10 0.94 2.0 32.9 ! 0.540 1.0
107.8 0.66 !
,
2.0 33.3 0.235 1.0
156.4 0.44 , 2.0 39.4 1.30 I 1.0i I162.1 1.33 , 2.0 1.0i i186.5 5.85 2.0 I 47.4 0.76 g=2 I 1.0
198.0 3.28 I 2.0 .. 49.6 I 0.345 1.0!
!
I
257.8 3.62 2.0 50.8 I (0.1 ) 1.0
279.6 0.75 2.0 I 51.5 0.84 1.0316.8 I 3.20 2.0 i 52.7 (0.1 ) 1.032603 7.37 2.0 5603 0..60 1.0
339.5 6.05 2.0 56.9 0.71 1.0
347.24 0.25
I
2.0 71.3 0.66 1.0
358.44- 1.0 2.0 73.2 1.56 1.0
376.74 4.0 2.0 78.2 0.875 I 1.0
413.54 0.75 ! 2.0 79.9 1.75 i 1.0
422.24 2.0 I 2.0 I,427.74 0.5 I 2.0 127.74 40 I437.24 1.0 2.0 139.74 70
447.24 3.0 \ 2.0 157.24 380
454.24 1.5 2.0 207.24 110
463.24 1.0 2.0 215.24 94
474.24 0.5 2.0 221.24 98
485.84 3.75 2.0 230.24 208 I499.24 5.0 2.0 .253.24 870 I
514.74 2.25 2.0 283.74 620 i




5.34.24 0.5 2.0 359.74 1076
557.74 0.5 2.0 379.74
I
220
581.74 0.25 2.0 387.74 280
589.74 0.5 2.0 393.24 266









Reoommended rasonanoe pa~~met~r8 for Ni-61
Recommended Recommended
i = 0 e> 0
E \' "'ls' E
"n ,,)S
r J n r g=1
keV keV eV (keV) I (eV) (eV)-
7.15 1 0.074 2.5 1.354 0.315 1.0
7.55 2 0.177 203 2035 (0.01 ) 1.08.74 2 0.006 2.6
12.64 2 0.075 1.7 3.14 0.092 1.0
13.63 2 0.061 1.6 3.30 0.92 1.014.02 1 0.017 3.1
16.70 1 0.817 2.2 6.47 0.54 1.0
17086 1 0.177 1.6 7.12 3.54 1.018.87- 2 0.069 0.9
2~.• 62 1 0.129 1.4 7.53 (0.1 ) 1.0
28.21 2 0.003 3.0 8.71 1.86 1.029.11 1 0.409 2.4
30.64 ~ 0.013 2.0
31.13 1 0.788 2.0
31.83 2 0.008 2.0
32.70 2 0.220 2.0
33.68 1 0.058 2.8
37.13 2 0.133 3.0
41.34 1 0.176 2.0
43.25 2 0.010 2.0
43.60 2 0.030 2.0
45.49 1 0.066 2.0
46.16 1 0.054 2.0
50.51 1 0.133 2.0
53030 2 0.141 2.0
54.81 1 0.189 2.0
56.49 2 0.119 2.0
58.16 1 0.178 2.0
64.07 2 0.535 2.. 0
65.87 2 1.430 2.0
68.7'7 2 1.. 100 2.0
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TABLE 10
Recommendea resonance parameters ror Ni-62
Recommended Recommended
e = 0 e > 0
Er T'n l'~
E T'n T'(fr
keV keV eV keV eV eV
4.599 2.075 2.31 138.74 113 1.0
42.872 0.34 2.0 190.74 125 1.0
77.2} 0.070 2.0 217.74 175 1.0
260.74 105 1.0
94.74 2.5 2.0 273.74 315 1.0
105.65 4.6 2.0 298.24 190 1.0
14903 0.14 2.0 300.74 470 1.0
188.2 0.09 2.0 316.74 225 1.0
214.7 0.19 2.0 320.24 356 1.0
229.5 6.18 2.0 324.24 560 1.0
243.23 0.78 2.0 353.24 267 1.0
281.1 4.80 2.0 365.24 187 1.0
287.24 1.50 2.0 404.54 4035 1.0
305.2J+ 0.80 2.0 421.54 800 1.0
328.24 5.5 2.0 447.74 (150) 1.0
345.44- 7.5 2.0 451.04 248 1.0
357.44 2.0 2.0 451.24 231 1.0
375.74 0.25 2.0 463.04 540 1.0
383.74 1.25 2.0 481.24 318 1.0
389. 7~ 4.5 2.0 494.24 890 1.0
402.44 1.50 2.0 516.74 140 1.0
424.24 1.5 2.0 523.24 380 1.0
434.24 6.5 2.0 530.24 1725 1.0
445.24 0.35 2.0 536.74 1600 1.0
459.24 0.5 2.0 555.24 655 1.0
476.24 1.50 2.0 569.74 825 1.0









































€= 0 :e > 0
ER In \'~ E T' T'~r n
keV keV eV (keV) (eV) (eV)
I 14.3 2.9 2.0 9.52 6.41 1.0 g=2I
I 33.81 8.9 2.0 106.52 110 1.0
! 129032 1.34 2.0 I 141.97 170 1.0148.8 0.08 2.0 191.5 160 1.0 I,
154.96 3.89 I 2.0 214.7 80 1.0\
I 163.2 0.14
I 2.0 237.9 320 1.0I
177.7 0.47 I 2.0 255.7 170 1.0I I
2050.3 0.06 I 2.0
I
275.24 310 1.0
219.8 0.03 I 2.0 290.24 105 1.0
226.9 0.12
t
2.0 321.24 (50) 1.0I
231.95 3.77 2.0 327.74 I 585 1.0269.68 2.21 2.0 335.24 I (50) 1.0





299.2)+ 1.0 2.0 360.54 715 1.0 !I
I
309.74 1.5 2.0 366.24 1870 1.0 ,
334.24 0.25 I 2.0 369.24 I (200) 1.0 !I II 341.44 0.5 I 2.0 372.74 1365 1.0 I
I I
I
390.24 6.0 2.0 377 .24 i 270 1.0 II
, 422.04 8.0 2.0 38ll-.24 , 1730 1.0 I
484.24 5.0 2.0 393.74 2.30 1.0 I
I 524.24 1.0 2.0 396.74 I 810 1.0 II I I530.54 0.75 2.0 408.24 I 2030 1.0 II I
I 537.74 10.0 2.0 415.24 I 750 1.0 I
I 553.24 2.0 2.0 456.74 470 1.0








A8sumed average parameters ror nickel isotopes
l. 3€
D i Strength function Average radiationIsotope I(keV)lOl' x 10-4 width (eV)
\
e'=2N-1 e I I It=O e=O =2N ie e=2N-1 e=2NN >. 1: =0 i IN ~ 1 ,;.- i Ii
I Ii \




1.0 !0.07 i 1.0
60 16.2 2.6 0.07 3.0 i2.14 ! 0.5 f 0.7I I
! ( I
61 J=1 3.94 0.07 3.0 i2.0 ! 1.0 ! 1.0I ,
Jm2 3.83 0.01 3.0 12.0 ! 1.0 I 1.0
62 19.5 2.9 0.07 3.0 1 2•0 1.0 1.0
I
64 29.1 2.0 0.07 3.0 /2.0 0.34 0.34
111 The level spacing for spin J and angular momentum e is
given by DJ n = D /(2J+1).,1<1 0,0
3€ The strength function i8 defined aB the average reduced
neutron width divided by the average level spacing.
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TABLE 13
The average oapture oross-seotion to be added to that
oaloulated from the resonanoe parameters as explained
in the text
(a)
Ei E2 (1'~ (mb)
keV keV p and d wave only
40 50 15.0.;t3.0
50 60 14.6+3.2-60 70 14.2.±,3.5
70 80 14.0.;t3.5








400 500 8. 2.±,0. 9
500 600 8.0+0.8-
600 700 7. 7.;t0. 7
700 800 7.4+0.6-
800 900 7.3.;t0.6








Measured total oross-seotion of natural niokel in the energy range
0.1 to 100 keV.
Caloulated total cross-seotion of natural niokel covering the energy
range 0.1 to 100 keV.
Measured oapture oross-seotion of natural nickel.
Caloulated oapture oross-section of natural niokel
Average capture oross-seotion of Ni-GO.
FIGURE 1
NATURAL NICKEL - TOTAL CROSS-SECTION
CI M OXON (47)
- - - GAR G d al (45)
+ ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY DATA
(unpu bl ished in BN L 235)
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FIGURE 4
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Thermal cross sections and resonance
parameters recommended in the new BNL 325




z.Ct- -TtUtW.. CROSS SECTI ONS .....-Nv., • 3.1t0.2 b
~'. • 3.8tO.3 b.., • 6.9tO.3 b .....
.coh • 3.532tO.010 f. •w-
RESOOANCE PROPERTIES b









Eo (keV) r;/',. (eV) J t r., (eV)
Sn • 9262.0t1.0 keV
gr~ (eV) gr~ (eV)
'415 t 6 1/2
[3/21
[3/21
2250 t 20 1/2
[1/21
281 * 8 1/2
(3/21


































o ·0.57 tO.07 2.'+6 * .0'+
1 ·0.99 tO.15
1 1.65 tO.23




o 0.88 tO.10 1.20 t .03
I 81.12 tO.17
I








Eo <1e.V) rJ',. <.v) J t r., <.v) ~ <.v) rJ'~ <.v) -N,
11.8 t .5 1 ~
19... t .5 1 ,"88.9 * .6 1 .w
90.1 t .6 1 -
911.75 *0.03 1800 * 100 112 0 5.85 * .32 ~111.80 tO.08 90 * 20 1/2 0 .21 t .06
113.0 >0
11".78 tO.08 120 t 20 112 0 .35 t .05
116.5 168 * 30 >0
122.0 .0
129.01 tO.07 520 * SO 112 0 1.115 * .111
1"2.0 2'+0 t SO >0
156.63 *0.07 1230 t 70 112 0 3.11 * .18
162.115 tO.07 700 * SO 112 0 1.111 t .12
185.21 tO.07 3300 * 200 112 0 1.67 t .'+6
218.3 tO.3 170 t '+0 .3611* .09
231.7 tO.3 750 * 100 112 0 1.56 * .21
2'+5.6 tO.li 200 :I: 50 112 0 .!t0 t .10
276.8 *0.11 1800 * 100 112 0 3.!t2 * .19
283.5 >0
293.0 *3.0 3700. * '+00 112 0 6.8'+ t .7'+
313.5 1060 * '+80 312 1 6.2
328.6 *3.3 '+500 *1000 112 0 7.85 tl.7li
3'+1.0 >0
3'+8.0 >0
356.6 t3.9 '+500 *1000 112 0 7.511 *1.67
359.5 *'+.0 1750 * 350 112 0 2.92 * .58
370.0 *'+.0 10000 :1:3000 112 0 16.11'+ *'+.93
381.0 68'+ * 70 >0
388.5 *'+.0 '+000 :l 800 112 0 6.li2 *1.28
395.0 0.250 112 0 0.1115
405.0 1110 :l 220 312 1 1f.8
1113.7 1.750 112 0 2.8111
"16.5 111.000 112 0 22.655
1131.5 1090 * 180 312 1 11.11
433.5 10.000 112 0 15.889
11112.0 >0
11511.5 .250 112 0 0.389
1159.5 733 * 50 112 1 2.8
467.5 6.500 112 0 9.980
1172.0 875 * 125 112 1 3.2
1178.0 2.500 112 0 3.800
1189.0 1.750 112 0 2.633
502.5 11.000 112 .0 5.9'+5
509.0 >0
515.0 2.000 112 0 2.91f0
523.0 0.500 112 0 0.730
536.0 >0
538.5 3.000 112 0 11.323
5117.0 2.500 112 0 3.577
553.8 6.000 112 0 8.538
560.5 3.000 112 0 1I.21f6
578.0 2.700 112 0 3.770
580.5 7.000 112 0 9.755
590.7 1.5pO 112 0 2.0711
• rJ',.r.,/r
THERI'1t'll CROSS SEcn0N5
"., .. 0.76:1:0.05 b
aco" .. '1.9 fIR
RESONANCE PROPERTIES




Ja .. O· %/lbn " 63.79
Eo Oe.V) rJ".. (eV) J L r., (eV)
BouncI level
1.626:1:0.005 0.060:1: 0.012 1
22.92 :1:0.01 'I :1:' 1 1 ·0.55:1:0.09
27.60 :1:0.11 1 ·0.46:1:0.08
31.62 :1:0.01 15 :I: 1 0 0.31:1:0.05
33.90 :1:0.13 1 ·0.3'+:1:0.06
3'+.30 :1:0.13 1 ·0.26:1:0.05
'+6.30 :1:0.21 [~/2] 1 0.'17:1:0.06
50.19 :1:0.01 1710 :I: 20 1/2 0 1.16:1:0.20
57.56 :1:0.01 75 :I: 10 [3/2] 1 0.36:1:0.16
79.2 :1:0.6 1 ·0.36:1:0.07
96.23 :1:0.03 6600 :I: 100 1/2 0 '1.80:10.80
106.0 :1:0.1 60 :I: 20 3/2 1 0.'+3:1:0.07
111.6 :1:0.1 60 :I: 20 3/2 1 0.31:1:0.05
113.0 :1:0.'+ 3/2 1 0.7 :1:0.1
117.6 :1:0.'1 30 :I: 10 1/2 '0
121.36 :1:0.02 610 :I: 20 1/2 0
12,+.0 :1:1.0 [3/2] 1 0.73:1:0.13
130.10 :1:0.05 220 :I: 20 3/2 1 0.67:1:0.11
139.71 :1:0.07 5'+00 :I: 200 1/2 0
1'+1.3 :1:0.2 700 :1:200 1/2 0
155.0 :1:1.2 1/2 1 "0.62:1:0.11
166.0 :1:1.3 1 ·0.8'+:1:0.15
205.0 :1:1.5 130 :I: 60 3/2 1
22'+ :1:1.5 <100

































Eo <k.") tJ',. <.,,) J t r1 <.v) ~ <.v) tJ'l <.v)
235.8 :t0.2 1100 :t 100 1/2 0 2.27 :t .21
2'12.6 ~O.'I 220 :t 50 >0 .'15 ~ .10
2'16.3 ~0.2 1010 ~ 60 1/2 1 2.0'1 ~ .12 7.7
2'19.3 :t0.2 550 ~ 50 1.10 ~ .10
252.0 :1:1.0 BIO ::I: 70 312 I 1.62 ::I: .1'1 6.0
256.7 ~0.3 310 ::I: 50 1 .612 ::I: .10 2.2
281.9 :1:0.3 550 :I: 80 1/2 0 1.0'1 :I: .15
288.0 :1:1.0 <100 3/2 I
331.1 :1:3.5 6700 :1:1000 1/2 0 11.72 :1:1.75
3'19.0 :1:3.5 152 >0
363.5 ~3.5 3500 :1:1000 1/2 0 5.81 :1:1.66
'101.0 :1:3.5 18000 ::1:'1000 1/2 0 28."3 :1:6.32
'118.0 :1:3.5 1000 :t 300 1/2 0 1.55 ~".6"
""2.0 :t3.5 813 >0
"60.5 ~".O 12000 :1:'1000 1/2 0 17.68 :t5.89









TtERJW. tflOS5 SECTI ONS
Uer
~-N"., .. 18.2:1:1.5 b ~RESONANCE PROPERTlE5
".w
1, • 8.85:1:1.00 b -C»
R • 6.9:1:0.3 f. b




J" • 312- Xt\bn B 9.50 Sn • 9720.2:1:0.7 keV
[0 (keV) 29rn (eV) J t r., (eV) 29r~ (eV)
Bound level I
'I.185tO.015 11'10 t 60 I 0 3.23tO.'I5 17.62 t .93
5.67 tO.025 260 t 20 2 0 1.33tO.20 3.IfS t .27
6.7'1 tO.O'+ 900 t 75 I 0 S.28tO.BO 10.96 t .91
8.18 tO.OIf 1230 t' 110 2 0 3.25tO.1f 13.60 t 1.22
12.10 iO.Ot; i @0.3B±0.06
12.90 tO.O'+ I ·0.22tO.0'+
1'1.60 tO.05 I ·0.26tO.05
19.60 tO.06 133 t 19 2 0 .95 t .11f
20.20 tO.08 I ·O.77tO.llf
22."0 tO.IO I ·0.29tO.05
25.90 tO.OB 280 t 25 2 0 0.61:t0.07 1.71f :I: .16
27.00 tO.09 550 t SO 1 0 1.57tO.17 3.35 t .30
28.80 tO.ll 1 ·0.65tO.12
29.30 tO.12 1t30 t 1t0 2 0 1.21:t0.11t 2.51 t .23
31.50 tO.13 1 ·0.31:t0.06
32.00 tO.llt I ·0.23tO.05
3".90 tO.15 1 ·0.32tO.07
37.70 tO.17 1 ·0.35tO.07
"2.'+0 tO.19 1 ·0.21:t0.0'+
"3.20 tO.20 1 ·0.20tO.0'+
'+7.1 tO.2 1 ·0.37tO.07
1f9.8 tO.2 1
51.0 tO.3 1
53.5 tO.3 1 0.110:1:0.08
6'1.8 tO.3 1 0.60tO.OB
65.7 tO.3 5700 t ISO 2 0 22.23 t .59
69.7 tO.3 1 1.25tO.2'1
73.1 tO.3 BOO t 200 I 2.95 t .71f
71f.1 tO.3 1'+00 t 100 2 '0 S.11f t .37
B7.2 tO.3 5500 t 750 I 0 18.63 t 2.51f
91f.5 tO.'I 750 t 125 [2] 0 2.1f1+ t .1+1
99.7 tO.'+ 300 t 75 I 0 .95 t .21+
107.8 tO.'+ 1700 t 200 2 0 5.18 t .61
123.6 tO.'I 3000 t 750 1 8.53 t 2.13
12'1.5 tO.,+ 600 t 250 2 1.70 t .71




Eo <h.V) 2if'" <.V) J ( r., <.V) 2~ <.V) -'i"
129.5 tO.5 300 t 150 2 .83 t .'12 ~
135.0 tO.5 18000 t3750 I 0 '18.99 tIO.20 ,.....
1'15.9 tO.5 800 t 125 2 2.09 t .:,n .w
157.8 tO.5 1100 t 125 2 2.77 t .32 -GI
159.5 tO.5 2600 t 375 2 6.51 t. .9'1 2112.1 tO.6 1500 t 250 2 3.61 t .60
115.7 tO.6 3000 t 600 I 0 1.156* 1.'1
183.0 tO.l 2600 t 525 I 6.08 t 1.22
186.0 tO.7 600 t 250 2 1.39 t .58
195.7 tO.7 800 t 125 2 1.80 t .28
201.7 tO.7 700 t 125 2 1.55 t .28
221.6 tO.7 5200 tlooo 2 11.0'1 t 2.12
227.5 tO.7 '100 t 125 2 .8'+ t .26
239.0 tO.8 3750 t 750 2 1.67t. 1.53
2'1'+.5 tO.8 3000 t 750 I 6.07 t 1.51
2'+6.0 tO.8 600 t 375 2 1.20 t .76
• Positive energy reson~nces contribute ~bout 11 b to the tnerm~1 ~bsorption
cross section. Support for spin I ~ssignment is b~sed on r~tio of therm~1




TtEflIW.. CROSS SECTlONS ~-N





I, • O.IBtO.O/t b -01
R • ".BtO.2 FM 2So • I.Btl.O
S. c 0.01f2tO.021f
RESONANCE P~R~HETERS
I" • O· If\bn .. 2.36 Sn • 621f6.3tO./t keV




23.1 tO.1 550 t 35 0 0.19tO.05 3.62t .23
51.1 tO.3 1 "0.3IftO.05
5'1.9 tO.3 I ·0.36tO.06
67.5 tO.3 [3/2] I ·0.9'1tO.16
76.1+ tO.5 I
90.1 tO.6 I
120.1 tO.6 5600 t '100 1/2 0 16.16t1.2
129.0 250 1/2 0 .70
169.6 500 >0




2'17.5 1255 1/2 I
26'1.0 >0
279.5 9000 112 0 17.02
262.5 3000 1/2 0 5.70
265.0 300 >0
290.5 600 1/2 0 1.12
300.5 SOO 1/2 0 0.92
31/t.0 >0
325.0 16000 1/2 0 26.33
330 t3 13000 tl500 1/2 0 22.63t2.61
332.0 610 >0
3'12.0 200 1/2 0 .31f
351.5 500 1/2 0 .BIf
355.5 300 1/2 0 .50
356.7 '100 >0
362.0 500 1/2 0 .63
367.5 10'10 >0





Isotope I1eUUI"etnef'It ,ReflH"ence Author -N,
V-
S" V1 Cspectra) Cther~al) ,."/A,IB7,12(72) Uhite ~
V- Christiansen filtlH" ZNlA,26, 391 ClI) KoestlH" ,...v-SO activation JIN,30,3lt9(68) SiMs .w
v-SJ v,Cspectra) Ctherlllal) CJP,1f3,1128C6S) BarthoI OIllfIW -Otv-S3 v,Cspectra) CtherNI) PR,13I,777(63) Uhite 2v-S2 diffraction f'IRN,ll,303C6J> Ui Ikinson
v-so Iletivation NSE,B,37B(60) Lvon
v-S" Iletivation PR,9S,7BICSIf) Buorgan
V- "t PR,92,702CS3) I1elkonillnv-SO',Sl,S3,5 .. pileosei. PR,BB,1112CS2> Pomerance
V- pi le osel. CR,232,20B9CSI) Grilllf!land
V- pi 141 ose;. PR,83,61f1CSI) POlIIerance
er '. diffraetion PR,6I,S27CSI) Shull
V- pileosei. PPS/A,63,117SCSO) Co ImlH"
V- '. diffraetion PR,80,31f2(SO) Harris
V- PR,69,IfIICIf6) Coltman
V- '. PRS/A,162,127(37) Go IdhaberCr f. PR,SO,133(36) t1 itche I1er vt PR.1f8.26S(3S) !Nnn ''''9
RESONANCE PARAMETERS
Ener9Y
Isotope t1easurernent Range (keV) Reference Author
Cr50 vt 2B.If-290 KFK-1517(72) Spencer
Cr51 vt 22.9-282 KFK-ISI7(72) SpencerCrS] vCt,n) 23-S1+3 PR/C,3,672C7I) Baglan
CrS] vCt,n) 50.2-361+ PR/C,If,1311+(71) Jackson
CrS3 "t 19.5-21f6 NP/A,16il,97(71) l1ueller
CrSo vtv, 5.6-3S7 NP/A,163,S92(71) Stieg' itz
CrS1 vtv, 1.6-331 NP/A,163,S92(71) Stieg' itz
CrS] vtv, 1f.2-176 NP/A,163,S92(71) Stieg' itz
CrS" v t "1 23.1-3SS NP/A,163,S92(71) Stieg' Itz
Cr,Cr51 v t 7SS-902 CEA-R-3279(67) Cabe
erso vt 9S.S-S91 f\P,37,367(66) Farre 11
Crs" "t 116-391+ f\P,37,367(66) Farrell
CrS3 O't 3.6-28.6 PR,ISI,912(66) Good
CrSO "1 5.5 t'f.:,16,2S6(61+) Kapeh iguhev
CrS2 "1 1.7 t'f.:,16,2S6(61+) Kapch iguhev
CrS3 "t 19-39 BfIP,8,SS6(63) Kim
erS2 4f't 51-636 f\P,17,319(62) BOI/man
Crso vt 6.6-9S f\P,II+,387(61) Bi Ipuch
erS2 vt 51-11f0 f\P,IIf,387(61) BI'puch
v-s" O't 23.5-119 f\P,II+,387C6J> Bi Ipueh
er,CrS2 '. 30-11S PR,109,1620CSB) Blockerso v t S.5 PR,III,288(SS) Cote
er52 vt 51-il06 PR,108,I+II+(Sl> Hibdon
C,. vt t02-3il2 f\NL-SS5I+,SS(S6) HibdonC,.53 vt 69.0-396 f\Nl-SSSI+,SSCS6) Hibdon
C,. Vt 3.B PR,92,702CS3) I1elkonian
11
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TtE:fVW. CROSS SfCTJ ONS '6'· ~-N
V., B 2.55tO.03 b
~'. B 10.9tO.2 bV. « 5 tob .....v, B 13.5tO.'f b .w
ac.~ • 9.51tO.05 f. -
~RESONt'INCE f'R{J'fATJ ES




v y • 2.25tO.16 b
aeoh B 'f.2tO.l f.
RESONftNCE PROPEATIES
1 .. 1.2tO.2 b
Al .. 5.6tO.6 fm
<0> B 2O.0t3.5 keV
So B 5.6:1:1.7
AESONANCE PARAMETERS
1" .. O· ZAhn " 5.8 Sn • 9296.~tl.0 keV
Eo (keV) gf'n (eV) J t r., (eV) 9r~ (eV)
3.10













52.1 tO.2 2300 t 200 112 0 10.06 :I: .66
71.6 tO.3 2000 t 200 112 0 7.'46 t .75
98.5 tO.~ ~90 t 100 112 0 1.56 :I: .32
102.6 :1:0.5 6110 :I: 250 112 0 2.62 t .76
129.3 tO.6 1260 t 300 3.50 t .63
1'46.8 tO.8 1950 :I: ~90 112 0 5.09 :I: 1.28
163.0 tO.9 200 t 100 .50 :I: .25
-20)-
J:Fct w-Eo (Ie.V) rJ'.. (eV) J t r., (eV) ~ (.V) -N,
173.0 tl.0 '4600 t 1200 112 0 11.5" t 2.69 J
188.5 tl.0 36000 tIOOOO. 112 0 87.52 t23.03 I"223.0 tl.5 1900 t 380 112 0 'I.023t .60 .1.»






305.5 t3.0 7000 t 11100 112 0 12.66 t 2.53
317.0 t3.0 1"000 t 2600 112 0 2".67 t '4.97
329.5 t3.0 2750 t 550 112 0 '1.79 t .96





1116 t'l 19000 t SOOO 112 0 29.,.6 t 7.75
1119 <100 (112) >0
"31.0 t'l.O 7500 t 1600 112 0 11.'12 t 2.71t
1135.5 tll.O 1750 t 350 1/2 0 2.65 t .53
1138 <100 <1/2> >0
11111 <100 ( 112) >0
1I1f5 <100 (112) >0
'I1f9 90S ~
1153 2060 ~
1f62 <100 ( 112) >0
14614 <100 ( 1/2> >0
1471 <100 ( 1/2) >0





506.5 750 112 0 1.1




~TtEfVW.. CROSS SECTIONS -Nq, • 2.63*0.21 b !- ••h • 10.1*0.2 f.
I....
flESONfKE PfIOf"ERT IES •w-
ITc • 1.'1*0.2 b bR • 6.ltO.7 f.
~ • 25*'4 keV
So • 1.6*0.5
flESOOI'lNCE Pf\fWlETERS
I- • O· ZAbn • 91.1 Sn • 1646.2*0.5 keV
Eo (keV) gf'n (eV) J ( r, (eV) ~ (eV) gr~ (eV)
-2.0 112 0 0.6'4 3.96
1.15tO.01 0.068t 0.006 112 I 0.6 tO.1 .0020t .0001 1.1
22.7 tO.1 ·0.19tO.02
27.7 tO.2 1600 t SO 112 0 1.45*0.15 9.61 t .30






59.0 *0.6 112 ·0.511*0.06
63.1
12.6










123.2 *0.6 130 * 20 1/2 0 .37 * .06
129.6 :1:0.6 500 :I: 50 1/2 0 1.39 * .19
139.9 :1:0.7 2370 t 200 1/2 0 6.33 :I: .27
169.0 :1:0.8 750 :I: 65 1/2 0 1.82 * .16
168.0 :1:0.8 31f00 :I: 230 1/2 0 1.98 * .53
221.0 :1:1.0 11f00 t 100 1/2 0 2.98 * .22
ZZIf 3/2 I
232 3/2 I
21f3.5 t1.0 500 * 100 3/2 I 1.01 * .20
265 120 >0
267 <100 >0.





Eo (Ie.V) 'if.. C.V) J t r, (.V) ~ CeV) 'if~ C.V) -'",
290 <100 >0 ~
315.0 SI.0 5500 *1100 112 0 9.80 *1.96 ,.....
337 130 >0 •w
350 670 >0 -
357 260 >0 ~360.5 *1.0 9300 *2000 112 0 15.'18 s3.33
382.0 sl.0 10000 s3000 112 0 16.18 s'l.85
"QIt 610 >0
"06.0 sl.0 2500 s 500 1/2 0 3.92 :t .78
..18 800 (3121 ..0
"28 <100 Cl/2) >0
"38.0 *1.0 1500 s 300 1/2 0 2.27 :t .CiS
'1'12 <100 (112) ..0
4'18 1000 [1/2] 1 3.3
"65 115 >0
. '169.5 *1.0 1500 * 300 112 0 2.19 :t .Cilf
'181 385 >0
"91 1300 [112] 1 't.l
'196 <100 CI 12) >0




527.2 tO.1l 365 >0
531.9 tO.1l 395 ..0
536.2 tO.1l 235 >0
538.7 tO.1l 925 >0
51l1l.5 tO.1l 600 ..0
51l5.6 tO.1l 1100 >0
552.3 tO.1l 1150 >0
558.7 tO.1l 1165 >0













637.0 tO.6 385 >0
61ll.0 tO.6 330






'"tly " 2.'I8tO.3O b I
-.eh " 2.3tO.1 f. ~
I
"RESONtKE PROPERT IES .w...
cn
l'fc " 1.3tO.2 b 2" "6.5tO.7 f.
So " 5.lItl.6
AfSONANCE PtlfW1ETERS
I" " 112"" Uobn " 2.19 Sn " 100li3.0tl.0 keV
Eo (keV) 2rJ'n CeY) J C rot CitY) 2rJ'~ CitY)
1.63t 0.01 "0.10tO.02
3.92t 0.05 100 t 20 0 0 1.llfiO.06 1.60t .32
1I.75t 0.06 "0.IOtO.02
6.2h 0.07 615 i 75 0 1.3Z:t0.12 7.BOt .95
7.2Z:t 0.08 "0.7Z:t0.IB
7.90i 0.08 "0.36tO.06
12.8 t 0.1 "0.8OtO.20
13.9 i 0.1 "1.1f iO.1f
17.7 i 0.3 "1.17tO.32
21.3 t 0.1f ·2.1BtO.56
"29.0 t 0.1f IfB70 t liOO I 0 If *1 2B.60t2.35
'11.0 s 0.5 1350 t ISO I 6.67s .71f
115.5 t 0.5 525 i ISO I 2.1+6t .70
55.BI 5000 t 750 0 21.16t3.17
61.0 5550 t 750 I 22.1f7i3.01f
77.2 2925 i 300 1 10.53tl.OB
93.7 300 i 75 I 9.BOi .·25
109.6 31f50 t !ISO I 10.1f2il.36
110.15 IBOO i ISO I 5.1f2i .1f5
125.0 2250 t 300 I 6.30t .B5
126.0 1250 i 250 0 3.52i .70
129.5 6300tl050 I 17.5h2.92
131f.5 1f950 t 750 I 13.50t2.05
Ilf 1.0 2250 t !ISO I 5.99tl.20
167.3 1650 t ISO I 't.03t .37
169.0 2550 t 300 I 6.20s .73
176.3 350 t 50 0 .83t .12
IB5.5 5250 t 600 I 12.19±l.39
IB9.5 1600 t 200 0 3.68t .46
" Rohr et al reported also inelastic vidths in th. energy range
from 29.15 to 189.5 kev.
I" .. O·
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ltERtW.. CROSS SECTI ONS
~1 .. 1.15tO.02 b
RESONANCE PROPERTIES












150tcpe n.~sur~t Referenc. f\uthot- -N,
F.$· activ~tion JIN,3If,2699(72) St.innes ~
F. aetiv~tion JNE,2If,3S(70) Rvves I......
feu activation PRIVATE COMM.(67) F~bt'y .w
F. pi I. osci. 66PARIS,I,1f79(66) C~rr. -cnF.U aetivation 668ERKLEY,331(66) C~rter 2F. 4ft 1.11'1 ev tf'.61,381(6S) Rayburn
F. pil. osci. CEA-21f8S(61f) Ca,.,..
F.$I ~ctiv~tion 1'lC,36,IS88(61f) Girllrdl
F.$· llctivation PRIV~TE COMH.(63) Girardi
F. reflection RSI,33,916(62) BllI1V
F. djffraction JPJ,I7,(Blll),1(62) Shull
F. pi le osci. 61BUCHAR,623(61) Bouzvk
Fe pulsed n ZET ,1f1.I037(6!) Inkov
Fe$'l llctivation NSE,8.376(60) Lvon
Fe$8 llctjvation NSE,6,376(GO)- LVon
F. pileosci. JNE,12,3Z(GO) htternll
Fe reactivitv DP-Z07(S7) Uacle
feS 8 activation PRIV~TE COHH.(SG) Gr i lIIe Iand
F. ert PR,91,'ISI (53) Go Idberg
Fe er. HP~,2S,SZI(SZ) HOlenni
FeS& er. JPR,13,333(SZ) LongchampFeS'l,S6.S1,S8 pi le osci. PR,68,'IIZ(SZ) POlI\ef"ance
Fe pi le osc i. CR,Z3Z,Z089(SI) Gr·i lIIe land
Fe ert PR,83,IIZ3(SI) Havens
Fe local osci. PR,83,Glfl(SI) POlfterance
Fe,FeS'l,S6.S7 diffnct ion PR.81.SZ7(SI) Shull
Fe pi le osci. PPS/~.63.117S(SO) Colmer
Fe er. CR.Z31.llf7S(SO) Faraggi
Fe ". HP~.Z3.SI3(SO) HaenniFe pi le osc i. PR.80.311Z(SO) Harris
Fe reflection PR.7I,6G6(lf7) FerMi
FeS8 activation PR,72,888(lf7) Seren
Fe capture PR.69.lfll(lfG) Coltman
Fe ertv. PR.60.ISS(lfl) lJhitaker
Fe vt PR.S7,97G('IO) Bever




Isotope tteaSUf"ltMnt Range (keV) Ref'ef"~ Author ~
f.s-
...,v,v., 3.1-39.0 PRIV~TE COMN.(72) Block .w
FeSi v,vT 0.23-19.2 PRIV~TE COHM.(72) Block -Q)feS' ana vsis 27.9-'135.5 PRIV~TE COMH.(72) Uvnchank tafeSt v(1.n) 27-410 PR/C.3,21f7S<7I) Bagtan
fe,Fes-,SI,S7 v, (}oo 167 PR/C.3,21f1l7(71) Garg
f.S7 v(1.n) 27.7-269 PR/C,II.13111(71) Jackson
Fes- V.,(spectra) 7.6-52 NJJ .211.605(71) Kennv
f.se V.,(spectra) 11-73 NJJ.211.60S(1I) Kennv
fe v, SOO-zsoo NSE.1I2,28(70) Carlson
fe.FeSI v., (speetra) 1.17 PR/C.I.973(70) Chrien
fe.FeS6 Va 1.15 PL/B.28.6S6(69) ~sud
fe,Fes-,S6,S7 "., 10.2-129 7~LSINKI,I,633(70) Ernstfe.Fes"S6,S7,S8 "., 0.23-102 70HELSINKI.2,8IS(70) Moxonfes, "., 7,82-52 PR.178.17116(69) HockenburvfeS6
"", 1.15-129 PR.178,1746(69) Hockenbury
FeS7 "., "1.63-110 PR.178,171f6(69) HockenburyFeS8 "., 0.23-10.11 PR,178,171f6(69) HockenburvFe,Fes6 ", 1.15 NP/~,132,129(69) Jul ien
FeS7 ", 29.2-189.5 ZP ,227 ,1(69) Rohrfes. analvsis S12-11I1f2 CHP,6,IS(68) Chien
Fe ", 5OO-61f6.1f KFK-1000(68) CierJaks
FeS7 v, 3.9-115.5 PR,ISI,912(66) Good
FeS6 v, 71f-:21f2.7 66PARIS,I,137(66) Rohr
Fe,Fes-,s6,s7 "., 1,15-28 6S~TUERP,88(65) MoxonFe.FeS6 ", IftOV ing 1.2 PL.IIf.123(65) Muradvan
Fe,FeS6
sarnple
v, 1,15 PL,13,231f(61f) Block
FeSI V.,(spectra) 1.15 QRNL-3778,61f(61f) Block
Fe,Fes"S6,S7 ", 1.17-221 CR-1860(61f) Garg
Fes6 V,"., 22-50 PR/B,136,695(61f) Mack! in
FeS7 V,"., 12.7-27 PR/B,136,695(SIf) Mackl in
Fe.FeS• v, 0-1.2 PR,132,801(63) Moore
Fe,F.S6 v., 1.18 ~RE-PR/NP-6,15(63)+ Moxon
F." v, 6-507 fIP,17,319(62) BOlilt\an
FeS6 v, 28-61f5 fIP.17,319(62) BOI,",an
Fe v., 1,15 RPI-(~TR) ,8(62) Russell
FeS' v, 7,25-11f7 fIP,IIf,387(61) Bllpuch
F.S. v, 28.3-189 fIP,IIf,387(61) Bi lpuch
FeS7 ", 6 t'IP,IIf,387(61) Bi Ipuch
Fe "., 1.18-10 ZET,38,989(60) InkovFeS7 ", 3.9-6.1 ORNL-2610,19(58) Mi Iier
Fe,FeSI ", 29-If06 PR,108,1f11f(57) Hibdon
FeS6 ", 6-85 PR, 102, 1571f(56) Gibbons
Fe,FeS ' v, 92-1101 fINL-555If,55(56) Hibdon
F••F.S7 ", 11f3-11f9 f\NL-S55If,5S(56) Hibdon
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TtERrti"L CROSS SECTI ONS a-N
q., • ~.~3tO.16 b I
'. .. 17.3tO.5 b ~ace~ .. 10.310.1 f. I....
.CA
flfSONAACE PROPERTI ES -
~I, .. 2.210.2 b




~., .. 11.610.3 b
'. .. 26.010.3 b..... .. 0.6810.36 lIIb
"t .. 30.'110.4 b
.ceh .. 14.1110.1 f.
RESONfINCE PROPERTI ES
1,(; .. 2.210.2 b
R .. 7.5tO.5 f.
<0> .. 3.010.3 keV
So .. 3.1tO.6
RESONANCE P~R~METERS
XAbn .. 67.88 Sn .. 8999.311.0 keV
srn (eV) J t r., (eV) sr~ (eV) gr~ (eV)














[3/2] [I] ·1.3 10.2







ECl CkeV) fj'" C.V) J C r., C.V) ~ C.V) fj'~ C.V) -N
I
61.8 tO.2 (l) ·0.71 tO.15 ~
63.0 tO.2 3600 t 200 1/2 0 3.2 tO.8 1't.3'uO.80 I"66.'t tO.2 (l) ·0.36 .w
68.8 tO.2 (I) ·0.2'1 -01
69.8 tO.2 (I) ·0.'16 278.0 tO.2 (l) ·0.12 tO.03
81.1 tO.2 (l) ·0.73
63.1 tO.2 110 t 't0 0 3.5 tO.7 O.38tO.I'I
69.8 tO.2 (I) ·0.'t5
92.3 tO.2 (I) ·0.17
9't.5 tO.3 (I) ·0.9 tO.2
97.0 tO.3 (I) ·0.5 tO.1
101.1 tO.3 (I) ·1.0 tO.2
IOS.3 tO.3 (l) ·1.6 tO.4
107.7 tO.5 1'100 t 200 1/2 0 3.5 tO.8 'I.27tO.61
110.7 tO.3 (Il ·1.3 *0.3
117.5 tO.3 (Il ·0.8 tO.3
120.3 tO.3 1/2 0 3.3 tO.6
125.0 tO.5 700 t 200 1/2 0 3.2 tO.6 1.98tO.57
137.5 tO.7 1760 t 200 1/2 0 '1.75*0.5'1
1110.5 tO.8 3'160 t 500 1/2 0 9.23tl.33
1"7.5 tO.8 175 >0
159.5 tO.9 6000 tlOOO 1/2 0 15.02t2.50
169.0 tl.O 750 t 220 1/2 0 1.62tO.5'1
183.5 tl.1 250 >0
193.0 t1.2 3500 t 500 1/2 0 7.97*1.1't
207.0 t1.5 6800 tl200 1/2 0 1'I.95t2.61+
215.0 *1.5 260 >0
231.0 t1.8 6000 1/2 0 12.'18
2'13.0 t1.8 250 1/2 0 0.51
2117.5 t1.6 360 >0
270.0 t2.0 6000 1/2 0 11.55
276.0 t2.0 2000 1/2 0 3.79
286.5 t2.0 215 >0
303.0 t2.0 750 1/2 0 1.36
325.0 t2.0 2000 1/2 0 3.51
33'1.5 t2.5 62'1 >0
3'13.5 t2.5 585 >0
3't9.0 1500 1/2 0 2.S't
357.5 '1'13 >0
367.0 250 1/2 0 0.'11
376.5 'I't3 >0
387.5 500 >0
39't.0 750 1/2 0 1.20
't17.0 5000 1/2 0 7.7'1
'126.0 1830 t 't00 312 I 5.2
'+26.5 8000 112 0 12.25
'15'1.5 3000 1/2 0 '4.'15
'+61.5 750 1/2 0 1.10
'192.5 2000 >0
'195.5 2000 1/2 0 2.8'1
507.0 2000 1/2 0 2.B1
-211-
UNI 8;
Eo CkeV) gf',. C.V) J t r., C.V) ~ CltV) gf'~ C.V) ...N
I
,522.5 750 1/2 0 1.O't ~
530.0 "30 >0 I"51111.0 6'+0 >0 .IM
5511.5 11190 * 300 1/2 I 3.3 ...
559.5 1260 >0 6
571.0 10000 1/2 0 13.23 N
S88.5 2500 1/2 0 3.26





(1'., .. 92:t1l b
(1'.. .. 12:t2 b
RESONANCE PROPERTIES
I., .. 138:t8 b
RESONANCE PARAMETERS
I" .. 3/2- S,. .. 11387.StI.7 keV
Eo (keV) 2grn (eV) J t r .. CeV) 29r~ CeV)
.20310:t.OOOOS 7.88:tO.231 0 3.1I± 1.0 0.SII8:tO.01S
-212-
UNi ~
TIERfW. CßOS5 5E:CTlOO5 ....-N
~, • 2.8tO.2 b J•• • 1.0i0.1 b
~, • 3.8tO.2 b ....
a.eh & 2.8tO.1 ,. •w-
RE~E PRCftRT IE5 ~
I l • 1.5tO.2 b1'1 & 6.7tO.3 f.
<0> & 3.8tO.6 k.V
50 • 2.'ItO.6
RESONANCE PflfW1ETERS
18 • O' Itb\ • 26.23 Sn • 7819.5tl.0 keV
[0 (keV) tJ'n (eV) J t r., (eV) ~ (eV) gr~ (.V)
1.293tO.009 80.0oo3tO.000l
2.257tO.009 [1] ·0.065 tO.007
5.53 tO.02 [11 ·0.056 10.009
12.23 tO.03 [1]·0.11 tO.02
12.5 tO.1 2660 t 100 0 3.3 tO.3 23.79tO.89
13.62 tO.03 [1] ·0.11 tO.03
23.88 tO.06 312 1 ·0.78 tO.l0
28.117 tO.07 [I] ·0.15 tO.05
28.60 tO.l0 850 t 100 112 0 1.1 tO.l 5.02tO.59
29.117 tO.08 [Il ·0.09 tO.02
30.211 tO.08 [I] ·0.35 tO.06
33.03 tO.08 312 1 ·0.311 tO.06
33.3 tO.l [I] ·0.20 tO.03
39.5 tO.l ·0.119 tO.08
'43.0 tO.l 90 t 30 112 0 1.3 tO.3 0.1I3tO.15
'47.6 tO.l .. 10 1/2 1 0.9 tO.2 "0.'49
119.8 tO.l [J] ·0.26 tO. ()lt
50.9 tO.2 1 ·0.11 tO.02
51.5 tO.2 3/2 1
56.0 tO.2 [I] 0.20 tO.06
56.7 tO.2 [Il ·0.1111 tO.09
65.112 tO.16 500 t 150 112 0 2.1 tO.3 1.96tO.59
71.5 tO.2 [Il ·0.36 tO.07
'.. 73.3 tO.2 [1] ·0.48 tO.09
78.3 tO.2 [1] ·0.23 tO.OIl
80.0 tO.2 [I] ·0.33 tO.07
82.0 tO.2 110 t 40 [1/2] 1 ·0.22 tO.05
84.9 tO.2 80 t 40 [312] I 0.20 tO.Olf 1.61
86.3 tO.2 330 t 25 1/2 0 . 1.12tO.09
87.9 tO.2 [Il ·0.6lf tO.13
89.9 tO.3 [Il ·0.17 tO.Olf
91.6 tO.3 [1] ·0.25 tO.05
93.9 tO.3 [I] ·0.48 tO.IO
97.5 tO.3 1000 t 200 1/2 0 1.0 tO.2 3.2OtO.64




Eo Oe.V) rf,. CeV) J t r y C.V) ~ C.V) rf~ C.V) -N
I
101.9 tO.3 (I) ·0.10 tO.05 ~
108.3 tO.3 700 t 100 1/2 0 1.1 tO.3 2.13tO.31 I
111.6 tO.3 1/2 1 2.7 tO.6 .;;.t
120.6 tl.l 3/2 1 1.3 tO.3 -123.8 tl.2 1 b129.1 tl.3 I
136.5 tl.'I 1/2 1 ".3 tO.9
139.6 t l.li 1/2 1 't.0 tO.9
156.'1 tl.2 'I1i0 t 50 0 1.1 hO.13
162.0 tO.1i lliOO t 200 1/2 0 2.2 tO.5 3.116tO.50
166.6 tl.5 5800 t 600 1/2 0 13.113tl.65
198.0 tl.6 3100 t 350 1/2 0 6.97tO.79
206.0 tl.6 120 >0
211i.0 tl.6 711 >0
220.0 tl.6 106 >0
229.0 tl.6 22'1 ,,0
252.0 t2.0 910 >0
2'57.8 :1:2.1 3500 t 600 1/2 0 6.89t1.18
279.6 t2.3 7SO t 160 1/2 0 1.112tO.30
282.5 t2.1i . 6117 >0
292.5 t2.1i 378 >0
306 t2.5 52S >0
316.0 t2.5 3200 t 600 1/2 0 5.69tl.07
326.3 t2.5 7000 tl100 1/2 0 12.25tl.93
339.5 t2.5 6500 tl500 112 0 11.16t2.57
357.2 t2.6 1000 112 0 1.67
356.5 t2.6 1113 >0






1112.3 750 112 0 1.17
421.0 2000 112 0 3.08
1126.5 500 1/2 0 0.77
1431.5 230 >0
1146.0 3000 1/2 0 't.1I9
1t53.0 1500 112 0 2.23
1162.0 1000 1/2 0 1.47
1t73.0 500 112 0 0.73




511.S 21t20 312 I
513.5 2250 112 0 3.1I1t6.3
520.3 SOOO 1/2 0 6.93
52S.5 3000 112 0 ".11t
533.0 500 1/2 0 0.69
552.5 710 >0




Eo <k.V) f/'" <.V)· J t r., <.V) ~ <.V) f/'~ <.V) -N,
566.0 260 >0 ~580.3 2SO 112 0 0.33 .....
S88.5 soo In 0 0.65 .w




q., 0: 2.StO.8 b
~. 0: 9.6t2.0 b
f'• 0: 0.01f7tO.021 b
qt .. 12.ltO.S b
.ceh • 7.6Ot0.06 f~
RESONANCE PROPERT IES
I.,c 0: 1.6tO.1I b
R' 0: 6.lftO.3 f.
<0> 0: 0.79tO.10 keV
So • 3.0tO.8
RESONflNCE PARAMETERS
I" • 312- %f\bn .. 1.19 S" .. lOS96.6tl.1f keV
Eo (keV) 2rj'" (eV) J ( r., (.V) 29r~ (eV)
1.3StO.01 ·0.1f8tO.060
2.3StO.01




7.IStO.02 50 t 6 I 0 2.5 tO.1i 0.59 tO.07
7.!lStO.02 225 :t 20 2 0 2.3 tO.6 2.59 tO.23






12.6IftO.03 90 t 10 2 0 1.7 :t0." 0.80 tO.09
13.60tO.03 76 t S 2 0 1.6 tO.1I 0.65 tO.OIf
14.02tO.03 13 t 3 I 0 3.1 tO.5 0.11 tO.03
14.IfStO.01f (I] aO.60tO.06
15.38tO.04 (I) ·0.3IftO.OS
16.70tO.OS 600 t 20 0 2.2 tO.4 ".6'+ tO.15
16.80tO.OS (I) ·O.WO.OS
17.63tO.OS 140 t 10 0 1.6 tO.S I.OS tO.08
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UNi $
Eo(keV) 2"'" C.V) J C r., C.V) 2~ C.V) -N,
18.83tO.05 90 t 10 2 0 0.9 tO.3 0.66 tO.07 ~20.2510.05 (I) ·0. 18tO.06 ...
20.5010.05 (I) ·0.22tO.06 .'"
21.35tO.05 (0) ·1.76tO.lfO -cn






28.2ltO.07 6.3t 5.0 2 0 3.0 tl.0 0.03810.030
29.1ltO.Ol 310 1 20 1 0 2.1f tO.1f 1.82 tO.12
3O.6lf10.08 19 1 10 2 0 0.11 10.06
31.1310.08 570 1 1f0 1 0 3.23 10.23
31.8310.08 12.51 7.5 2 0 0.07010.01f2
32.7010.08 265 1 25 2 0 1.117 tO.llf
33.6810.0B 50 1 10 1 0 2.8 tO.5 0.27 10.05
37.1310.09 180 1 20 2 0 3.0 tO.5 0.93 tO.IO
1I1.3lfl0.10 150 1 20 1 0 0.71f tO.IO
'+3.2510.11 12.51 10.0 0.06010.046
"3.6110.11 37.51 17.5 2 0 0.18 10.06
1f5.4910.11 50 1 6 1 0 0.23 tO.03
46.1610.12 40.51 6.0 1 0 0.19 iO.03
5O.5ltO.12 100 1 9 1 0 0.lf5 tO.OIf
53.3010.13 176 1 13 2 0 0.76 10.06
51f.6110.1~ 142 1 14 1 0 0.61 tO.06
56.lf910.1~ 149 1 13 2 0 0.63 10.06
56.1610.15 133 :t 15 1 0 0.55 tO.06
64.07±0.16 68 1 6 2 0 0.27 tO.02
65.67:t0.16 1790 :t225 2 0 6.97 tO.09




TtfJVw.. CROSS SE:CTl ONS --
"1 .. 1".2*0.3 b ~'. .. 9.5*0." b
.~ • 23.7*0.5'b ...,
••eh .. -8.7*0.2 r. .w-CJ'I
flfSONANCE PROPERTl ES 2
11 • 6.8*0.2 b
R' .. 6.2*0.3 flll
50 .. 2.9*0.7
flfSONf\NCE PMMTERS
18 .. O· %Abn .. 3.66 SR • 6837.7*1.0 keV
[0 (keV) gf'R (eV) J t r1 (eV) 9~ (eV) gr~ (eV)
".5'uO.05 1600 :1160 1/2 0 0.76*0.12 23.75±2.29
112.87±0.01 3110 :t 10 1/2 0 1.611±0.05
56.9UO.02 56± " [l) 2.577.23±0.03 70 :1 7 1/2 0 0.25*0.03
78.112±0.01l 116 * 7 [I) 1.11
941.7 *0.02 2500 :t100 1/2 0 8.12tO.33
105.65:10.03 11600 ±200 1/2 0 111.15±0.62
137.5 127 >0
1119.3 tO.1 1110 :1 20 1/2 0 0.36*0.05
166.2 :10.2 90 :1 20 0 0.2UO.05
2111.7 tO.2 190 ± 20 1/2 0 0.1I1tO.0'l
229.5 ±0.01l 6250 :1 60 112 0 13.05±0.17
2112.2 tO.06 760 :1 110 112 0 1.56±0.06
259.5 113 >0
272.5 333 >0
260.5 '1600 ±2oo 112 0 9.06:10.36
266.0 1500 ±500 112 0 2.81*0.93
297.0 200 >0
299.5 500 >0




327.0 5500 1/2 0 9.62
31111.2 7500 1/2 0 12.78
352.0 279 >0
356.2 2000 1/2 0 3.35
3611.0 19'1 >0
3711.5 250 112 0 0.111
362.5 1250 1/2 0 2.02
366.5 11500 1/2 0 7.22
1101.5 1500 1/2 0 2.37
1+03.3 392· >0
1120.3 613 >0
/t23.0 1500 1/2 0 2.31




EO (jCClV) r/'.. <~V) J t r. <.V) ~ <.V) r/'~ <.V) -N
....... 0 3SO 112 0 0.53 $1149.8 250 >0 '"1150.0 236 >0 .w
1158.0 500 112 0 0.7'1 -Gl
"61.8 550 >0 2'175.0 1500 112 0 2.18
"80.0 32'4 >0
'168.5 '4000 112 0 5.72
'+93.5 93'4 112 1 2.8
'498.0 1500 112 0 2.13
508.5 500 112 0 0.70
515.5 llf5 >0
522.0 390 >0
529.0 1690 312 I q.7
535.5 1390 112 1
539.0 2000 112 0 2.72
5511.0 675 >0
568.5 8'43 >0
571.8 '1000 112 0 5.29
581.0 500 112 0 0.66
583.5 10000 1/2 0 13.09
590.5 2000 112 0 2.60
599.5 905 112 1 2.2
JiNiU yr)
THERM~ CROSS SECTIONS
v1 • 23:t3 b
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UNI CI'
Ttt:RrW.. CROSS 5E:CTI ONS w...
• 1.~9tO.03 b (2.520 hr aSNi)
N
fI.,
~••eh • -0.38tO.07 f. ....
RESC»Wa PROPERTIES .w...




.- 8 O' It'Ibn 8 1.08 Sn 8 6837.7tl.0 keV
[0 (keV) gf'n (eV) J t r., (eV) gf'~ (eV) gr~ (eV)
9.52 81.7 tO.Z
1".3 tO.Z 2900 t500 112 0 .76t .15 21f.Z5 tlf.18
25.6 tO.l
31.6 tO.l
33.81t0.Olf 8900 t500 112 0 'I6.lfO t2.7Z
6Z.'I tO.1
62.8 iO.l
106.52tO.08 110 t 30 >0
129.32tO.03 IlfOO t 50 112 0 3.89 tO.I'I
1111.5 tO.l 170 t ZO >0
1'18.8 tO.1 80 t ZO 112 0 O.ZI tO.05
155.0 tO.1 3950 t100 112 0 10.0lf tO.Z5
163.Z tO.1 160 t ZO 112 0 O.lfO tO.05
177.7 tO.1 If70 t 30 112 0 1.IZ tO.07
191.0 tO.Z IlfO t 30 [I]
205.3 tO.Z 60 t 'ZO 112 0 0.13 tO.Olf
ZI'I.7 tO.3 90.t ZO >0
Z19.8 t .1 30 t ZO 112 0 0.06lftO.Olf3
226.9 t .3 IZO t 30 112 0 0.25 tO.06
Z31.95t .O'f 3770 t 90 112 0 7.83 tO.19
Z37.9 tO.l 3Z0 t IfO >0
255.7 tO.3 170 t IfO >0
269.7 tO.1 ZZ10 t 90 112 0 11.26 tO.17
Z63.5 tO.1I 350 t 70 112 0 0.66 tO.13
298.0 tZ.5 1000 1/2 0 1.83
308.5 tZ.5 1500 112 0 Z.70
3Z7.0 tZ.5 597 >0
333.0 tZ.5 250 112 0 0.113
3lfO.Z 500 112 0 0.66
360.3 726 >0
365.0 1857 [312] 1 1.6
371.5 1316 [312] 1 5.3
383.0 1597 [312] I
369.0 6000 IIZ 0 9.62
39Z.5 235 >0
39S.5 BIS >0




Eo (keV) ti'" (eV) J t r y (.V) ~ (.V) ti'~ (.v) -N,
"11f.0 759 >0 ~
1120.8 8000 1/2 0 12.33 ,.....
"55.5 S60 ( 1/2) I •w
'159.5 1100 [3/Z} 1 -
"66.5 99S [I/2} I ~1f70.0 535 >0
"79.0 1090 [1/2} I




523.0 1000 1/2 0 1.38
536.5 10000 IIZ 0 13.65
5'lI.5 1670 [3/2} I 't.S
55Z.0 ZOOO 1/2 0 2.69
565.0 900 >0
576.0 '+000 1/2 0 5.27




v1 .. 2'1.3±2.0 b
RESONANCE PROPERTIES
11 .. 1hZ b
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THERf'W. CROSS Sf.CTIONS m
Isotope l1easureMef\t Ref ef"ence Author -N
I
Hin . fI. KI'lf'L-3979(7Z) • Ei land ~
HiU pi 141 osei. PAIVATE COMM.(7Z) I(irouae ,....
NiSI pi le ose;. KI'lf'L-3980(72) I(irouae .w
Ni U radiati~ balance MI,22.777(7J> Bartl4!s -NiSS v. flNS,lll,l68<7I) I(ang i Iask i ~Ni fI, lIIOICon rae NIt1,66,83(70) t1a I ik
Ni'2 aetivation JNE,21l.3S(70) Ryves
Ni" aetivation NAP,9,662(70) s.r-nt
Ni u aetivation JIN,32,2839(70) SillIs
Ni 511 ff. flNS,13.SS7(70) lJeitNn
Ni" ~ass speetrometry JIN,31.12111(69) Pinajian
Ni'" activ~tion ORNL-1f31f3.71(66) ENf"V
Ni e \.II" diffraetion PA.156.12ZS(67) Sidhu
Ni6l ,tl2,6'1
fit PRIVATE COMH.(6S) Ooi I 'nitsyn
Ni ,Ni58 fft 1.lflf ev NP,61,381(6S) Rayburn
Ni n mass speetrometry PR,12S,1619(62) Hor-roeks
Ni'" aetivation NSE,8,378(60) Lyon
Ni pi le osei. JNE,IZ,32(60) Tattersall
Ni 58 •6 \ v. ZP.1S3,106(S8) t1untlieh
Ni 65 aetivation PRIVATE COHM.(S8) Sehulftan
Ni 62 mass speetrometry CJC,3lf.17lf2(S6) t1ct1ullen
Ni mirror refleetions PR.96.1Z97(SIf) Allen
Ni vt PR.91.lfSI (53) Go IdbergNi58.60.6\.62.64 pile ose i. PR,88. II1Z(SZ) P_ance
Ni pileose;. CR.23Z.Z089(SI) Gri_land
Ni loeal osei. PR.83.6lf1(SI) pOlMlf"ance
Ni .NisB.60.62 vt diffraetion PR.81.SZ7(SI) Shull
Ni v. PR.83.379(SI) Ueiss
Ni v. PR.77,S7S(SO) Bendt
Ni pile ose i. PPS/A.63.117S(SO) Co INf"
Ni pi le ose;. PR.80,3lf2(SO) Harris
Ni.Ni SB •60 ,62 diffraetion PR.79,39S(SO) Koehler
Ni v. PR.7I,666(lfn f ef"1Il i
Ni vy PR.69.lfll(lf6) Colban
Ni v. JPJ,2lf.569(lf2) I(i_a
Ni vt PR.60.ISS("!> ~itaker
Ni vt PR,S7,976(lfO) Beyer
Ni vtv. PAS/A,162.127(37) Go Idhaber
Ni v. PR,SO,133(36) I'U tehell








v t ".6 PRIV~TE COHM.(73) Good .In
HI 5ll v,v., 15 ~RE-PR/NP-16,"(72) ~XlllaM -CI)Ni ll2 vtv., /f.6 ~Af-PR/NP-18,"(72) f\xIllann ~.
Ni lll Vt v ., 1.35-21.3 PRIV~TE COMM.(72) Block
Hill~ Vt v ., 1/f.3-82.8 PRIV~TE COMM.(72) Block
Ni 5ll v., 13.3-125 PRIV~TE COMM.(72) Froehnet"
Hi llO v., 12.2-162 PRIV~TE COMH.(72) Froehnet-
HilI v., 7.2-69 PRIV~TE COMM.(72) Froehnttr
Hi 51l Vt 0.203 1<t\PL- 3980(72) I<irouac
HI 51l 0.203 PRIV~TE COMH.(72) I<irouac
Hi ll2 v, '12.9-288 KFI<-1517(72) Spencer
Hill~ f't 1'1.3-28" KFK-1517(72) Spencer
Ni 5ll v, 15.3-110.7 KFK-127113(71) Beer
Hi llO v t 12.5-19'1.6 KFK-1271/3(71) Beer
Hi1l2 f't 12.9-288 KFK-1271/3(71) Beer
Hill~ v t 1".3-283.5 KFK-127113(71) Beer
NI v t 32.2-333 PR/C,3,2""7(71) Garg
Ni 5B f', 0-207 PR/C, 3,2""7(71) Garg
Ni BO v t 12."-195 PR/C,3,2I1Lj7(71) Garg
Hi ll2 v, ".5-1"9 PR/C,3,211..7(71) Garg
Hi lll t('Y,n} 11.6-198 PRIC,'',13111(71) Jackson
Ni llO V,"., 1.3-3110 NP/~,163,592(71) Stiegl itz
Ni 61 "t 7.2-69 70HELSINKI,I,619(70) Cho
Hi llO v., 12.5-66 70HEL5INKI,I,633(70) Ernst
Hili f'., 7.2-37 70HELSINKI,I,633(70) Ernst
NI 58 f'., 6.9-12" PR,178,17116(69) Hockenbury
Ni llO v., 1.3~97 PR,178,171f6(69) Hockenbury
Ni lll v., l.lf-90 PR,178,17116(69) Hoekenbury
Ni ll2 v., 2.3-".6 PR,178,171f6(69) Hockenbury
Nill~ v., 9.5-83 PR,178,17116(69) Hoekenbury
Hi 58 v, 107-600 flP,37,367(66) Farre I1
NIIIO lrt 97-591f flP,37,367(66) Farre 11
Ni ll2 vt 9'1-600 flP,37,367(66) Farrell
Hill~ vt 105-583 flP,37,367(66) Farrell
Ni lll v, 7.o-"8.1f PR,I 51, 912(66) Good
Hi 58 vt 0-207 flP,l .. ,387(61) Bi IpuchNjllO vt 1'1.5-199 flP,I'',387(61) Bllpuch
HI,Ni 58 vt 65 f'I'll.-5'l98,52(55) Hibdon
Ni ll2 v t ".2 QRNL-I'l96,11f(52) Pali I ieki
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Comparison of the KeV-capture cross section for
Cr, Fe, Ni on ENDF /B, UKNDL and KEDAK
B. Schatz
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Germany
A comparison of the KeV capture d?ta for the structural materials
on the 3 evaluated nuclear data files ENDF/B,UKNDL, KEDAK is given
on Figs. 1 - 8 for Cr, Figs. l' - 6' for Fe, Figs. 1" - 8" for Ni.
For this comparison the ENDF/B version 3 was used, the UKNDL version
available in 1971 at CCDN, the KEDAK version 2 from 1970. As far as
KEDAK is concerned the version 2 contains for the structural materials
the same data as version 1 from 1967 i.e. the data stern from J.J.
Schmidts evaluations /1/.
The curves marked by points represent the ENDF/B3 data. They were
obtained by calculating the capture cross sections with the
Breit-Wigner single level or multi level formalism using the
ENDF/B3 resonance parameters for the different isotopes and adding
their contributions and the background cross section. This
calculation was performed by J. Schepers at Mol using the code
BRIGITTE which converts ENDF/B data into the KEDAK format.
The curves marked by squares are the smooth cross sections from
-223-
the UK-Nuclear Data Library. The curves marked by crosses give
the smooth capture cross section stored on KEDAK. These data
are in most cases different from those which would be obtained
on the basis of the KEDAK resonance parameters.
As far as Chromium is concerned the KEDAK-data and the UK-data
show a rather smooth behaviour with the exception of the two
resonances at about 1.7 KeV and 6 KeV. The two curves agree in
general well with each other, above 150 KeV the differences amount
to about 10 - 20 %. The UK- and KEDAK-data have the same basis
of experimental data, namely the results of the old lead pile
measurements of Kapchigashev, Popov' /2/. The END:F /B3 data, however,
are based below 350 KeV on the experimental results of Stieglitz
/3/ and above this energy up to 650 KeV those of Bowman et. al. /4/.
The incorporation of these more recent and much improved
experimental data sets in the american file implies that the
ENDF/B capture data show considerable structure in the whole energy
range. In the lower energy range below about 50 KeV the ENDF/B
curve is systematically higher than the other curves by at least
a factor of two.
Concerning Iron the capture data of the UKND- and the ENDF /B3-library
show in structure as well as in magnitude a completely similar
behaviour over the whole energy range, whereas the KEDAK capture
data are systematically higher, in general by a factor between
2 and 3, and have a considerable broader structure than the capture
data on the other two files. These differences can be explained by
the different experimental data basis which for KEDAK goes back
to 1964 and for UKNDL and ENDF /B3 to 1969 /5/.
A comparison of the Nickel capture data shows the following:
Above 200 KeV the UKNDL- and KEDAK-data show no structure at all,
whereas the ENDF/B data have resonance structure up to 650 KeV.
Also below 200 KeV the ENDF/B .data indicate much more structure
!
than the data on the other two files, the UKNDL-data show structure
-224-
even only up to 30 KeV. In the range below 200 KeV the KEDAK-data
are considerably lower (by a factor of about 2 till 4) than the
ENDF/B data. The ENDF/B capture data are below 650 KeV based
on the results of the capture yield measurements of Stieglitz
from 1970 /3/ and Hockenbury from 1969 /5/. The KEDAK-data go back
to the measurements of Bilpuch et.al. /6/ from 1961. Since in the
latter measurements very few resonances could be resolved in
comparison with those resolved in the RPI-measurements and since
in particular no higher l-wave resonances were detected, the
differences between KEDAK and ENDF/B can be understood. For UKNDL
a new evaluation for Ni has been performed and will be included in
the 1973 version of UKNDL, but it could not yet been considered here.
-225-
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Fig. 1 - 8
Cornparison of the kev-capture cross section
for Chrorniurn
on the KEDAK, UKNDL and ENDF/B3 nuclear data
file
)<)OE)( - KEDAK : Version 2 (1970)
0-0-0 - UKNDL (197 I)
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Fig. I' - 6'
Comparison of the kev-capture cross section
for Iron
on the KEDAK, UKNDL and ENDF/B 3 nuclear data
file
:xXXX - KEDAK : Version 2 (1970)
c-o-o - UKNDL (1971)
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Fig. 1" - 8"
Comparison of the kev-capture cross section
for Nickel
on the KEDAK, UKNDL and ENDFffl 3 nuclear data
file
- KEDAK : Version 2 (1970)
- UKNDL (1 971 )
- ENDF/B 3
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Fig.8"
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SUMMARY ON TOP IC II:
EVALUATED DATA
by
P. Rib6n, C.E.N. Saclay
-252'"'
I - RECENT EVALUATIONS OR COMPILATIONS.
1) '~ - ENDF-3 - (Mat 1180) is appreciably different from ENDF-2: the
capture cross section between 2 and 200 keV is smaller and there are
only a few resolved resonances :
54Fe 2 ( e. = 0) and 2 ( e = 1) resonances
56Fe 2 (e = 0) and 12 (e = 1) resonances
57Fe 3 (e = 0) and 8 (e = 1) resonances
- UliliDL - 1973 file (recent evaluation by J. Story) contains about
3500 energy points; above 360 keV the data are taken from ENDF -
MAT 1124. There are parameters for 152 resolved resonances
5~e 27 (e = 0) and 25 ( t = 1) resonances
56Fe 26 (e = 0),37 (t = 1) and 6 (t = 2) resonances
57Fe 25 (e = 0) and 9 (e = 1) resonances
58Fe 2 (e = 0) resonances
- A French evaluation, still in progress, (G. Le Coq and P. Ribon) is
characterised by the inclusion of many simulated resonances; at present
there are parameters for 213 resonances of 56Fe •
2) Ni - ENDF-3 (Mat 1123). The capture cross section between 5 and
20 keV is smaller than in ENDF-2, but is slißhtly greater above 200 keV.
There are 1480 energy points between 1 keV and 0.69 MeV, and resolved
resonance parameters for 294 levels
58Ni 31 (e = 0) and 36 ( e = 1) resonances
60Ni 40 (e = 0) and 49 (e = 1) resonances
6~i 35 (e = 0) and 35 (e = 1) resonances
6~i 24 (f! 0) and 44 ( !~ 1)= C = resonances
- UKNDL - 1973 file (recent evaluation by M. Moxon) contains about
2700 energy points; above 600 keV the data have not been revised. There
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are resolved resonanoe parameters for 314- levels :
58Ni 31 (e = 0) and 4-2 (e ~ 1) resonanoes
60Ni 38 (e = 0) and 44- (e ~ 1) resonanoes
6;i 33 (e = 0) and 27 (e > 1) resonanoes,.-
6~i 26 (e = 0) and 34- (e ~ 1) resonanoes
61 Ni 31 (p = 0) and 8 (e ~ 1) resonanoes(,'
3) Cr - ENDF-3 (Mat 1121) is only slightly different from ENDF 2 from
10 to 20 keV and above 200 keV. It has 1244 energy points between
1 keV and 0.65 MeV, and gives parameters for 183 resonanoes
50Cr 38 (e = 0) and 20 ( ~ = 1) resonanoes
52Cr 14- (e = 0) and 59 ( e = 1) resonanoes
53Cr 15 (f = 0) and 10 ( f = 1) resonanoes
54-Cr 14- (e = 0) and 13 (C = 1) resonanoes
4-) Resonanoe parameters - We also notice the "Atlas of resolved neutron
resonance parameters", edited by "Lawrence Livermore Laboratory", which
is a computerised oompilation of all available resonanoe parameters
(energy, widths and quantum numbers) and gives "selected values". For
example, there are 4-7 resonances for 54pe up to 506.5 keV, 114- for
56Fe up to 1.442 MeV, 13 for 57Fe up to 45.5 keV and 7 for 58Fe up to
10.4- keV.
11 - GENERAL COMMENTS ON RECENT J!.,'VALUATIONS.
They inolude more details on the fluctuations of cross sections with
energy than the previous ones. More precisely, they introduce more
resolved resonanoes.
The old evaluations are based on the lead speotrometer between 5 and
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50 keV mainly for Ni and Cr. The new ones, based on other experiments,
give muoh higher oapture oross seotions in oertain energy regions.
There is no explanation for this faot.
In the i/v energy range, the estimated accuracy of the recent UKNDL
evaluations on Fe and Ni is 1Q%; this accuracy is about 3Q% between 10
and 100 keV (accuracy for an average over a 2 lethargy unit interval).
The importanoe of the small resonances (p- and d-wave resonances) is
emphasised because their contribution to the total capture cross section
is predominant above 10 - 20 keV.
The values of the total radiative widths, ~~ ,are badly known,
although for some resonances the capture areas have been measured.
There is an agreement that, for even target nuclides, \''6 depends
strongly on the parity of the compound state, i.e. from theoretical
consideration it is felt that for negative parity states (t = 1 or
e= 3) the f''(( value could be less than half the values for positive
parity states (e = °or 2). This conclusion is supported by a few
experimental results on resolved resonances, or by analysis of average
cross-sections in the 100 keV energy range.
The value of ~o may fluctuate noticeably from one level to another,
but no de~inite figure is advanced for the dispersion. According to
British results on Co (not corrected for experimental conditions) the
fluctuations have an effective v -value of 7 to 12.
The parameters for the 1.15 keV resonanoe of 56Fe appear to be well-known.
Two independent evaluations give :
story Ribon
E (eV) 1154.±.4 1149
Tn (eV) 0. 0592.±.0. 0032 0.060.±.0.003
"ro (eV) 0.581.±.0.051 0. 605.±.0. 040
e, J 1, 1/2- 1,1/2-
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III - RECOMMENDATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS.
1) Resonanoe interferenoes - For s-wave resonanoes it is neoessary to
take into aooount the resonanoe interferences when calculating the
cross sections; to avoid the use of heavy multilevel oodes for
reactor calculations, the point-wise oross section representation is
I
useful. For the description of narrow resonances, it is necessary
to define energies by 6-figure numbers.
2) Negative energy resonances - At least one negative energy resonanoe
must be introduced for each of the main isotopes; this is adjusted in
order to describe the available thermal and low energy data (capture,
scattering, coherent scattering, total).
Furthermore, the effects of distant resonances should be taken into
account in the formalism. One way of doing this is by the introduction
of fictitious strong resonances at a large negative energy and high
positive energy.
3) Experimental results - The analysis of small resonances which are
resolved in total cross section measurements is useful for they are
generally p- or d-wave resonances, and contribute to most of the
capture.
The consequences of parasitic neutron scattering in the strong s-wave
resonances on the results.of capture cross section measurements have
to be clarified.
Generally the capture area A~ of resonances resolved in capture
cross-section measurement are interpreted as g "n \''l< /T't for ~
resonance; but in fact an s-wave peak may have p- and d-wave resonances
superimposed which give capture contributions of the same order of
magnitude even though their neutron widths are very different.
4) Values of average parameters - We need better information on average
level spacing and radiation width versus spin, parity and energy;
information on the fluctuations of radiation widths are also required.
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-.-1\It is recommended that the total width , of a few resonances
is measured by transmission techniques with cooled samples of natural
iron and nickel below 10 keV in order to determine the radiation
width of p-wave resonances. (Note - Below 10 keV, for p-wave
resonances , 'n « "'0 ,while the Doppler width is of the same order
of magnitude as \'(! .)
5) Information from other sources - It was remarked, but only very
briefly discussed, that other experiments can provide useful
information. In the case of the (~ , n) experiment, with gamma-rays
just above the neutron threshold, a study of the angular distribution,
using time of flight techniques to resolve the levels, can give their
spins. Similar conclusions can be drawn from studies of' the capture
gamma-ray spectra, but this may be more difficult owing to the low
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1/1. It is a p1easure to try to exp1ain you as short1y and
simp1y as possib1e the inf1uence of structura1 material nuclear data on
fast power reactor performances.
First of all, this presentation will deal only with mixed
plutonium oxide fuel1ed, sodium cooled and uranium oxide-sodium reflected
fast reactors. Power range lies between 200 and 2000 MWe •
.../ ...
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At the present stage of fast reactor physics improvement at CEA,
it is considered that stainless steel capture effective cross sections,
mainly Fe, Ni and Cr data,~epresent, together with fission product
capture cross sections, the two first priorities to be requested in the
next WRENDA list /1/. This is the reason why the conclusions of this
meeting are impatiently waited fore
The main power reactor parameters sensitive to capture cross section
of structural materials (Fe,Cr,Ni) are firstly considered : they define
the requested accuracy on the~capture date. Secondly the relative im-
portance of isotopes, the main important multigroup constants and the
main energy range are mentionned. Thirdly, the present knowledge of these
data from reactor physics and integral experiments is discussed on the
basis of the Cadarache multigroup cross section set Version 3,available
from March 1973 and the CEA fast reactor physics programme.
Finally, the influence of other structural material data on core
parameters and the general aspects of structural material date on reac-
tor performances are briefly described.
II- POWER REACTOR PARAMETERS SENSITIVE TO Fe-C~~N~ CAPTURE RATES
II/I.At the present stage of the Version 3 Cadarache cross section set,
the Fe - Cr - Ni capture cross section~are the main unknown variables of
the macroscopic absorption law used to predict the characteristics of
a cleaM power reactor core. This is due to two new aspects of fast rea-
tor physics at CEA: improvement of the knowledge and E' )lution of the
reguested performances.
Ihe prpgramme of fast reactor physics, completed during the last
years, give the waited results ( 2 ) ( 3 ). The accuracy reached on the
predicticns from integral experiments put in evidence new sources of pos-
sible errors previously negligesble it is typically t~8 case for stain-
less steel capture rates.
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At CEA, the requests from the design group moVe from 250 MWe reac-
tor to the 1200 MWe plB~t . At this step, an improvement on the predic-
tions of the critical enrichments·.,hoped, due to the important Plutonium
inventory and the better' accu~Bcy needed for the fuel cycle optimis.ation.
Furthermore, the impact of the load factor could lead to consider the
possibility of an increase of the stainless steel volumic percentage for
the first cores.
11/2.Two main power reactor parameters are sensitive to structural ma-
terial capture rate :
• critical enrichment
• global breeding gain
a) Critical enrichment
The usual "four factors" formula is currently used in fast reac-
tor field to decompose the main parameters important for reactivity :
~
K = n fp f
The parameter f represents the useless capture rates, :
~A Fertile + Fissile
f =
2A Total











The magnitude of this effect is given in table 1 for three enrichments
and 22 % stainless steel volumic composition. It varies between 1.7 and
3.4:% according to the enrichment. For ether design plants, a 5 % effect




( G B G )
In fact, the effect of capture cross sections of structural
material on breeding gain is directly relied to their effect on
reactivity. It can be eas11y demonstrated that the absolute va-
riation of G B G is closely proport1onnel tö. the re8ctivtty varia-







V 1_ - 1 )
K* f
- 1 % in Reff corresponds to - 0.03 in G e G.
IJ/3.Looking to the ord~rs of magnitude of the requests, the more




1 % for kaff for all sourees, that means
0,5 % for the nautronic sources in the clean core
0,03 for G B G
In conclusion, taking into account all possible sources of errors,it
comes from these figures that the reguested accuracv on the capture
cross section of structural materiels must be better than 10 %
in the range + 5 % + 7 %.
... / ....
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111 - MAIN NUCLEAR PATA
111/ J. Rd..t:Lü.v~ ..l!poldanc.e. 06 .uott1pu
For the deBian reectors at CEA, the structural mBterials consist
of stainless steel. In eny cese, for reactor physicists point of view,
tne volumic compnaition nlfMins elmost constant :
Fe ~ 70 \
Cr ~ 18 %
Ni ~ 10 %
The 1 to the capture rate of structuralquantity (f - 1) ~ual
material over the absorption rate in fertile and fissile elements allows
to decompose the effect on reactivity of the various isotopes (see
equation 1). Table 1 aives the effect on reactivity for Fe Cr and Ni.




~ 40 to 50 %
:' 16 to 22 %
~ 10 to 12 %
The main difficulties on these structural material capture
cross sectionscome from the definition of the resonance parameters used
to calculate the se1f 8~ieldina factors. As it is well known from everybpdy
here, mo~t of fast reactor ca1culations are performed now in the multi-
aroup approximation • Self-shieldina effect is taken into account by
factors f calcu1ated from resonance parameters end tabulated versus thea
well-known parameter called dilution: the dilution of the lisotope
self-shielded represents, in .. way, the importance of this isotope in
the definition of the flux fine structure. I just reca1l you that the
self-shieldina factor fais the ratio of the real dilution cross section
to the infinite dilution cross section and so veries between 0 and 1.
For Fe, Cr, Ni element capture reection, the problem of the
definition of th888 factors (or of the determination of resonance para-
meters) i5 comp11ceted by the two approximative1y &qual contributions
... / ...
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to capture cross section. in a simple pF8sentation. from large s wßve
resonance (stronlly self-shielded ) and narrow p wave ones (weakly
self-shieldild ).
Hopefully. for most power reactors. the Fe - Cr - Ni dilutions
do not vary too much
Fe N 10 to 20 barns
Ni ~ 1SO barns
Cr ~ 100 barns
N
f1minimum - 0.5 to 0.6
.. -= 0.95
.. ~ 0.90
The correspondinl self shieldinl factors. estimated from
the present available data. show the problem is mainly important for Fe.
The following table decomposes the Fe self-shielding factor versus
energy for a typical 1200 MWe reactor
E KeV f EKeV fI g
498 - 302 0.90 67 - 41 0.98
302 - 1El3 0.69 41 - 25 0.59
183 - 111 0.87 2S - 15 0,99
111 - 67 0.75
Average over the whole spectrum, the Fe self shielding factor 1s
of the spectra in the 200-2000MWe range. However,0~90, independently
it must be claimed
tiously. From my point
cult to solve that the
these present factors have to be considered cau~
of view, this problem is probably more diffi-
knowledle of the infinite dilution capture
CI'lOSS secUon.
For the three isotopes considered, the most important energy
renle i8 located between 1 and 300 KeV indepßndent~y of the enrichment
(Fil. 1 - Fil. 2) • The followinl table lives the percentage of capture




ENi'-25 " 62 " 26 %
18 \I 64 % 35 "
12 % 66 % 43 %
For stainless steel capture probability. 60 % of capture rate
take pIece also in the seme enerlY range. Notice however the high
level of Nickel capture above 1 MeV.
The capture probabiUty law for e standard stainless stssl
differs largely fram the total mecroscopic capture law (FiG.3) and
is more similar to the total mecroscopic absorption probability law.
Looking to ths capture average microscopic cross sections jt
can be seen that ~11 variations exist as a function of snrichment.
speci~ly for stanle66 steel :
EN\I Fe mb Ni mb Cr mb Stainless stesl mb
25 6.5 23 5.8 8.0
18 6.8 20 6.4 8.1
12 7.6 18 7.7 8.6
J~/l. The new Cadareche multigroup cross section set Version 3.
available from March 1973. hes been adjusted on a lot of integral
experiments. main1y cell parameters : meterial buckling. Koo •
spectrel indices.
Among structurel material captures.only the infinite dilution Fe capture
cross section has been adjusted.
... / ...
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The 8tain1e88 stee1 vo1umic percentage in the 1attices used in
the adjustment var1es between 10 end 22 \ for the mejority of the cores
tbet correspond to 1 to 3.5 , in Keff accord1ng to the enrichment.
For all t~eae ceses,there are no discrepency between celcu1ated and mee-
sUFed va1ues 1arger than an equiva1ent of 0.6 , in react1vity.
~or two cores, one "K Q,Q = 1" experiment (ZEBRA 8 C) and one
material buckl1ng experiment (ZEBRA 9), the vo1umic percentagesof stain-
1ess stee1 are respective1y 60 % and 50 %. This corresponds to 10 %
and 5.3 % in Keff. In the two 1attices, after adjustment of Fe capture
cross sections. the agreement between calcu1ated and experimental va1ues is
about the same on8 that for other 1attices with 20 % stain1ess stee1.
From these results. 1t is conc1uded that in the range of stslLn1ess stee1
vo1umic percentage of power reactor. the effective captur~ cross sectlon
QffÜ,and.ar.d steinless :stee1 in the Version 3 cross secUon seit 15 accurate
anoush cornpared to tha requests. But Fe captut'e cross s.ect1on adjustments
are defined by these two 1attice5.
IV/f. That conclusion does not mean necesserely that Fe, Cr. Ni
infinite dilution capture cross section end 5e1f shie1ding fectors in
this Version 3 are corrected : compensetions cen exist.
Looking to reactivity worth measurements of statn1ess stee1.
mild stee1. Nickel and Chromium ~e1ative to Pu 239 and U 235 performed
in severa1 1attices. particu1arly at ERMlNE. general trends can be
observed ~n the ratio ca1cu1ation over Ixperiment :
stainless steel
C ':! 0.9 to 1.10l
Mild steel or Fe
C AI 1.5 to 1.8--:r -
Nickel




Considering the weI1-known dlfficulties of anelysis of such experimen~s
and the contribution of the s10wing down term to reactivity worth. 1t
i5 tentatively conc1uded thet in the Version 3 cross section set :
IV +
Fe effective capt~re cross s8ct10n8 are too h1gh:- 40 - 30'
Cr effecUve capture CDass sections are too 1aw ~35 ! 20 %
Ni effecUve capture cross s8cUons are too low : ~50 ! 30 %
... / ...
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Standard 304 stainless steel cepture cross sections are corrected
+
- 0 - 15 \
- Two r~ks must be done :
+
a) Even taking into &ccount an uncertainty of - 30 \ on the
slowing down effect in the reactivity worth. these tnands romain
significant
b) No self shielding factors are used presently for Cr and
Ni. That means that infinite dilution capture cross section for these
two isotopes are too low by ebout ts and Ie \ respectively.
IV/3.When microscopic cross sections used in the Veruion 3
cross section set are compared to differential measurements and evalua-
tions. it appears that for Cr (FiS. 5) end Ni (Fig. 6) a large increaee
of microscopic capture in the range 1 - 100 KeV can be done. Preliminary eva-
I
luatiQns by LECOQ et a1 based on SPITZ measurements lead to the
following results for infinite dilution
Stainless
Fe mb Ni mb Cr mb StHl mb
Standard 7.9 19 7.. 4 9.4
LECOQ 71 14 38 15 17.4
These results are conff~d by the recent m.asurements of LERlGOLEUR
at CAOARACHE presented to this meeting.
However for Fe. the different1el measurements susgest also
a large increase of capture cross section (FiS. 4),in contradiction
with the results ofintesral experiments for ~ld steel or stamnless
steel.
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IV/4. IR COR~~", it appears clearly that the agreement
obtained for sta.m~ess steel in Version 3 i8 due to compensations between
Fe,Ni, Cr infinite dilution cross sectio~and 8elf shielding factars.
T"P transpose resultB "rom integral experiments to design plant with
possible different dilutions or compositions, it is unsatisfactory
to work with such compensation. That is a reason of the first priority
jivento the knowledse of infinite dilution capture cross sectio~
+ +
of5e,Cr and Ni to - 5 t end se1f shie1dina fact ars toabout - 3 %.
v .., IMMORTANCE OF OTHER STRUCTURAL MATERIAL VATA
- Only same brief remarks will be dons.
- In standard stainless steel, volumic percentags of Mn and
~ can reach :2 \. Considerin; the averale microscopic capture cross
section .of these isotopes (Mo ~ 140 mb - Mn ~ 65 Mb), it is necessary
+
to know these crolB sections to ebout - 20 %.
-Ine1astic crOBB section of stainless steel representsbetWaen
30 \ and 45 \ of t~ total lnela.tic tnoäs $ectibn sbove 1 MeV.
+ +These cross sections are requested to - 5 \ for Fe, - 20 % for Chromium
+arid - 30 % for Nickel.
- For t heatinl and shieldinl purpose. spectra of secondary 1
rad~ation are requested with better eccurecy (~10 %).
- No better eccuracies on capture cross section are requested
fIDom shieldinl purposes than from core parameters. But Fe, Ni and Cr
+
total cross section must be known to about - 3 %t anlular distribu-
tion for elastic scattering has to be known accurately, for example-2 " on..;'4.
- Fina11y cross s~ctions (n, p), (n,« )must be defined to
about + 20 " for 9Nelling and damege problems.
•/1/ BARRE J.Y. et a1
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" .,
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dKK (%) 1J 7 2}3 3 J4
Isotope Fe er Ni Fe Cr Ni Fe Cr Ni
1
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ON TRE INFLUENCE OF TRE CAPTURE CROSS SECTION
OF IRON ON TRE INTEGRAL PROPERTIES OF
SOME FAST REACTOR CRITICAL ASSEMBLIES
by
R. Räggb10m
AB Atomenergi, Studsvik, Fack, S-611 01 Nyköping, Sweden
Abstract
Ca1culations have been made on the sensitivities of fast reactor
data to changes in the capture cross section of iron. ENDF/B-III
neutron data 1ibrary has been used for calcu1ations on the FRO
assemb1y,lQ on ZPR-III/32 and on the inner core of ZPPR-2. The
SPENG library has been used for the ZPR-III cores 29, 35, 48, 53
and55.
Contribution to the EACRP/EANDC working group meeting in
Karlsruhe, May 8-9, 1973
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1. Introduction
The atomic density of iron is in a 1arge fast sodium coo1ed breeder
of the order of 20 per cent. The parasitic absorption is 5-10 per
cent of the total absorption. Because of the 1arge uncertainties
in the capture data [1, 2J, it is important to investigate the
effect of these uncertainties on fast reactor integral data.
Extensive studies have been made by Row1ands et a1. [2J. The iran
cross sections in the UKNDL and ENDF/B-III are in many respects
similar but it is important to note that the integral data are also
dependent upon the neutron spectrum. Ca1cu1ations using ENDF/B may
therefore give resu1ts which differ from those obtained with the
UKNDL.
The methods for calcu1ating sensitivities to changes in neutron
data are necessari1y approximate. This is because there is need
for calcu1ations on a 1arge number of nuclides, neutron reactions,
and energy ranges. In the present work perturbation theory is used.
The computer programme PERSEN ca1culates changes in keff using a
spherica1 reactor model with one or two regions. The programme FUGUE
[3J calculates changes in keff , reaction rate ratios, and reactivity
worths using a fundamental mode approximation. Thus, the calcu1ations
on multi-zoned reactors were on1y concerned with the inner zone. They
may still be of va1ue because of the small f1ux gradients in the
inner zones. Thus central reaction rate ratios are not essentia1ly
affected by the surrounding regions. For ZPPR-2 the change in keff
has been calculated with FUGUE using the composition of the inner
core zone on1y. The resu1t is of course different from what it
wou1d be for the right composition, but it still gives an estimation
of the requested accuracy of the c~oss sections concerned.
The assemblies considered in this work are most1y sma11 and they
have therefore a relative1y hard neutron spectrum. The extrapola-
tion of the sensitivities to a large reactor is very uncertain, but
the iran content of the assemblies varies between very 1arge limits.
The result for apower reactor is therefore supposed not to be
very far away from the range of the results obtained here.
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2. Compositions and other fundamental data
The compositions of the uranium fuelled cores are given in Table 1
and the plutonium fuelled cores in Table 2. For ZPR-III/SS and
ZPPR-2 only the innennost zones were considered. This is quite
sufficient in the first case because B
2
= 0 and there is virtually
m 2
no influence from the outer zones. For ZPPR-2 the calculated B,
m
was also rather small. The other ZPR-III assemblies and the FRO
assemblies had only one core zone. The reflector compositions are
given elsewhere, e.g. in ref. 4. Table 3 gives the geomet.rical
dimensions, the mass of fissile material, the cross section library
used in the calculations, and the calculated keff . A short
description of the da ta in the SPENG library is given in ref. 4.
It is worth mentioning here that the iron data follow the J.J.
Schmidt evaluation [SJ up to 10 MeV. Thus, the capture cross
section is in average much larger than in ENDF/B-III. The methods
for obtaining k
eff
with different corrections for heterogeneity
etc are also given in ref. 4. No va1ues for ZPPR-2 are given in
Table 3 because only fundamental-mode evaluations were made. For
this assembly ENDF/B-III data were used. The material buckling
obtained was 6.13'10-4 cm-2
For some central reaction rate ratios in ZPPR-2 the fol10wing
values were obtained
= 0.0217 = 1.110 = 0.1652 , 0.302
(J (Fe)
c = 0.0070
A figure which is important for the breeding ratio is the capture
rate in 238U to the absorption in 239pu. This value was 0.836 for
the central material with the critical buckling va1ue.
A remarkable result was the large value of keff for ZPR-III/32
using ENDF/B-III. This assembly has the highest iron content of all.
The result indicates that the capture cross section of iron may be
too 10w.
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For comparison with the work by Takano and Ishiguro, published for
this meeting, calculations of the iron capture cross section have
been made for different values of the background cross section,
o • The cross sections are obtained in the following way. Starting
o
from ENDF/B-III an intermediate library was produced. This library
contains both point-by-point and self-shielded group cross sections.
The latter type of data were produceq for iron in the region
35-60 keV, using the single-level resonance formula. J-functions were
calculated using the intermediate resonance approximation. For
infinite background cross section the contribution from each resonance
was assumed to be confined to the energy group considered. For finite
values of 0 the tails of the resonances were allowed to contribute
o
to the cross sections of adjacent groups. Therefore, shielding
factors cannot be correctly calculated für this region. In the rest
of the resonance region point-by-point cross sections were calculated
using the multilevel formalism. Then, having obtained an intermediate
library, group cross sections were calculated for the whole energy
region of interest. This was done by considering homogeneous mixtures
of iron and a fictious atom with unit atomic weight and the potential
cross section was then given by the atomic ratio between the two
nuclides. The weighting function in the group cross section calcula-
tion was inversely proportional to the total macroscopic cross section.
The capture cross sections obtained are given in Table 7.
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3. Sensitivity ca1cu1ations
The sensitivity of an integral quantity I. to a change in a
~











may also inc1ude data describing the neutron spectrum. In the1.
~
present work on1y k
eff
and reaction rate ratios were inc1uded.
Changes ~n keff were obtained by the usua1 first order perturba-
tion theory. Hereby the computer programme PERSEN was norma11y used.
It is limited to spherica1 geometry and two regions. Changes in
reaction rate ratios were obtained by general perturbation theory,
deve10ped by Usachef [6J and by Gandini [7J. The corresponding com-
puter code FUGUE [3J is zero-dimensional.
The index n defines a g~ven reaction and a given energy group. In
order to limit the size of the matrix S. the number of energy
~ ,n
groups were 1imited to six. When using the SPENG 1ibrary the energy
boundaries were: 10 MeV, 0.82 MeV, 0.183 MeV, 41 keV, 9.1 keV,
0.75 keV and 0.04 eV. In the later ca1cu1ations with the ENDF/B
library the two lowest boundaries were changed to 2.03 keV and
1. 5 eV.
The sensitivities of k
eff
to a 1 % change in the iron capture
cross sections are given in Table 4. It is important to note that
the values for ZPPR-2 are about as 1arge as those for ZPR-III/29
and ZPR-III/32 which have much 1arger iron contents. Thus, the size
of the assembly is very important. Further, the contribution is
largest in the lowest energy group for the plutonium fue11ed
assemblies and for FRa/lO. the total sensitivities are for three
of the assemblies of the order of 2'10-4 . That means that a 100 per
cent change in the iron capture cross section changes keff by
about 2 %.
Tab1es 5 and 6 give the sensitivities of some centra1 reaction rate
ratios for FRO/IO and ZPPR-2. It is seen that they are of the same
order as the sensitivities of keff • The sensitivity of the ratio




The requested accuracy of the capture cross section of iron is
of course dependent upon the accepted uncertainty in the integral
data. For k eff a usually accepted uncertainty is 1 %. To this
error there are, however, contributions from a 1arge number of
sourees. It seems reasonab1e to assume that the contribution from
cr (Fe) should not be larger than 0.1 or 0.2 %. Then the allowed
c
error is about10 %. The contributions from different energy
regions are of course not coherent. If the corre1ation between
errors in different energy ranges is sma11 the a1lowed partial
errors can be severa1 times larger.
The inf1uence from uncertainties in a (Fe) upon uncertainties ~n
c
reaction rate ratios inc1uding the breeding ratio is not of major
importance. The uncertainties in a ( 238U) and a(239pu) are stillc
overwhe1ming the influences from errors in other data.,
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Tab1e 1: A · .. . -22 f h . f 11 dtom~c dens~t~es t~mes 10 or t e uran~um ue· e cores
Gore No. 238U 235U Ni Fe Gr Al Na 0 G H
FRa/la 1. 963 0.498 0.048 1.489 0.096 1. 619 0.187 0.374
ZPR-III
29 0.479 0.2386 0.227 1.499 0.380 1.471 1.392
32 0.032 0.4445 0.747 4.917 1.245
35 0.014 0.1949 0.456 3.009 0.761 0.782 0.398
Tab1e 2: Atomic densities times 10-22 for the plutonium fue11ed cores
Gore No. 242pu 241pu 240Pu 239pu 238U 235U Mo Ni Fe Mn Gr Si Al Na G
ZPR-III
48 .0010 .0106 .1649 .7406 .0206 .1308 .9899 .2658 .0110 .6230 2.0765
53 .0011 .0107 .1661 .2610 .0006 .0208 .0814 .7474
j
.0078 .1859 .0091 .0111 5.5811
55x) .0005 .0051 .1069 1. 5380 .0003 .0839 ! .0111 3.7269.61771 .1896







Table 3: Geometrical dimensions, mass of fissile material, cross section 1ibrary used and
calcu1ated keff for the assemb1ies considered
Core No. Cyl. rad. Cyl.height Rad.blank. Ax.blank. Sph.rad. Mass X-sect. keff
cm cm cm cm cm kg library
FRO/IO 20.30 38.70 30 39 i 112.2 ENDF/B-III 0.9982
ZPR-III 30 30




30.84 I 213 ENDFlB-III 1.0516
35 30 30 53.50 485 SPENG 1.0089
! 48 41. 71 I 76.35 30 30 46.70 277 .3 SPENG 1.0029
I 53 34.37 60.96 30 30 149.15 SPENG 1.020755 f ! SPENG 0.970 x)I







Tab1e 4: Sensitivity S'105 of keff to a 1 % change in the iron capture cross sections
Energy FRO/IO ZPR-III/29 ZPR-III/32 ZPR-III/35 ZPR-III/48 ZPR-III/53 ZPR-III/55 ZPPR-2
group inner core
1 -0.97 - 1.92 - 3.90 - 0.95 -0.68 - 0.89 - 0.72 - 1. 93
2 -1.19 - 3.42 - 7.40 - 4.23 -1.51 - 0.85 - 0.77 - 3.30
3 -0.89 - 3.83 - 5.56 - 2.68 -1.37 - 1.09 - 1.03 - 3.43
4 -0.62 - 8.71 - 2.40 - 2.30 -0.90 - 3.34 - 3.04 - 2.52
5 -0.40 - 1.69 - 0.74 - 0.18 -0.39 - 2.06 - 1.55 - 1.22
6 -3.27 - 1.09 - 1.29 - 0.84 -4.60 .... 7.52 - 4.64 - 7.79
---- ---- ------- ------1-------- ------ ------- ------ ------









Tab1e 5: Sensitivity S'105 of centra1 reaction rate ratios ~n FRO/10
to a 1 % change in the iron capture cross sections
Energy Changes in
group 28/ 25 28/ 25








t Total 6.03 -1.12
5Tab1e 6: Sensitivity S'10 of centra1 reaction rate ratios in
ZPPR-2 to a 1 % change in the iron capture cross sections
Energry
group
Changes in the fo11owing rrr:s
1 - 0.98 -0.047 0.10 0.12
2 3.51 -0.292 - 0;54 - 0.68
3 3.97 -0.975 - 2.10 - 2.86
4 I 2.90 -1.175 - 2.81 - 4.59
r _:__ -' _~~:: JI_=;:~:~__=_~~~~ __=2~~:; _
Total r- 19.69 -7.772 -13.22 -34.07
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Tab1e 7: Capture Cross Sections at Different 0 and at 300 °K
o
ABBN Energy Range 0 (mb)
Group (keV) c
No. o =00 1000 b 100 b 10 b
0
6 400 -800 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
7 200 -400 5.70 5.70 5.70 5.69
8 100 -200 5.83 5.83 5.84 5.83
9 46.5 -100 8.98 8.97 8.91 8.65
10 21. 5 - 46.5 16.43 16.49 15.22 12.41
11 10.0 - 21.5 4.94 4.94 4.90 4.65
12 4.65- 10.0 21. 31 21.24 20.71 18.70 I
13 2.15- 4.65 6.72 6.72 6.71 6.62 I! 14 1.0- 2.15 298.28 283.42 208.89 111.61
I. I
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Central reactivity coefficients (CRCs) ofstructural materials
Cr, Fe, Ni and stainlesssteel are studied for a number of fast
reactor assemblies. The discrepancies between measured and
calculated material worths are discussed. In order to localize
possible sources of error, the relative contribution of ab-
sorption, elastic and inelastic scattering as well as the
sensitivity of the material worths to errors in cross section
data is brought in relation to the amount of dis agreement
between theory and measurement.
1. Introduction and conclusions
The accuracy requested for integral reactor parameters such
as global breeding gain, keff , critical enrichment etc. con-
trasts with the actual uncertainties with respect to the keV
absorption cross section data of structural materials. There
is strong evidence that the fairly good agreement between meas-
ured and calculated integral reactor parameters specific für
stainless steel 72/18/10 (SS 304) is due to compensation of
errors and somewhat artificial, sinceit is the result of a
cross section data adjustment based on these very parameters.
'This paper deals with this problem by presenting the results
of a Etudy of central reactivity coefficients (CRCs) for a
number of fast reactor assemblies of the ZPR 111, VERA,MASURCA
and ERMINE type. Most of this work was performed in 1969 and
1970 with the support of the CEA Cadarache. Since a very care-
ful investigation of systematic errors has been performed, the
main conclusions drawn in this paper should not have lost their
weight although theoretical and experimental methods involved
in CRC measurement and calculation have been improved in the
meantime.
In 1969 J.Ravier suggested /1/ a modification of the absorp-
tion cross section data of Fe,Cr and Ni in the Cadarache cross
section set Version 2. On the one hand this was düne in view of
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recent measurements of absorption cross sections of structur~l ma-
terials by Spitz et ale /2/, Hoxon /3/ and Hockenbury /4/, on the
.other hand in view of the discrepancies between measured and
calculated CRCs /5/. The extent of these modifications suggests
that uncertainties regarding the basic data of structural materials
have been so far assessed too optimisticallY (e.g. /6/).
In this paper we shall discuss briefly what is the influence of
this modification on the calculated CRCs and, as a consequence, on
the discrepancies between calculated and measured material worths.
After a detailed study of all possible sources of error due to
the method of calculation, we draw the following conclusions:
- The uncertaintiesattached to the calculated CRCs (due to
errors in cross section data) largly exceed the experimental
errors.
- A fairly good agreement for stainless steel is in contrast
to very poor results for Cr, Fe and Ni taken separately.
- The predictions of reactor parameters (as obtained with the
actually available cross section data) should not be trusted
ifsteel with a composition different from the usual one (72/18/10)
is used and/or if cores having a volumic percentage of structural
materials depassing the usual range (~10 to 22 %) are considered.
- The adjustment of absorption cross sections alone will not permit
one to obtain good agreement between calculated and measured
CRCs in all types of real and adjoint spectrastudied; scat-
tering cross section data and/or the adjoint spectra are thought
to contribute significantlY to the discrepancies between theory
and experiment.
As a consequence, we make the following suggestions:
- High priority should be given to improvements of keV absorption
cross section data ofstructural materials, both of infinite
dilute cross sections and of resonance self-shielding factors.
- The reliability of calculation procedures used for the calcula-
tion of the adjoint spectra should be checked.
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- The influence of errors in the scattering cross section data
of structural materials on the discrepancies between calculated
and measured reactivity coefficients should be investigated.
2. Calculation of the Material Worths
In table 1 wehave listed the essential characteristics of the
reactor assemblies in the centre of which the reactivity coeffi-
cients of Cr, Fe, Ni and stainless steel (88) are studied. This
table shows, for each assembly, the nature of the fuel, the fuel
enrichment, the central' fission rate ratio U-238 to U-235 and
the number of structural material atoms in the core material. In
addition, it shows the ratio 0~ to 0~, i.e. the importance of
neutrons in the 5th energy group (ranging from r...J 500 to rV 800 keV)
relative to that of neutrons with energies exceeding ~ 3.7 MeV.
This last parameter is closely related to the shape of the neutron
importance function vs. energy and it turns out to be an excellent
classification parameter for the various reactor assemblies with
respect to the objective of this study.
We performed our calculations on the basis of version 2 of the
Cadarache cross section set (referred to as "standard version")
and on the "modified" or "capturing" version of this set as defined
by J.Ravier /1/. The transition leading from the standard to the
modified (capturing) version is performed by multiplying the
standard group constants by the factors given in table 2.
The effective equivalent cross sections of the various assemblies
are computed in a cell calculation. In general, these cells are
supposed to be geometrically homogeneous ("homogeneous cross sec-
tilns"), whereas the resonance heterogeneity is always taken into
account. Both the homogeneous and the heterogeneous cross sections
were available only for Masurca 1 B at that time.
These flux weighted group constants are used for determing the
space dependence of the real and the adjoint neutron spectra in the
84-approximation to the neutron transport theory.
The average of the perturbed neutron flux in the sample (a detailed
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description of thestructural material samples can be found in
15/)is calculated by means of a computer programme described in 17/,
which is based upon a formulation of the transport equation in
terms of collision probabilities and which assumes the incident
neutron current to be isotropie and unperturbed.
Using the standard formulae for perturbation calculations, the
CRCs of the structural materials Fe, Cr, Ni and SS are calculated
and compared to measured worths.
3. Error Analysis
Before discussing the discrepancies between measured and calcu-
lated reactivity worths, we should emphasize that a very careful
error estimation has been performed regarding errors due to im-
perfeet calculation procedures. In the following, we shall briefly
discuss these error sourees. More details can be found in ref./5/.
For a few assemblies and a few samples we have checked our second
order perturbation (SOP) theory by a straight forward calculation
of the perturbed neutron flux with transport theory. Though we
found SOP and direct calculation in fairly good agreement, an
empirical correction procedure was established and applied to all
SOP results.
In the Cadarache cross section set, no resonance self shielding
factors are defined for the absorption cross sections of er and
Ni, and only a few (from 15 to 500 keV) for Fe.
On the assumption that for a given dilution the effect of absorp-
tion self-shielding is about the same for Cr and Ni as it is for
Fe, the range of uncertainty due to partial or total absence of
absorption resonance self-shielding is estimated.
The reactivity effect per gramme of a sample depends not only
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on the size of the sample, but also on the concentration of the
sample material in the vicinity of the sample.
At the time this study was performed, there were no computer
programmes available for a calculation of the exact "mean dilution"
of the sample cross sections in the case ofstructural materials.
Therefore we used for the perturbation calculations the group con-
stants of the sample material at the dilution of this very ma-
terial in the core surrounding the sample. This is referred to as
"core dilution".
A very conservative error estimate is then obtained by doing the
perturbation calculations once again, this time with the sample
group constants at zero dilution.
For the reference material (U-235 in uranium samples), the SOP
calculations could be done with the correct dilution which was calcu-
lated by a computer programme by A.Khairallah /8/. In all instances,
the difference between SOP results based on group constants at
the exact dilution and on those at the core dilution, did not exceed
significantlY 1 % for U-235. In most instances the errors due to
self-shielding and dilution of the sample (§ 3.2 and § 3.3 resp.)
do not exceed 5 % for Fe, 10 % for Cr and 20 % for Ni.
2~~_~~!~rQg~D~!!Y_~ff~2!2_g~~2~9_QY_!b~_~~!~~Qg~D~Q~~_§!~~2!~~2
Qf_!b~_g~g!QD_§~~~Q~D9!Dg_!b~_§~~2!~
In Masurca 1El all materials worths are calculated twice: once with
"homogeneous" and once with "heterogeneous" cross sections, ie. with
cross sections defined in a homogenized cell and in a cell with
the actual heterogeneous structure taken into account, respectively.
The discrepancies between the "homogeneous" and "heterogeneous"
results for CRCs did not exceed a few percent in any case.
The accuracy of the space dependence of the neutron flux, in
particular of the perturbed neutron flux, was checked by a straight
forward neutron transport calculation. Neglecting the influence of
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the sampie on the incident neutron current leads in general to an
error inferior to the experimental error. Nevertheless all calcu-
lated material worths given in this paper are corrected for this
effect using an interpolation scheme established empiricallY.
The accuracy of the energy dependence of the calculated adjoint
neutron flux was not investigatedat that time. We therefore refer
to E.Kiefhaber who stated in arecent paper /9/ that a typical
degree of uncertaintyattributed to usual few-group (e.g. 25-group)
CRC calculations is N 5 % for Cr and Fe and N 10 % for Ni. These
values were obtained for the ZPR 111-48 assembly.In the ZPR 111-48
real and adjoint spectra hardly any compensations occur between the
reactivity effects of absorption, elastic and inelastic scattering.
The contribution of the elastic scattering to the reactivity effect
is relatively small because of compensations between the energy
groups. Therefore a higher degree of uncertainty than the one listed
by Kiefhaber is to be expected for assemblies with adjoint spectra
involving higher contribution of the elastic scattering to the CRC
of the sampie.
4. Results
In figures 1 to 4 we have compiled for Cr, Fe, Ni and stainless
steel 304 (72 % Fe, 18 % Cr, 10 % Ni) respectively, the ratio
C : E, i.e. calculated to measured central reactivity coefficient.
The error bars indicate the experimental uncertainties as they are
listed in refs. /10/ to /33/.
One observes that the ratio C : E as a function of our classifica-
tion parameter has about the same shape for all materials:
- If calculated with thestandard cross sections, the ratio C : E
slightly decreases with increasing parameter 0t : ~1' i.e. with
increasing slope of the adjoint neutron fluxat high energies.
- If calculated with the modified absorption cross sections, the
ratio C : Eincreases with increasing classification parameter
value.
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Furthermore fig. 1 shows that the agreement between calculation and
experiment could be improved
+- for small values of the parameter 05
standard absorption cross sections.
0+ by increasing the
1
- for large values of the parameter by decreasing the standard
absorption cross section.
This means that by simply adjusting the absorption cross sections
one can never fit experimental and calculated results in the whole
range of real and adjoint spectra investigated in this paper.
This incompatibility of correction requirements is found for the
other structural materials as well. Thus we are led to the conclusion
that errors in the scattering cross sections and/or (much more
likely) in the calculation of the neutron importance function may
contribute largely to the disagreement between calculated and measure
central reactivity coefficients.
Figs. 1 to 4 show a relatively good agreement between theory and
experiment for stainless steel 304 as compared to a relativily poor
agreement for iron, chromium and nickel taken separately.
Evidently the good agreement for stainless steel is artificial and
due to a compensation of errors. We conclude therefrom that for
other types of steel (i.e. LaI' anO-t--herFe--Gl?~Ni percentage) theoret-
ical results would be much less in agreement with experimental
results.
Fig.5 to 8 give again C : E as a function of the classification
parameter, this time together with the uncertainties arising from
calculation procedures as discussed in § 3; in particular they give
- the upper limit of the uncer±ainties due to the treatment of
absorption resonance self-shielding (partial or total absence
of shielding factors, poor knowledge of the correct dilution)
- the upper limit of the uncertainties due to the treatment of
scattering resonances (poor knowledge of the correct dilution)
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In the lower half of these figures one finds the ratio C : E for the
sampIe materials Cr (fig.S), Fe (fig.6), Ni (fig.7), and stainless
steel 304 (fig.8) calculated with the standard cross sections, in
the upper half one finds the same ratios calculated with the modified
(" capturing") cross sections.
It can bestated that uncertainties due to imperfect calculation
procedures (resonance self-shielding, dilution, second order perturba-
tion calculation, heterogeneity) are important, but do not explain the
whole extent of discrepancies between calculated and measured ma-
terial worths. This conclusion should be correct even if the effect
of errors in the adjoint flux calculation were taken into account.
If one would like to make a more sophisticated error analysis, one
has to look at the contributions of the absorption, the elastic and
the inelastic scattering to the CRCs. This will also lead to a better
understanding of the meaning of our classification parameter. Figs.
S to 13 illustrate the absolute contributions of absorption, elastic
and inelastic scattering to the CRCs of Cr, Fe, Ni and SS, respectively.
These figures show that the classification parameter 0; : 0~ classifies
the critical assemblies according to the relative contribution of
the absorption effect and to the absolute contribution of the effect
of elastic and inelastic scattering to thestructural material worths
in these assemblies.
Therefore the assemblies are arranged with respect to the amount of
compensation between the three effects contributin~to the danger
coefficient and, consequently, with respect to the sensitivity of
the reactivity effect to uncertainties regarding the group constants.
This statement might be important for answering the question whether
or not absorption group constants should be adjusted by minimizing
the discrepancies between calculated and measured material worths.
We think thatit is reasonable to adjust absorption cross section
data using CRCs if a careful analysis is performed for each of the
assemblies under consideration. The objective of this analysis should
be to ass ure that discrepancies between calculation and measurement
come predominantly from errors specific to absorption cross section
data. As can be seen from figs. 9 to 11, the value of the classifica-
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. 0+ 0+ . f" Ctl0n parameter 5: 1 mlght be one 0 the c!"lterla whether the RCs
obtained in a given assembly should be used in an adjustment procedure~
The last results we present in this paper concern the sensitivity of
the calculated material worths of Cr, Fe and Ni to uncertainties in
the absorption cross sections and the importance of this kind of
uncertainties as compared to the experimental errors.
In Table 3 we have listed some results, in particular the relative
deviation of the material worth calculated with the modified cross
section set with respect to the one calculated with the standard one.
We have compared these "numerical error widths" to the experimental
error widths as they are reported in refs. /10/ to /33/.
If one accepts that the difference between the "standard" and the
"modified" absorption cross sections of Fe,Cr and Ni is a measure for
the extent of uncertainty regarding our knowledge of the cross
sections of structural materials, then thi s table tells us that the
resulting uncertainty regarding calculated material worth exceeds
in all but a few assemblies the experimental error widths. Figs.
12 to 14 illustrate this statement. This leads us to the last con-
clusion of this paper: The error widths due to faulty cross section
data and to crude approximations in the calculation procedures largely
exceed the experimental error widths. Further refinements of CRC
measuring techniques might be postponed to improvements of CRC ana-
lysis.
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Table 1
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ASSEMBLIES
Assembly (1 ) (2 ) ( 3) (4) ( 5 )
ZPR 111 - 5 U 235 17.9 .07055 .01039 .8196
11 U 235 11.7 .03852 .00779 .6152
12 U 235 20.9 .04619 .00779 .7301
25 U 235 8.8 .03109 .00779 .5993
30 U 235 39.5 .04225 .02089 .8920
ZPR 111 - 31 U 235 38.8 .04443 .02091 .8664
32 U 235 93.3 .04332 .06909 .9514
33 U 235 93.1 .04867 .05 24 .9568
34 U 235 31. 2 .03408 .02097 .8847
35 U 235 93.3 .02907 .04226 1.0210
ZPR 111 - 41 U. 235 17.0 .03921 .01193 .7135
44 U + Pu .07297 .01697 .9221
47 Pu 17.2 .02366 .01424 .8105
48 A Pu 19.2 .03015 .01383 .8167
48 B Pu 19.7 .01388 .8113
ZPR 111 - 49 Pu 19.2 .03312 .01371 .8014
50 Pu 19.2 .02632 .00991 .8285
VERA - 1 B U 235 92.9 .0701 .00851 1.0263
5 A U 235 92.9 .0455 .00851 1.1453
MASURCA - 1 B U 235 30.3 .03432 .00581 .9607
ERMINE 11 U2 Bloc G U 235 30.3 .0175+ .006127 1.4469+


















in the middle of the bloc G (reduced densitiy graphite)
in the middle of the graphite bloc
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TABLE 2
CORRECTION APPLIED BY / 1/ TO THE GROUP CONSTANTS
OF THE STANDARD VERSION "2" OF THE CADARACHE CROSS
SECTION SET (Standard version multiplied by given
correction factors leads to the r'eviewed version)




7 1.18 1.35 1.2
8 2.0 1. 45 1.65
9 2.58 2.05 2.62
10 3.28 4.8 2.92
11 3.6 12.5 2.75
12 3.45 3.8 1.7
13 7.6 2.8 2.24
14 1. 72 2.5 1.
15 1.36 1.7 1.





SENSITIVITY OF MATERIAL WORTHS TO VARIATIONS
IN ABSORPTION CROSS SECTIONS (as given in
Table 5) COMPARED TO EXPERIMENTAL UNCERTAINTIES
(as given in/l0/ through /33/)
Fe CI' Ni
ASSEMBLY theor. exp. theor. exp. theor. exp.
( %) ( %) ( %) ( %) (%) ( %)
ZPR 111 - 25 10.0 9 - - - -
11 10.1 6 11.7 6 13.1 5-
41 15.2 31 21.2 - 23.4 -
12 - - - - 41.7 -
49 17.1 .4 34.0 4 39.0 1
ZPR 111 - 47 19.3 2 52.9 5 93.1 5
48 B 17.6 5 25.5 8 48.2 2
48 A 17.9 2 46.4 6 61. 0 1
5 19.4 - 25. 7 - - -
50 20.3 4 - - 63.7 2
ZPR 111 - 31 52.0 33 - - - -
34 62.5 37 150.0 - 216.0 9
30 75.0 25 - - - -
44 72.0 8 - - - -
ER!'1INE 11 U2 Bloc de - - - - 211. 9 -
graphite
ZPR 111 - 32 -62.0 125 -49.1 12 16.9 14
33 -45.8 250 -52.4 23 -162.6 36
JvlASURCA 1 B 60.9 7 293.0 - 164.4 1
ZPR 111 - 35 -85.9 45 176.7 - -551.0 -
VERi\ 1 B 279.4 13 -57.9 13 -783.4 13
VERA 5 A -24.9 2 - - - 11
ERHINE 11 U2 Bloc G 66.2 4 - - 420.4 2
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Comparison of Effective Capture Cross Sections and Doppler Coefficients
for Structural Materials Calculated by Three Evaluated Nuclear Data Files
Hideki Takano and Yukio Ishiguro
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken, Japan
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ABSTRACT
From the viewpoint of the Doppler effect calculation of structural materials, a
study is made to grasp the present situation of the nuclear data in the keV energy region.
The resonance shielding factors for the effective capture cross sections of Cr, Fe and Ni
are calculated by using the resonance parameters sets from the evaluated files, ENDF/B-
11 and -111, and Storyls evaluation data. Using these shielding factors, the Doppler
coefficients for stainless steel and natural iron are calculated by one dimensional simple
perturbation method and are compared with the experimental values measured in the
JAERI-FCA assembly V-1 and -2 cores.
The differences among the Doppler coeffic ients obtained from three evaluated data
are very large and are mainly caused by the uncertainties in the 1.15 keV resonance
parameter of 56Fe and in the smooth capture cross section near the resonance energy.
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1 . Introduction
The Doppler effect of structural materials has recently been noticed in fast nuclear
reactors. The Doppler experiments for the stainless steel and natural iron sampies
performed in the Fast Critical Assembly (FCA) of the Japan Atomic Energy Institute show
the possibility of playing an important role in fast reactor safety (1), (2). That is, the
Doppler effect of the structural materials is more significant than those due to fissionable
materials (235 U and 239 pu ). An analysis of the experiment in the FCA core was done
using a simple multigroup perturbation theory by Ishiguro (3). The resonance shielding
factors for the effective capture cross sections were calculated on the base of the narrow-
resonance approximation, using the resonance parameters in the ENDF/B-II data file.
In th is report, a comparison is made for the effective capture cross sections for Cr, Fe
and Ni calculated by using three resonance parameter sets, ENDF/B-II, ENDF/B-1I1 and
Story's data(4), and the influence of the changed nuclear data on Doppler coefficient are
investigated. As the results, the important energy region for the evaluation of the nuclear
data of the structural materials are discussed.
2. Calculation of the resonance shielding factors
The Doppler energy region for the structural materials exist/between about 1 to 500 ke V,
where the resonances are considered to be isolated. The narrow resonance approximation
was assumed for the calculation of the effective capture cross sections, while the total and
scattering cross sections are not much shielded in this energy range so that the shielding
effect can be neglected for the Doppler effect calculation.
The shielding factors for Cr, Fe and Ni were calculated by using the nuclear data files,
ENDF/B-II and -111, and the resonance parameters evaluated by Story (4). At the first
stage of the present study, the KEDAK nuclear data file (5) was to be usedfor the purpose.
Since none of the resonance parameters of the structural materials in the KEDAK file could
56
be broadened by the Doppler effect, exc.ept for the 1.15 keV resonance of Fe, the KEDAK
data was not used for the present work. Moreover, the resonance parameters for Cr had
not so far evaluated by Story (4) and hence the shielding factors could not be prepared for
the evaIuated data by Story.
The energy region considered was from 1 to 800 ke V and the region was divided into
the 9 or 27 groups following the ABBN-25 (6) or JAERI-70 (7) group structure.
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The results are given only for the 25 group structure in Tables 1'V8. For the Storyls
data, the calculation for the higher energy range than 100 keV was not carried out,
since the negative contribution from the interference scattering terms of the artific ial
resonances assumed at higher energies was unreasonably large.
In Figs. 1",,3 are shown the comparison of the infinitely dilute capture cross sections
for Cr, Fe and Ni. The Cr capture cross sections were not different except for the energy
range 200 to 800 ke V between ENDF/B- 11 and ..: 11 I data. The iron capture cross sections
show large difference among three data of ENDF/B-II and -111 and of Story. In the most
important energy region including the 1.15 keV resonance of 56Fe the difference between
the capture cross sections for ENDF/B-II and -111 isabout 2 in factor. For Ni, the
d iffe rence is see n for the range from 50 to 200 ke V between EN DF/B- 11 and - 111. The
small value of Story for the range 50 to 100 keV is caused by the negative contribution from
the interference scattering terms of the resonances at higher energies.
In Table 9 are shown the temperature coefficients of the shielding factors of iron for
the important energy regions of the Doppler effect calculation. The temperature coefficients
differ also largely among the three data. These differences between the effective cross
section and their temperature coefficients have very important significance for the calculation
of Doppler effect of stainless steel and iron sampIes . In the next section, the Doppler
effects are calculated and compared with the experiments.
3. Comparison of Doppler coefficients calculated from three nuclear data with the
experiments
The Doppler experiment of the structural materials was performed in JAERI-FCA
assembly V-l and 2 (1) and recently, also in FCA VI-l (2) which is larger core than the
former assembl ies. The experimental results show that the Doppler coefficients observed
for stainless steel and natural iron are more than 20% of negative ones of 238 U. This
means greater importance of Doppler effect due to structural materials than those for higher
. 235 239 240 .
Isotopes U, Pu and Pu etc. In fast reactor safety.
The experiment is based on measuring the reactivity changes caused by heating a
In
small Doppler sampie (2.6 cm"diameter and 15.8 cm in length) by using oscillating
technique. The analysis of the Doppler experiments were done by using one-dimensional
simple perturbation method. The heterogeneous effect was considered by the usual
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equivalent relation and the Doppler sampie was treated as an isolated and infinitely long
cyl inder. A infl uence of the heterogene ity on the Doppl er coeffic ient can be seen
from Fig. 4. This figure shows that the exact choice of the heterogeneity effect, a~
(C;;: 0), is not very important as compared with the experimental error (about :!:. 20%).
The following calculations were made by accounting the heterogeneity effect a/Q = 0.5
(a=1.3).
The Doppler calculation for the stainless steel and iron sampies were carried out
using three sets of resonance shielding factors of Cr, Fe and Ni shown in Tables 11\18.
The results are compared with the experiments in Fig. 5
a
). As the Story's data did not
contain Cr, the evaluated Cr data of ENDF/B-III was used when the Doppler coefficient
of the stainless steel was calculated. The difference among the calculating results is quite
large and 10",40%. The 25 group calculations overestimate the Doppler effect as
compared with the results of the 70 group calculation. This may be understood by comparing
the contribution of the Doppl er coeffic ients from each energy group shown in Figs. 6"'9.
The difference between the 25 and 70 group calculations comes mainly from the energy
range 1 to 2. 15 ke V.
The 1 . 15 ke V resonance of 56Fe have large contribution of about 50 and 60% to the
total Doppler effect of stainless steel and natural iron, respectively. It can be seen from
Figs. 6""9 that 90% of the uncertainty in the Doppler coefficients comes from the that in
this resonance parameter. This fact becomes more clear by observing the results of the 70
group calculation. Therefore, the evaluation of the 1.15 keV resonance parameter and of
the smooth capture cross section near this resonance energy is very important for the
analysis of Doppler effect of the structural materials.
The another resul t obtained by using the resonance sh iel ding factors of ENDF/B-III
and the infinitely dilute capture cross sections of ENDF/B-II are shown in Figs. 6 and 7.
The result shows a different group contribution to the Doppler coefficients, compared with
those obtained by the other three sets. This fact shows that a consistent evaluation for
both of the resonance parameters and the background capture cross section is very important
for the calculation of the Doppler coefficient of the structural materials.
-322-
a) A trivial error was found in Ishiguro's paper (2) on the present study, that is, the
heterogeityeffect a(l-C)/(NQ) was erroneously estimated. When the error was
corrected, the contribution to the total Doppler effect from the energy region above
10 keV was twice larger than that of the previous paper.
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4. Conclusion
The effective capture cross sections of Cr, Fe and Ni were cal cul ated by using
three nucl ear data of ENDF/B-II and -111 and of Story for the energy range from 1 to
800 keV, and the analysis of Doppler experiments for the stainless steel and natural iron
sampies were made by a simple perturbation method. The results were not alway
satisfactory and moreover the differences among the Doppler coefficients obtained from
three nuclear data were very large. This is mainly caused by the uncertainty in the
nuclear data of iron. Especially, the about ninety percentage of the differences among
three nuclear data comes from the uncertainty in the 1.15 keV resonance parameter of
56Fe . Therefore, for the analysis of Doppler effects for stainless steel and natural iron,
firstly, the strict evaluation of the 1.15 keV resonance parameter and the background
cross section will be most necessary and, secondly, the evaluation of iron resonance
parameters and smooth cross sections will be important for the energy range from 20 to 60
keV. This means that the cross section fit is poor between the resonances also in the
energy range from 20 to 100 ke V.
-324-
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TAßlE·i. Copture Cross Section ond Shielding Foctor of Cr Obtoined from ENDFB-III
AßßN




(KeV) (borns) ( • K) 0-;,= 0 Vo= 1.0 (]O= 10 (Jo= 10
300 1.0796 1.0591 1.0190 1.0026 1.0002
6 4QO-ÖOO 0.00316 600 1.01:)00 1.0595 1.0201 1.0026 1.0001
900 1.01:)03 1.0596 1.0203 1.0027 1.0002
2100 1.0013 1.0600 1.0210 1.0026 1.0002
300 0.75d7 0.7735 0.0676 0.9721:) 0.9967
7 200-400 0.00397 600 0.7591 0.7740 0.0604 0.9731 0.9960
900 0.7595 0.7746 0.6692 0.9734 0.9967
2100 0.7600 0.7764 0.1:)714 0.9742 0.9967
300 0.7613 0.7924 0.0067 0.9766 0.9973
0 100-200 0.00723 600 0.7646 0.7959 0.01395 0.9773 0.9974
900 0.7664 0.7976 0.0911 0.9776 0.9975
2100 0.7691:) 0.0016 0.0945 0.971:)9 0.9977
300 0.6090 0.7307 0.0471 0.9635 0.9955
9 46.5-100 0.01317 6-00 0.6970 0.7395 0.0542 0.9654 0.9950
900 0.7019 0.7447 0.0503 0.9665 0.9959
2100 0.7121 0.7557 0.0666 0.96d5 0.9960
300 0.7064 0.7596 0.do07 0.9763 0.9970
10 21.5-46.5 0.03109 600 0.720d 0.7752 0.0955 0.9d09 0.9977
900 0.7296 0.7047 0.9039 0.9033 0.99öO
2100 0.7405 0.0047 0.9201 0.9d73 0.9905
300 0.9626 0.9609 0.9071 0.9979 0.9997
11 10.0-21.5 0.02d53 600 0.9645 0.9704 0.9077 0.99dl 0.9997
900 0.9654 0.9711 0.9dclO 0.9901 0.9997
2100 0.9669 0.9724 0.9005 0.9962 0.9997
300 0.0695 0.0760 0.9119 0.973ö 0.9959
12 4.65-10.0 0.07790 600 0.0695 0.0760 0.9119 0.9736 0.9959
900 0.0695 0.0760 0.9119 0.973cl 0.9959
2100 0.0695 0.0760 0.9119 0.973ts 0.9959
300 0.ö092 0.6197 0.0770 0.9700 0.9960
13 2.15-4.65 0.03docl 600 0.ö092 0.0197 O.o77ts 0.9700 0.9960
900 0.0092 0.0197 O.o77d 0.9700 0.9960
2100 0.ö092 0.0197 O.d77d 0.9700 0.9960
300 0.3190 0.3392 0.4703 0.0100 0.9734
14 1.0-2.15 0.15457 600 0.3461 0.3694 0.5153 0.d460 0.9794
900 0.3664 0.3916 0.5456 0.0653 0.9024











(KeV) (borns) (' K) ()= 0 0;;= 1.0 !J;= 10 er;;- = 102 c::r: = 103No. 0 0
300 1.0035 1.0029 1.0012 1.0002 1.0000
6 4oo-dOO 0.00502 600 1.0035 1.0029 1.0012 1.0002 1.0000
900 1.0035 1.0029 1.0012 1.0002 1.0000
2100 1.0035 1.0029 1.0012 1.0002 1.0000
300 0.9923 0.9942 0.99d5 0.999d 1.0000
7 200-400 0.00572 600 0.9923 0.9942 0.99d5 0.999d 1.0000
900 0.9923 0.9942 0.99d5 0.999d 1.0000
2100 0.9923 0.9942 0.99d5 0.999d 1.0000
300 0.9937 0.9953 0.9992 l.0002 1.0001
8 100-200 0.00590 600 0.9937 0.9953 0.9992 1.0002 1.0001
900 0.9937 0.9953 0.9992 1.0002 1.0001
2100 0.9937 0.9953 0.9992 1.0002 1.0001
300 0.0534 0.d736 0.9430 0.9912 0.9990
9 46.5-100 0.00d99 600 0.d751 0.0934 0.9539 0.9931 0.9992
900 0.0066 0.903d 0.9592 0.9940 0.9993
2100 0.9073 0.9220 0.9600 0.9954 0.9995
300 0.4994 0.5449 0.6960 0.d957 0.9d45
10 21.5-46.5 0.01712 600 0.5337 0.5701 0.716d 0.9000 0.9d50
900 0.5537 0.5966 0.7274 0.9020 0.9053
2100 0.5934 0.6319 0.7455 0.9053 0.9d57
300 0.7dOCS 0.0214 0.9307 0.9d93 0.99dd
11 10.0-21.5 0.00501 600 0.0006 0.cs393 0.9397 0.9909 0.9990
900 0.d113 O.04dd 0.9442 0.9910 0.9991
2100 0.6310 0.6650 0.9516 0.9932 0.9992
300 0.7524 0.77Oö 0.d567 0.9662 0.9956
12 4.65-10.0 0.02167 600 0.7560 0.7741 0.d604 0.9665 0.9957
900 0.757cs 0.7750 0.d613 0.9607 0.9957
2100 0.7612 0.7786 0.d629 0.9690 0.9957
300 0.9611 0.9651 0.901d 0.9971 1.0000
13 2.15-4.65 0.00674 600 0.9612 0.9652 0.9d19 0.9971 1.0000
900 0.9613 0.9652 0.9d19 0.9971 1.0000
2100 0.9614 0.9654 0.9d20 0.9972 1.0000
300 0.2526 0.2656 0.3590 0.6964 0.9491
14 1.0-2.15 0.30122 600 0.2777 0.2924 0.3973 0.7415 0.959d
900 0.2970 0.3129 0.424d 0.76d5 0.9654






TABLE 3. Capture Cross Seetion and Shielding Factor of Ni Obtained horn ENDFB-Ill
ABBN
Energy Range (Je T Shielding factorGroup 2 3
No.
(KeV) (barns) (0 K) eJo= 0 ~=1.0 ')0= 10 (Jo = 10 e1"0= 10
300 0.9963 0.9946 0.9966 0.9994 0.9999
6 400-600 0.00770 600 0.9963 0.9947 0.9967 0.9995 0.9999
900 0.9964 0.9947 0.9967 0.9995 0.9999
2100 0.9967 0.9950 0.9969 0.9995 0.9999
300 1.0267 1.0093 0.9974 0.9991 0.999d
7 200-400 0.00077 600 1.026d 1.0094 0.9975 0.9992 0.9990
900 1.0269 1.0094 0.9975 0.9992 0.9990
2100 1.0270 1.0095 0.9975 0.9992 0.9990
300 0.9452 0.9444 0.9610 0.9916 0.9991
8 100-200 0.01437 600 0.9453 0.9445 0.9616 0.9917 0.9991
900 0.9454 0.9446 0.9619 0.9917 0.9991
2100 0.9456 0.9440 0.9621 0.9910 0.9991
300 0.0097 0.d325 0.9022 0.9773 0.9973
9 46.5-100 0.02030 600 0.0191 0.ö410 0.9104 0.9003 0.9977
900 0.0249 0.ö476 0.9154 0.9019 0.9977
2100 0.0373 0.6600 0.9257 0.9049 0.9962
300 0.7263 0.7436 0.0257 0.9552 0.9942
10 21.5-46.5 0.03599 600 0.7516 0.7670 0.ö470 0.9631 0.9954
900 0.7657 0.7ölO 0.0591 0.9672 0.9960
2100 0.7949 0.0096 0.6627 0.9743 0.9969
300 0.7421 0.7492 0.7962 0.9204 0.9870
11 10.0-21.5 0.09605 600 0.7494 0.7566 0.0036 0.9246 0.9öö4
900 0.7537 0.7609 0.0070 0.9260 0.9888
2100 0.7625 0.7697 0.0163 0.9310 0.9095
300 0.9295 0.9329 0.9520 0.9871 0.9975
12 4.65-10.0 0.02d30 600 0.9320 0.9361 0.9551 0.9077 0.9977
900 0.9340 0.9300 0.9563 0.9001 0.9977
2100 0.93d9 0.9410 0.95d7 0.9dö6 0.9979
300 0.9316 0.9351 0.955d 0.9d9d 0.9907
13 2.15-4.65 0.04422 600 0.9540 0.9567 0.9710 0.9942 0.9995
900 0.9663 0.96d5 0.9003 0.9964 0.9990
2100 0.9092 0.9902 0.9954 1.0001 1.0003
300 0.9975 0.9976 0.99d1 0.9990 0.9992
14 1.0-2.15 0.02256 600 0.9975 0.9976 0.99d2 0.9990 0.9992
900 0.9976 0.9977 0.99d2 0.9990 0.9992






TABLE 4. Capture Cross Seetion and Shielding Faetor of Cr Obtained from ENDFB-II
ABBN Energy Range Oe
T Shielding foetor er = 102 0:= 103Group (KeV) (borns) ( • K) 0-: = 0 6: = 1.0 CJ::=100 0 0 0 0
No.
300 0.9684 0.9735 0.9888 0.9984 0.9999
6 400-800 0.00333 600 0.9684 0.9735 0.9888 0.9984 0.9999
900 0.9684 0.9735 0.9888 0.9984 0.9999
2100 0.9684 0.9735 0.9888 0.9984 0.9999
300 0.7959 0.8100 0.8818 0.9738 0.9968
7 200-400 0.00335 600 0.7965 0.8106 0.8825 0.9741 0.9969
900 0.7971 0.8112 0.8832 0.9744 0.9968
2100 0.7989 0.8131 0.8852 0.9751 0.9969
300 0.8385 0.8564 0.9199 0.9838 0.9982
8 100-200 0.00722 600 0.8493 0.8657 0.9242 0.9846 0.9983
900 0.8550 0.8705 0.9265 0.9851 0.9984
2100 0.8656 0.8791 0.9306 0.9860 0.9985
300 0.7434 0.7740 0.8736 0.9700 0.9963
9 46.5-100 0.01317 600 0.7544 0.7850 0.8806 0.9713 0.9964
900 0.7605 0.7909 0.8840 0.9718 0.9965
2100 0.7720 0.8018 0.8899 0.9728 0.9966
300 0.7493 0.71332 0.1)049 0.9764 0.9970
10 21.5-46.5 0.03188 600 0.7647 0.7991 0.0995 0.9811 0.9977
900 0.7741 0.0088 0.9078 0.9d34 0.9980
2100 0.7940 0.8209 0.9237 0.9874 0.9985
300 0.9695 0.9741 0.9886 0.9981 0.9997
11 10.0-21.5 0.02837 600 0.9711 0.9754 0.9892 0.9982 0.9997
900 0.9719 0.9761 0.9895 0.9983 0.9997
2100 0.9732 0.9772 0.9899 0.9984 0.9997
300 0.8742 0.8801 0.9137 0.9739 0.9959
12 4.65-10.0 0.07789 600 0.8742 0.8802 0.9137 0.9739 0.9959
900 0.8742 0.8802 0.9137 0.9739 0.9959
2100 0.8742 0.8802 0.9137 0.9739 0.9959
300 0.8166 0.8263 0.8806 0.9701 0.9968
13 2.15-4.65 0.03887 600 0.8166 0.8263 0.8806 0.9701 0.9968
900 0.8166 0.8263 0.8806 0.9701 0.9968
2100 0.8166 0.8263 0.8806 0.9701 0.9968
300 0.3331 0.3522 0.4780 0.8117 0.9734
14 1.0-2.15 0.15455 600 0.3624 0.3842 0.5235 0.8468 0.9794
900 0.3841 0.4076 0.5540 0.8660 0.9824












Group 0:=1.0 0;;=10 0:= 102 a: =103
No.
(KeV) (borns) (' K)
300 0.9361 0.9444 0.9744 0.9957 0.9994
6 400-800 0.00504 600 0.9363 0.9447 0.9746 0.9957 0.9994
900 0.9365 0.9449 0.9748 0.9958 0.9994
2100 0.9370 0.9456 0.9754 0.9959 0.9994
300 0.9600 0.9694 0'.9859 0.9975 0.9997
7 200-400 0.00559 600 0.9600 0.9696 0.9861 0.9976 0.9997
900 0.9601 0.9697 0.9862 0.9976 0.9997
2100 0.9603 0.9700 0.9867 0.9977 0.9997
300 0.7870 0.8688 0.9574 0.9929 0.9993
8 100-200 0.00847 600 0.7870 0.8688 0.9574 0.9929 0.9993
900 0.7870 0.8688 0.9574 0.9929 0.9993
2100 0.7870 0.86d8 0.9574 0.9929 0.9993
300 0.8531 0.d762 0.9341 0.9860 0.9982
9 46.5-100 0.02035 600 0.0504 0.0<322 0.9390 0.9<372 0.9904
900 0.0614 0.oö56 0.9417 0.9079 0.99<35
2100 0.0674 0.0922 0.9465 0.9ö89 0.9907
300 0.7201 0.7814 0.0721 0.9532 0.9928
10 21.5-46.5 0.02713 600 0.7365 0.0002 0.8816 0.9548 0.9930
900 0.7468 0.3111 0.8864 0.9555 0.9931
2100 0.7694 0.8323 0.8943 0.9567 0.9932
300 0.9078 0.9270 0.9727 0.9960 0.9994
11 10.0-21.5 0.01872 600 0.9135 0.9325 0.9758 0.9965 0.9995
900 0.9166 0.9354 0.9773 0.9968 0.9996
2100 0.9222 0.9407 0.9800 0.9972 0.9996
300 0.8255 0.8401 0.9053 0.9793 0.9968
12 4.65-10.0 0.05033 600 0.8272 0.8418 0.9064 0.9796 0.9969
900 0.8283 0.8428 0.9072 0.9797 0.9969
2100 0.ö308 0.8452 0.9087 0.9800 0.9970
300 0.9678 0.9709 0.9847 0.9975 1.0001
13 2.15-4.65 0.01214 600 0.9699 0.9728 0.9d57 0.9977 1.0001
900 0.9710 0.9738 0.9862 0.9978 1.0001
2100 0.9728 0.9754 0.9870 0.9980 1.0001
300 0.3370 0.3559 0.4825 0.8166 0.9743
14 1.0-2.15 0.15334 600 0.3720 0.3930 0.5293 0.8492 0.9797
900 0.3973 0.4195 0.5604- 0.d673 0.9825






TABlE 6. Copture Cross Section ond Shielding Foctor of Ni Obtoined frorn ENDFB-II
ABBN
Energy Range S~I~ing foctor _
U=102 U= 103Group cTc T er.: = 0 0- 1.0 0:- 10
(KeV) 0 0 0No. (borns) ( • K)
300 0.9943 0.9914 0.9941 0.9990 0.9999
6 400-1300 0.00669 600 0.9943 0.9914 0.9941 0.9990 0.9999
900 0.9943 0.9914 0.9941 0.9990 0.9999
2100 0.9943 0.9914 0.9941 0.9990 0.9999
300 0.9936 0.9916 0:9923 0.9903 0.9997
7 200-400 0.00001 600 0.9937 0.9917 0.9924 0.9903 0.9997
900 0.9937 0.9917 0.9924 0.9903 0.9997
2100 0.9930 0.9910 0.9924 0.99133 0.99913
300 0.9455 0.9467 0.9635 0.9910 0.9991
8 100-200 0.01437 600 0.9455 0.9460 0.9636 0.9910 0.9991
900 0.9456 0.9469 0.9637 0.9918 0.9991
2100 0.9458 0.9471 0.9639 0.9919 0.9991
300 0.8299 0.8450 0.9056 0.9775 0.9973
9 46.5-100 0.02037 600 0.13393 0.0550 0.9137 0.9005 0.9977
900 0.13450 0.8607 0.91136 0.9821 0.9977
2100 0.0575 0.8731 0.9288 0.9850 0.9902
300 0.7395 0.7534 0.8300 0.9556 0.9942
10 21.5-46.5 0.03667 600 0.7624 0.7763 0.8506 0.9633 0.9954
900 0.7762 0.7900 0.8623 0.9673 0.9960
2100 0.13046 o.a17i:~ 0.8850 0.9742 0.9968
300 O.d'd77 0.81397 0.9065 0.9647 0.9949
11 10.0-21.5 0.15551 600 0.8923 0.0943 0.9111 0.9672 0.9953
900 0.0950 0.13970 0.9137 0.96136 0.9956
2100 0.9005 0.9025 0.9190 0.9712 0.9960
300 1.0765 1.0709 1.0428 1.0002 1.0000
12 4.65-10.0 0.04138 600 1.0787 1.0730 1.0443 1.0086 1.0001
900 1.0800 1.0742 1.0451 1.00d8 1.0002
2100 1.0826 1.0766 1.0467 1.0092 1.0003
300 0.9345 0.9377 0.9570 0.91399 0.99137
13 2.15-4.65 0.04421 600 0.9562 0.95'd6 0.9726 0.9943 0.9995
900 0.96131 0.9700 0.9009 0.9964 0.9990
2100 0.9900 0.9910 0.9957 1.0001 1.0003
300 0.9975 0.9976 0.9981 0.9990 0.9992
14 1.0-2.15 0.02254 600 0.9976 0.9977 0.9902 0.9990 0.9992
900 0.9976 0.9977 0.99d2 0.9990 0.9992






TAßlE 7. Capture Cross Section and Shielding Factor of Fe Obtained from STORRY's data
AßßN
Energy Range 6c T
Shielding factor
Group
(KeV) (barns) (0 K) a- =0 Uo= 1.0 0:= 10 er;: = 10
2 er: = 103
No. 0 0 0 0
300 0.5342 0.5603 0.7103 0.9266 0.9910
9 46.5-100 0.00633 600 0.5519 0.57d7 0.7266 0.9326 0.9919
900 0.5624 0.5ö95 0.7362 0.9361 0.9923
2100 0.5842 0.6121 0.7563 0.942d 0.9926
300 0.4901 0.53ö4 0.6841 0.d882 0.9832
10 21.5-46.5 0.01656 600 0.5226 0.5696 0]03d 0.d926 0.9d3d
900 0.5414 0.5869 0.7140 0.8947 0.9841
2100 0.57ö4 0.6197 0.7317 0.8982 0.9845
300 0.7633 0.ö022 0.91dl 0.9870 0.9983
11 10.0-21.5 0.00464 600 0.7846 0.d220 0.92dd 0.9890 0.9986
900 0.7961 0.d326 0.9343 0.9901 0.9988
2100 0.ö17d 0.8521 0.943ö 0.9919 0.9990
300 0.7712 0.7880 0.ö687 0.9702 0.9958
12 4.65-10.0 0.01596 600 0.7758 0.7922 0.d711 0.9706 0.9959
900 0.77d2 0.7944 0.d723 0.9708 0.9959
2100 0.7825 0.7983 0.8743 0.9713 0.9960
300 0.9549 0.9592 0.97d5 0.9965 0.9999
13 2.15-4.65 0.00581 600 0.9550 0.9594 0.9786 0.9965 0.9999
900 0.9551 0.9595 0.9786 0.9965 0.9999
2100 0.9552 0.9596 0.9787 0.9965 1.0000
300 0.2929 0.3079 0.4143 0.7562 0.9620
14 1.0-2.15 0.21445 600 0.3242 0.3411 0.4503 0.7963 0.9707
900 0.3473 0.3654 0.4öd5 0.0192 0.9740





TABLE 8. Capture Cross Section and Shielding Factor of Ni Obtained frorn STORRY's data
ABBN
Energy Range cfc T
Shielding factor
Group
(KeV) (barns) (" K) Q"'" = 0 ~= 1.0 cr=lO CJ:= 10
2 Cl:" = 103No. 0 0 0 0
300 0.7290 0.7370 0.6012 0.9433 0.9930
9 46.5-100 0.00400 600 0.7292 0.7372 0.8014 0.9433 0.9930
900 0.7239 0.7373 0.6014 0.9433 0.9930
2100 0.7295 0.7374 0.0015 0.9434 0.9930
300 0.7200 0.7361 0.0227 0.9562 0.9945
10 21.5-46.5 0.02380 600 0.7502 0.7734 0.0531 0.9650 0.9956
900 0.7806 0.7952 0.0699 0.9700 0.9961
2100 0.0252 0.0302 0.9010 0.9793 0.9974
300 0.6532 0.6636 0.7298 0.0965 0.9040
11 10.0-21.5 0.00527 600 0.6627 0.6730 0.73d4 0.9005 0.9848
900 0.6600 0.6702 0.7431 0.9025 0.9850
2100 0.6700 0.6881 0.7517 0.9062 0.9856
300 0.9411 0.9452 0.9656 0.9915 0.9981
12 4.65-10.0 0.02579 600 0.9439 0.9478 0.9674 0.9920 0.9983
900 0.9454 0.9493 0.96d4 0.9923 0.9983
2100 0.9405 0.9522 0.9702 0.9926 0.99d4
300 0.9506 0.9537 0.9710 0.9946 0.9909
13 2.15-4.65 0.04384 600 0.9713 0.9736 0.9054 0.99d4 0.9998
900 0.9834 0.9ö51 0.9936 1.0005 1.0001
2100 1.0069 1.0074 1.0089 1.0041 1.0007
300 0.9590 0.9612 0.9735 0.9930 0.9978
14 1.0-2.15 0.02614 600 0.9630 0.9657 0.9767 0.9939 0.9902
900 0.9660 0.9666 0.9767 0.9944 0.9964







TABLE 9 Comparison of temperature coefficients for shielding






~fc = (fc(T) - fc(300 "K))/(T-300) x 10
4











ENDF/B- " 0.238 0.123
10 ENDF/B- "I 0.523 0.275
STORY 0.498 0.264
E'NDF/B- " 1.30 0.822
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Fig 6. Contribution to Doppler coefficient from each energy group calculated by one
dimensional simple perturbation code with -25 group structure
(a)* shows the results calculated from using the self-shielding factors for ENDFB-III
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Fig 7. Contribution to Doppler coefficient from each energygroup calculated by one
dimension~1 simple perturbation code with 25 group structure
(a)* shows the results calculated from using the self-shielding factors for ENDFB-1I1
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calculated by one dimensional simple perturbation code
with 70 group structure
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SENSITIVITY CALCULATIONS IN AN IRaN SHIELD WITH
CAPTURE CROSS SECTIONS CHANGED IN THE KEV RANGE
H. PENKUHN
Abstract
It is discussed whether a better knowledge of the absorption
cross sections for the intermediate neutrons is of importan-
ce in steel shield. Calculations done with the transport co-
de CINNA show that even in a very thick iron shield these
capture cross sections do not change critically the neutron
transmission.
Paper presented at the Specialists' Panel on Capture




It is weIl known that core calculations -especially those
for fast reactors- depend critically on the precision of the
capture cross sections of the structure materials. The que-
stion was raised whether the same is thrue for shielding cal-
culations -since some structure materials occur in both core
and shield, especially iron and the other steel components
as chromium and nickel.
We limited our calculations to the iron case. The reason was:
our transport code CINNA uses the cross section library of
05R, and for Cr and Ni these data are inconsistent. In the
KeV range sometimes even the trivial condition 6tot > ~el
is hurt , and this means a negative capture cross section, in
other words a slightly neutron-reproducing medium!*Under the-
se conditions an artificial change of the absorption cross-
section cannot yield significant results. -But for iron the
05R data are consistent.
The sensitivity calculations
The calculations were done for an iron slab of 2 meter thick-
ness, in plane geometry. The source was isotropie and located
in a second iron slab of 1 cm thickness. The dependence from
the source emission spectrum waS negligible. The upper energy
limit waS 100 KeV, the lower one 0.5 KeV. This energy range
is subdivided into 5 energy groups of equal lethargy width
A1i(here ~~~ 1.06, which means a factor near 2.9 between
lower and upper energy limits of each group). If the absorp-
tion cross section is halved in the critical range 20-30 KeV
*F.i.: at 15 KeV 05R says that 6tot= 3.0b, but 6el= 3.1b
for Cr!
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-there, at 25 KeV, is the most important minimum ("window")
in the total cross section- the effect in each group inclu-
ding and below this energy range is near 6% at 1 m and near
10-11% at 2 m penetration depth. Table I shows details of
this case. The flux increases are about linear with the pe-
netration x and rather flat versus energy. But these va-
riations are weIl below the errors tolerated in shielding
calculations; after some meter penetration one is lucky if
the errors are only below or near a factor twol (In our ca-
se the highest group is attenuated by about 11 decades, all
others "only" by 5 decades).
In order to see whether a variation of the capture cross
section in the whole considered energy range has a more
pronounced effect, similar calculations were done with 6c
decreased and increased by 50% from 0.5 to 100 KeV. Table 11
and 111 show the results. The variations of the total flux
and total heat deposition rate are only slightly higher than
in the case of the variation restricted to the range 20 -
30 KeV: at x = 2 m the total flux changes by 11% in table
I, by 14.2% in table 11, and by -12.3% in tabllie 111. But
now the flux changes are no longer a flat function versus
energy; they increase from ~6% (highest energy group) to
~~ 30% (lowest one). The fact that in all three cases the
changes averaged over all energies differ only slightly
(11%, 12.3%, 14.2%) is explained by the great contribution
-about 83%1- of the second energy group (that which includes
the "window" at 25 KeV) to the totalflux. Moreover one sees
that in the last group (0.5 - 1.44 Kev) the changes are mar-
kedly higher than in each other group- this is due to the
strong absorption resonance at 1.15 KeV (in our library
o•169 barn ) •
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Conclusions
The final result of these calculations is that the capture
cross section of iron in the KeV range is known with suffi-
cient precision for shielding purposes. But is the same true
for the other two important steel components, Cr and Ni?
On one hand the thermal absorption cross sections of Fe, Cr,
and Ni do not differ much (by a factor below two), on the
other hand any steel contains considerably more Fe than Cr
and Ni. Moreover Cr and Ni show resonance structures in
the KeV range which seem less marked than that of Fe; at
most they can have the same importance. (This conclusion
can be drawn comparing the absorption cross sections of the
99-GAM-group structure for Fe, Cr and Ni). Therefor a steel
containing Cr and Ni should behave rougly as Fe, if the
absorption cross sections of the components are changed. But
the situation is no longer necessarily the same for Mn which
has high capture resonances and a great thermal absorption
(about 11 barn)!
One can ask whether we do not get qualitatively the same
results by the simple reasoning: At the 25-KeV-window we ha-
ve '6 a = 0; 011 barn; changing babY 50% means varying
6tot by 0.0055 barn (6el unchanged), and the macroscopic
total cross section then varies by 0.6*7.8*ü.0055/56/cm =
0.047/m; this means an effect of about 5% change per meter
penetration depth. This single-energy model certainly gives
the right order of magnitude; but in order to know how such
variations change the different energy groups (the energy
spectrum) more detailed calculations are necessary.
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Table I
Flux inerease (in %) if 6a deereased by 50% from
20 to 30 KeV
Energy x* 8 em 52 em 100 em 148 em 164 em 200 em
limits (ICev) (boundary)
12 - 34.7 1.32 3.8 6.4 8.9 9.8 11 .1
4.1 - 12 1 .14 3.9 6.1 9 9.8 9.9
1.44- ,4.1 0.96 3.8 6.1 8.7 9.6 10.6
0.5 - 1.44 1.09 3 .. 6 5.9 8.5 9 .. 3 10.3
0.5 -100 0.87 3.7 6.2 8.8 9.7 11
Total heating 0.28 3.5 6.4 9 9.8 11 .1
* x = distanee from souree slab
Table 11
Flux inerease (in %), if 6a deereased by 50% from
0.5 to 100 KeV
Energy ,~ 8 em 52 em 100 em 148 em 164em 200 em
limits (KeV) (boundary)
34.7 -100 0.85 2.3 3.6 5 5.5 6
12 - 34.7 2.5 5.7 8.3 10.9 11 .8 12.9
4.1 - 12 4.0 8.5 11 13.8 14.8 16
1.44- 4.1 5.0 10.8 13.5 16.4 17.2 18.4
0.5 - 1 .44 18.0 25 28 31 32 33.5
0.5 -100 3.1 9.6 13 15.8 16.5 14.2
Total heating 1 .5 7.4 10.7 13.3 14.2 13.9
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Table 111
Flux decrease (in %), if ~a increased by 50% from
0.5 to 100 KeV
Energy x 8 cm 52 cm 100 cm 148 cm 164 cm 200 cm
limits (Kev) (boundary)
34.7 -100 0.83 2.3 3.7 4.8 5.1 5.8
12 - 34.7 2.4 5.4 7.8 10 10.5 11
4.1 - 12 3.5 7.7 11 •1 12 12.8 13.8
1.44- 4.1 5 9.8 11. 9 13.8 14.5 15.3
0.5 - 1.44 14.4 19.8 22 23.5 23.8 25
0.5 -100 3.1 8.7 11.1 13.2 13.9 12.3








Tho capture cross-sections of structural materials have a significffilt effect
on the economics of fast reactors. About 10% of the neutron captures are in
structural materials and this has a marked effect Oll the breeding pel'forma.nce of
a fast reactor.
Thore is also a small but significant Doppler effect arising from the 1 keV
capture resonance in iron.
'rhe accuracy required for the capture cross··sections of the main structure.l
materials 1s .:t 109& in the energy range 1 Kev-1 !'lev, w1th a re1e.xation of the accuracy
requirements outside this range. (See Table 2 for an energy group breakdown.)
Information about the resonance structure of the cross-sectionß is also
required to enable the shielded cross-sections to be caIculated to this accuracy.
Shielding in the 1 keV resonance in iran is pe.rticularly important. Hesonance
information is also required to enable Doppler effects to be e6timated.
Wo have analysed integral experiments using thc FGL4 cross-section set
(procluced early in 1968) and thc 1"GL5 set (produced in unadjusted form 1 l"GI5U1
t0\1ards the end of 1971). -.. -










In FGL5U thc evaluations for Fe and Ni made by Haxon, Pope anel Story (1971)
,...ere usad. Tho Fe and Ni evaluations are compared in Figs. 1 to 4.
Thc types of integral experiment used to obtain information about the
capture cross-sections of structural materialß are:
(a) Null-react.ivity test zoneiS consisting of Pu, U and a diluent material.
Tho roae:Uon rates Pu239 (n,f), U238 (HIt) and (n,'6) arG measurüd.
FX'om studies with test zones containing non-absorbent cliluents (carbon
a.nd oxygen) Pu239 alpha i6 deduced from the neutron balance. The
capture rate in absorbing diluents can then be derived. 'l'he Zebra 8
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series of null-reactivity test zones included a test zone, Zebra 8C,
in which the diluent was stainless steel.
(b) Small sampIe reactivity perturbation measurements. These give inform-
ation about the combined reactivity efrecte of absorption and scattering.
'l'hese nleasurements are combined wi th other integral measurernents and spectrum
measurements to obtain cross-section adjustments by a least squares fitting pro-
cedure. Irradiation of sampIes in the Dowlreay Fast Reactor, followed by mass
spectrographic analysis, has also provided data on the capture cross-sections of
structural materials, but these measurements have not been included in the cross-
section adjustment studies.
The integral measurements which relate to thc capture cross-sections of
structural materials are few and were made in similar spectra. Consequently,
the energy discrimination in the cross··section adjustmen ts is pOOl'. Because
iron is present in Zebra 8c (and in other assemblies) in a much higher proportion
than chromium and nickel the adjustment to the iron capture cross-secHon is more
accurate than the adjustments for nickel and chromium (which are determined mainly
by the central reactivity perturbation mcasill'ements).
In Table 1 the adjustments indicated for iron are tabulated. The adjustments
to the FGL4 and FGL5U sets are compared \"ri th the percentage differences betweel1
FGL5U and FGL4. The adjustments indicated for the FGL4 iran data are broadly
similar to thc differences between the FGL5U and FGV~ data. The large adjust-
ment in the group containing the 1 keV iron resonance is probably a consequence
of the inadequate treatment of the shielding of this resonance in the ]i'GL}+ set.
Also, there is a tendeney for eapture eross-sections above 25 keV to be increased
and those below 25 keV to be decreased, as is shown by the adjustments indicate.d
for the 1"G15U set. This tendency results from fittinG to spectrum measurements.
Sinee all cross-sections are changed in this way this adjustment to the iran
capture cross-section cannot be regarded as significant. It can be concluded
that the latest eva..luation of the iran capture cross-section is consistent with
the integral measurements.
The adjustments for nickel and chromium are only broadly indicative, because
the only integral measurements relating specifically to these substances are the
small sampIe. reactivity perturbation measurements. An increase of about 15~~ in j
the FGL4 nick.el capture cross-section is indicated. The FGL5U data is on average
(in a typical sodit~ cooled fast reactor spectrum) 5~b higher than FGL4. (It is
about a fact ar of 3 higher in the energy range 10 ta 70 keV.) The adjustment
indicated for the FG15U data is a reduction of about 157;. This suggests tha.t a
cross-section intermediate between the FG14 and FGL5U data would be most oon-
sistent with the integral data.
For chromium capture no net change is indicated for the average value in a
fast reactor spectrum, but there is a small increase above 25 keV and reduction
at lower energies to give a bettel' fit to spectrum measurements. These charll;es
are not significant.






Adjustments to the Iron Capture Cross-Section
\
Lower 1"'GL4 FGL4 FGL5U/FGL4 FGL5U FGL5UStandard StandardGroup E~ergy Deviation Adjustment Difference Deviation Adjustment(keV) (percent) (percent) (percent) (percent) (percent )
1 1,350 40 - 1 - 0.3 40 9
2 498 40 - 5 - 0.6 40 1.
3 183 40 - 10 - 16.1 40 7
4 67.4 40 - 16 - 26.7 30 16
5 24.8 40 - 27 - 54.1 30 40
6 9. 12 40 - 51 - 69.7 30 3
7 3.35 40 - 63 - 65.2 20 - 9
8 1.23 40 - 71 - 24.0 10 - 1
9 0.454 40 - 84 - 31.7 10 - 8
10 Thermal 40 - 64 - 0.8 10 - 1
-352-
TABLE 2
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The impact of capture cross sections of structural materials on
physics quantities in fast reactors has been discussed under various
aspects: critical enrichment, breeding gain, reactivity worth,




It was shown that a change of 10 % in the capture data of Fe causes
a change in criticality of about 0,2 % for ZPPR-2. For large
commercial LMFBR systems this impact is slightly higher. For these
reactor systems economically the breeding gain is of greater importance
than initial enrichment. Though a true cost-benefit analysis has not
been presented, a sound feeling leads to an accuracy of better than
0.05 for this quantity. A 10 % uncertainty in the capture data of Fe
or stainless steel might change the breeding gain by less than or
about 0.01.
If an accuracy of the criticality by less than or about 1 % and the
breeding gain by less then or about 0.05 can be tolerated for
commercial systems, the accuracy for the capture data of structural
materials should be requested accordingly to the percentage of structural
materials (about 25 %) in the core composition.
A further point of investigation was the influence of the capture data
of Fe to the Doppler coefficient. It was stated that the difference
between the numbers for the Doppler coefficients obtained from the data
for Fe, Cr, Ni in the files ENDF/BII, ENDF/BIII and Story's 1972 data
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was very large. Especially, about 90 % of the differences stern from
the uncertainty in the nuclear data of the 1.15 keV resonance of
Fe 56. The effect of these uncertainties on the total Doppler
coefficient of a large LMFBR is moderate to small.
In shielding investigations, the magnitude of the capture data of
structural materials is not of importance.
There was agreement on the requested accuracy for the data under
discussion according to the sensitivity studies: the capture in
stainless steel in the energy range between 1 keV to 1 MeV should
be accurate to better or about ± 10 %, mainly because of a reliable
prediction of breeding. This in conclusion means about the same
accuracy for the Fe-capture data, while the request for Ni and Cr
is more relaxed. An accuracy of about ± 20 % seems sufficient from
the present point of view.
Some checks of the capture data in critical experiments were presented.
These checks can only be indicative, because compensating effects
among the contributions of these data from various energy regions and
isotopes as weIl as the presently dominating uncertainties of the data
for fertile and fissile materials may not allow to draw too firm
conclusions with regard to the capture data accuracy of structural
materials. One of the important investigations by the Cadarache group
sho~ that by adjusting the capture data of Cr and Ni to the recently
measured high capture values, then a decrease of Fe-capture cross
section only can fit integral experiments in ZEBRA (with a high steel
content) and ERMINE. This is in contradiction to recent results of
differential measurements of Fe-neutron-capture-cross sections
(Le Rigoleur). The new evaluation of Fe data by the UK group seems
to be in accordance with integral data, at least not in contradiction
to them.
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a) As long as the difficulties exist in interpreting critical experiments
with large steel contents, the capture data especially of Fe need
to be re-investigated very carefully by experimenters and evaluators.
b) In order to draw more firm conclusions, a thorough study should
clarify the importance of resonance selfshielding of structural
resonances. Due to the fact that there exists a clear tendency for
larger selfshielding in the relevant resonance groups, the request
for reliable resonance parameters is being expressed strongly.
c) To determine the proper contribution of structural materials to
the Dopplercoefficient, it is necessary to improve the reliability
of the' 1.15 keV Fe-resonance data.
d) The check of the UK-evaluations for Fe and Ni in sensitive experimental
investigations is recommended. Users should repeat their sensitivity
studies with more modern resonance parameters and resonance self-
shielding factors, although larger discrepancies between theory and
integral experiments are not felt to be caused dominantly by un-
certainties in resonance selfshielding factors.
e) For use in the adjustment procedures error bars should be attributed to
evaluated data.
f) A New evaluation for capture data of er to an accuracy of ±20 %
is requested.
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